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Introduction

INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the war, Soldier!

chance to find opponents. Additionally, the Internet hosts a
cornucopia of sites and forums about miniatures gaming.

Battlefield Evolution is a fast-paced and easy to learn
miniatures game, with enough tactical depth to keep
you hooked for years. You will command platoon and
company-sized forces, and attempt to overwhelm your
opponents with tactical skill and a dose of luck!

Ba t t l e f i e l d
E v o l ut i o n: M o d ern
C o mb a t

Mi n iat u r e s G a mi ng

Though based on the armies and wars of the current
world, Battlefield Evolution: Modern Combat is set in its
own ‘alternate’ reality. You will see many weapons and
units that are easily recognisable in the real world, but
we have also added many ‘what-if?’ items, from weapons
that were tried but never adopted, to future designs that
have not yet seen warfare.

Miniatures gaming is a hobby in which players collect
armies of model soldiers and vehicles, and then take part
in games against like-minded opponents. Played on a
table featuring terrain ranging from open fields to burnt
out city streets, miniatures gaming allows you to act as
a general, directing your forces in a cunning battle plan
designed to bring you total victory!

We do not advocate re-enacting real world wars and
battles using this game, especially those that are still
ongoing. Approach this game in the same way you might
an action film or Tom Clancy novel, but always remember
real people are fighting and dying all over the world, even
as you read this

You can think of it as chess but;
o
o

o

With freeform movement – you are not restricted to
squares.
With random elements – troops pinned down by
enemy fire are likely to be in real trouble, but they
might surprise you and start fighting back.
With far prettier models!

Ne e de d F o r P l a y
In addition to this rulebook, you will also need several
other items to begin playing this game. While additional
materials such as terrain pieces and counters for various
conditions are also useful, they are optional and not
required for basic games.

Using the rules of a miniatures game – aided by a few
models, some dice and a tape measure – you will be able
to lead your armies across the battlefield, dodging a hail
of incoming fire, before unleashing your finest troops
against your enemy.

o
o

The joy of miniatures games like this one is that they
are flexible (no two games will play out quite the same
way), challenging (with all the different models you can
use there a lot of different tactics possible) and visually
appealing (nothing beats the clash of two forces over some
nice model terrain). Miniatures gaming is a fascinating
hobby that appeals to all ages and walks of life. If these
are your first steps into the hobby then you are doubly
welcome – you have just found something that may well
keep your interest for a long time.

o
o
o

Two or more players.
A playing surface, such as a tabletop or unobstructed
floor space.
A selection of miniatures.
A tape measure or ruler of a minimum 12 inches in
length.
Several six and ten-sided dice (at least two of
each).

R o l l i ng D i c e
This game uses two kinds of dice – the ordinary, humble
six-sided dice and the chunky, exotic ten-sided dice. You
will find it beneficial to have perhaps a dozen D6s on
hand as it greatly speeds up play. D10s are used more

Your local hobby store can be a great resource for
learning about the game. Many stores run their own clubs,
tournaments and ongoing campaigns, which offer a great
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R e- R o l l s

rarely and you should not need more than a couple of
these. The size or variety does not matter – they will
suffice as long as they are six-sided (numbered 1 through
6) and ten-sided (numbered 1 through 10).

Some special situations may call for you to re-roll a
dice. This simply means you ignore the first result rolled
and roll the dice again. All modifiers or conditions
that affected the first roll are also present and must be
accounted for on the re-roll. You must always accept
the result of the second roll, even if it was worse than
the first – re-rolls can be used to get you out of a tricky
situation but they are never guaranteed! Also, you may
only ever re-roll a specific dice result once, even if you
have multiple opportunities to re-roll a dice result.

You will sometimes be instructed to read the results of
dice rolls in different ways. If you are simply told to roll
a dice in the rules, roll it as normal and read the number
or pips on the top. However, you will sometimes see
references telling you to roll 4xD6, 6xD6, 2xD10+1 and
so on. These are dice shorthand references.
A number before a ‘xD’ tells you how many dice you
need to roll. The number after a ‘D’ tells you whether to
roll D6s or D10s. For example, 4xD6 means ‘roll four
six-sided dice’ (you can see why we shorten it to 4xD6).
If there is a ‘+’ after the dice add the number to each dice
rolled – so 4xD6+1 would tell you to roll four six-sided
dice and add one to the resulting score on each.

T ur ns

Some rules may ask you to add dice rolls together, such
as 2xD10+D6. In this case, you would roll two D10s, one
at a time, adding a separate D6 roll to each (the D6 is
rolled each time you roll a D10).

P r e- M e a s ur i ng
D i s t a nc e s

Players take turns to play Battlefield Evolution.
Throughout these rules, a turn is used to describe the
process a player goes through before his opponent takes
his turn and repeats that process. A Game Turn is two of
these ‘player’ turns.

You may always ‘pre-measure’ distances in Battlefield
Evolution, allowing you to check to see if an enemy is within
range before making the decision to fire, for example.

Where multiple dice of the same type are rolled and
added together it will be noted as the number of dice
only, without the ‘x’ symbol. For example, 2D6 (giving
you a total of 2 to 12), 3D6 (3 to 18) or 2D10 (2 to 20). A
numerical addition (such as the 2 in ‘3D10+2’) is added
to the total value. Thus, if you were intended to roll four
six-sided dice, add their total together and then add a
fixed value of 1, it would be written as 4D6+1.

P r e p a r i ng f o r P l a y
Once you have your army and an opponent, there are
just a couple of things you need to do before battle can
commence. You will need a flat playing surface, such as
a kitchen or dining room table – though many players
invest in a dedicated gaming table, complete with
modelled terrain.

N at ura l 1 s
These rules assume that an unmodified roll of ‘1’ on a
D6 or D10 is automatically a failure. Even if subsequent
bonuses raise the result to above 1, it is still a failed roll.
This is referred to as rolling a ‘natural 1’. The natural 1
rule applies to all rolls in this game unless specifically
mentioned otherwise.

Your playing surface should have plenty of terrain placed
upon it. You can use piles of books or boxes to simulate
buildings, walls and hills, though many players soon
progress onto model houses, woods, factories, ruins and
so on.
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A basic tabletop terrain can
be made by covering a table
with a coloured sheet and using
commercially available terrain

A more adventurous table, made
from polystyrene with a selection
of modified terrain pieces

This advanced battlefield has been
almost completely scratch built,
showing what can be achieved with
even a modicum of modelling skill
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Building an Army

BUIL
BUILDING
DIN G AN A
ARMY
RMY
Before you can start fighting huge and involved battles,

it will be your skill and tactical ability that will be the
deciding factor for victory.

you will need to build an army. An army can be as small
as a single squad or feature over a hundred soldiers,
supported by vehicles, command units and aircraft.
You can go on to field a whole company of troops with
additional support, limited only by the size of your
wargaming table!

We recommended your first battles were played with
forces of no more than 2,000 points each. This will give
you a game that will last up to two hours.
Ultimately, there is no limit to the size of armies that can
be played, and you will find that even games involving
thousands of points can still be completed within a fairly
short period of time, so long as both players are familiar
with the rules. The only real restraint is the size of your
gaming table, and your ability to place all your models
on it. However, even games involving armies of 6,000
or 8,000 points can still be realistically played on an
average 6 ft. by 4 ft. gaming table, though larger forces
may require you to use a wider table or even the floor!

Every unit in the game is assigned a points value, as
shown in the army lists on page 37 onwards. As you
collect units, add their points values together, as this will
show you just how large and powerful your army is.
When you come to play a game, the force you use may
only be a fraction of your collected army. This is because
the points system is used to ensure a fair match between
yourself and your opponent. Two forces of the same
points value should be roughly equal in power, meaning

Chinese Infantry and a Type 99 main battle tank.
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Units

UN ITS
UNITS
Models are grouped into units, which act together on
the battlefield. A unit may be several models, such as a
squad of soldiers or a single larger or important model,
such as an armoured vehicle.

A unit is defined by its entry in the army lists, as shown
below.

Jaeger Command Squad – 145 points
Leading such units as the Gebirgsjaeger and Fallschirmjaeger, the command squad is the heart of the platoon.
Type
Soldier
Radio Operator
Lieutenant

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Fire Team 1: Lieutenant (unit leader) with G36 and MP7, Radio Operator with G36, 3
Soldiers with G36, Soldier with G36 and HK-69A1.
Fire Team 2: Soldier (unit leader) with G36, Soldier with MG3.
Fire Team 3: Soldier (unit leader) with G36, Soldier with G36 and Panzerfaust 3.
Fire Teams: The designated Soldiers may act as unit leaders to Fire Teams 2 and 3,
splitting off to act as separate units.
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the German Heer can
prove to be remarkably resilient, pushing forward when other forces would give up and
cower. So long as the Radio Operator is within 2”, the Lieutenant may take a Ready
action to promote any one model in an out of command unit to become its unit leader.
Only one model may be promoted in this way at any one time for every Lieutenant on the
table. The Lieutenant need not come from the same platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Marder for +155 points or a Puma for +130 points. The Lieutenant
may add an AG36 to his G36 for +5 points each.

Title: The name of the unit.
Points Cost: The total points value of the unit. These are
added together to obtain the points value of your whole
army.
Type: The name of individual models in a unit.
Value: The individual points value of each model in the
unit.
Size: The Size score of each model in the unit. This is
used for a variety of purposes, such as measuring how
many models can fit inside a transport.

Move: How far each model in the unit can normally
move across the table in inches with a single Move action.
Movement is explained on page 10.
Close Combat: How many dice each model in the unit
rolls when it charges an enemy model in close combat.
Close combat is explained on page 18.
Target: The number an enemy has to roll equal to or
greater than on a single dice when making an attack
against a model in this unit.
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Save: The number that must be rolled if a model in the
unit is hit by an enemy attack. If a second score is present
here, this will mean the model can make a Dodge save
(see page 17 for details).
Kill: If this number is rolled when an enemy makes an
attack, the model is immediately removed, whether it has
armour or not – the attack was just too powerful!
Traits: Traits allow models to do special things, such as
fly, deliver powerful attacks or withstand a great deal of
damage. Traits are explained on page 23.

Models that are out of command may only make reactions
(see page 21).
A unit leader of one unit may not act as the unit leader of
another, though some models may have special rules that
do allow them to command other units.
If a model becomes separated from its unit by any means
and is not within 6” of its unit leader, then it may only
make reactions as stated above. As soon as the model’s
unit leader completes an action within 6”, the model may
rejoin the unit and be within command once more.

Unit: Which models are included in the unit as standard,
before any options are taken, along with the weapons
they carry.
Unit Options: Any options the unit can take are listed
here, along with any relevant changes in its Value.
Special Rules: Many units have special rules not covered
by Traits that allow them to do things in the game that
other units cannot even attempt. Special rules also allow
you to do things not normally permitted in the rules!

Facing
The majority of units on the battlefield of the future are
fast-moving and agile. In most cases, you do not need to
worry about which way a model is pointing when you
move it, as it is assumed it can turn quickly enough to
face any threat and target any enemy.
Some models (such as armoured vehicles) have special
rules that require you to know where it is facing. Some
weapons, for example, may only be permitted to fire into
one facing, or the unit may have weaker armour to the
sides and rear that enemies can take advantage of.

Unit Leaders
Every unit in the game has a unit leader, as listed in its
army list entry. If a unit consists of only one model, then
that model is assumed to be the unit leader.
All models in the unit must end every action within 6”
of their unit leader. This is the unit leader’s Command
Range.

The diagram below shows a unit and its Front, Side and
Rear facings.

If a model is ever more than 6” away from its unit leader,
then it will be out of command. The entire unit will be
out of command if it loses its unit leader and is reduced to
less than half the models it started the battle with.

Front

If a unit loses its unit leader but has not been reduced
to less than half the models it started the battle with,
designate any model to become a temporary unit leader.
This model is not as experienced as the original unit
leader, but knows enough to get the unit moving. All
models must remain within 6” of the temporary unit
leader – any who do not will be out of command. If the
temporary unit leader is killed, you may immediately
nominate another model to take over, so long as the unit
is still at half strength or greater.

Side

The entire unit will still go out of command if it is reduced
to less than half strength, even if a temporary unit leader
is present.

Side

Rear
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Units

Two Middle Eastern Alliance squads
advance

A Chinese WZ551 with infantry
support

British Challenger 2 Main Battle
Tank

A US Shadow in position in front of a key
building.
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The Game Turn

THE GAME TU
TURN
RN
A battlefield is a confusing place, with many things
happening at once. In order to make sense of things,
games take place over several turns. The player who set
up his army first will take the first turn. In your turn, you
will have a chance to move and fight with each unit you
have on the table. Once you have finished, your opponent
then has his turn to move and fight with his units. This
continues until the battle is complete and a victor is
declared!

A unit can do any combination of two actions. For
example, a squad about to be overrun by the enemy might
choose two Shoot actions. Their allies trying to flank the
enemy might choose two Move actions, while another
squad near the frontline might choose a Move action
followed by a Shoot action.
A unit must complete both of its actions before you can
start making actions with another unit. A unit need not
take one or both actions if you do not want it to – you are
never forced to take an action.

Act i on s
Whenever you decide to do something with a unit in your
army it will have two actions and every model within the
same unit will perform the same action. There are four
types of action.

Over the next few pages, we take a look at these different
actions more closely. The important thing to remember is
that each unit gets two actions of your choice in a turn.
Once all your units have taken two actions, your turn is
over and your opponent does the same thing.

Move: Allows the unit to walk, run, drive or otherwise
travel across the battlefield.
Shoot: Allows the unit to begin gunning down the
enemy!
Charge: Allows the unit to rush into close combat to tear
the enemy apart!
Ready: Allows the unit to prepare itself to do something
unusual, like load a complicated weapon or plant a
bomb.

V i c t o r y a nd D e f e a t
The game will continue until either one side gains victory
by achieving its objectives or when a certain number of
turns have been completed.
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Move Actions

MOVE ACTIONS
AC TIO NS
Every unit in Battlefield Evolution has a Move score
(found in its army list entry) which shows how far its
models can travel across the table, in inches, with a
single Move action. A model need not move in a straight
line and can make any number of turns to face in any
direction you wish.
A Move action does not have to be taken to its full
possible length and a unit can travel any distance up to its
maximum value. Models may move through any friendly
units freely but may not move through an enemy model
unless they have a greater Size score.
All models in a unit must end their movement within the
6” command range of their unit leader.

Terrain
Terrain in Battlefield Evolution is anything that is placed
on the table that is not a model – this can be anything that
is part of the landscape, such as buildings, woods, rivers
and hills. You will quickly find that the more terrain you
use, the better the game, as your units will have a chance
to leap behind walls and dodge behind buildings in an
effort to avoid incoming fire. If you just play on a flat
‘desert’ you will soon discover your troops get mowed
down by the first weapon that gets fired!
There are three different types of terrain;
Clear Terrain: Includes roads, low hills and shallow
streams – anything that appears to be easy to move over.
Clear terrain will not hinder movement at all, and so no
reduction in the Move score occurs.
Difficult Terrain: Includes steep hills, woods, and
marshes – anything that looks like it would be difficult
for most units to cross. Units moving through difficult
terrain will find their progress hindered, counting every
1” moved as 2” (effectively halving your movement
while on the terrain).
Impassable Terrain: Includes tall buildings, cliffs and
quicksand. This will block all normal movement, and
no model without special rules that ignore terrain may
cross it.

Size
Every piece of terrain has a Size score, just as models do.
This will be equal to the terrain’s height (or depth in the
case of crevasses or liquid sources) in inches, rounding to
the nearest whole number.
Models of greater Size than the terrain may completely
ignore it, counting it as clear.

MEA infantry advance
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Cover
Some terrain will provide cover for models that take
advantage of it. This is discussed more thoroughly under
Shoot actions on page 15.

Structures
While structures (the term used for buildings) are a type
of terrain, they use their own rules as it is possible to
move inside a building, travel between floors and turn
them into temporary fortresses. They are covered later
on page 30.

Special Movement Modes
Some models are able to use special movement rules
to drive, fly or use some other special means of getting
around the battlefield. Each special type of movement
is a kind of Trait and will be listed in the unit’s army list
entry if it has it.

These special types of movement may only be used by
units if they take a Ready action first, which represents
the model taking to the air, preparing to climb, revving
engines and so forth. The unit may then take a Move
action, and use the special movement, travelling a
distance up to that specified by its Trait.
When making a special type of movement, a model can
also execute an attack as if it were using a Shoot or Charge
action at any point in its movement if desired. Those that
are jumping or hovering are assumed to be a number of
inches above the table, or whatever terrain they are flying
over, equal to their Size.
Note that while a model can use its special movement
mode to get around, it does not have to – for example,
tracked and wheeled models have a lower ‘safe speed’
to grind along at more or less walking pace and an agile
climber can walk along on the ground. This is represented
by using a normal Move action.
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Shoot Actions

S
SHOOT
HO OT ACTIONS
ACTIO NS
Simple manoeuvring will not win you a battle –
you have to destroy the enemy as well, and automatic
weaponry is always a good way of doing that!

Weapo n s
The descriptions of every weapon an army uses can be
found in the appropriate army list. An example is given
here;
Weapon
Assault rifle

Range
20”

Damage
2xD6

Traits
Auto

Weapon: The name of the weapon.
Range: How far the weapon can shoot.
Damage: How many dice are rolled against a target.
Traits: This lists any special Traits the weapon possesses.
See page 23 for more details.

Special Ranged Weapons
Some weapons may not have a Range score. Instead,
one or more delivery modes may be stated. The delivery
modes are Dropped and Launched.
Dropped munitions are released by Air Units. See page
26 for more details.
Launched munitions can be fired by a launcher system
(the weapon’s description will specify which launch
system must be used). A range in inches will also be
given. If a model does not have the requisite launch
system, it may not launch this munition, though it may
use a different delivery mode.
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Shoot Actions
Fire Zones & Line of Sight

A 3” Fire Zone

Before you can shoot at an enemy, the models in your
own unit must have a Line of Sight to their intended
targets.
In all cases, Line of Sight is traced as a straight line from
the centre of each of the firing models to any part of a
potential target model. Firing models must also be able to
trace a Line of Sight to the centre of what is called a Fire
Zone, as detailed below.

3”

A Fire Zone is simply a 3” radius circle. The centre point
of a Fire Zone must be an enemy model.
When you roll dice for your unit’s shooting, you can only
attack models completely or partially within this Fire
Zone that are also within Line of Sight. All models in
the unit must use the same Fire Zone – any models that
cannot draw Line of Sight to the centre of the Fire Zone
may not join in on the attack, whether or not they can
draw Line of Sight to any individual models within the
Fire Zone.

Note that attacking models within the same unit will
never block or obscure Line of Sight for each other
– effectively, you can shoot ‘through’ models in the same
unit, as it is assumed they will manoeuvre out of each
other’s way. In addition, models within a Fire Zone will
not block Line of Sight to other models within the same
unit. This means one man in a squad cannot block or
obscure Line of Sight to the other men in the squad – they
are all potential targets when under fire!

Line of sight has three possible categories.
Models not in the same unit can block or obscure Line
of Sight.

Clear

Obscured

Blocked

Clear: No terrain (or terrain
that does not block Line of
Sight, such as a river or road)
exists between attacker and
target. No effect, shooting is
possible.

Obscured: Terrain interrupts
Line of Sight but both models
can still partially see one
another (that is, terrain hides
any part of the target model).
The target gains a +1 bonus to
its Kill score.

Blocked: Terrain interrupts
Line of Sight so neither
model may see the other. No
Line of Sight possible.
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Shoot Actions
Every model with a weapon can use it to attack any
enemy that it can draw Line of Sight to and is within
range. Range is always measured to the centre of the Fire
Zone, not to each enemy model within the Fire Zone.
Consequently, due to a Fire Zone’s 3” radius a model can
effectively target an enemy 3” further than the maximum
range of its weapon.
Unless it has special rules, each model can only use one
weapon in a Shoot action, no matter how many weapons
it possesses.

Fire Zone is selected and
Damage Dice rolled

Every weapon has a set number of Damage Dice, which
are rolled to see if a target has been hit and wounded or
killed.

Elevated Models
It is quite common for some models within a Fire Zone to
be on a different level of a building to others, or even just
standing on some rocks or ruins! So long as a model is
within 3” (6” for weapons with the Auto trait) of the level
the model the Fire Zone is placed upon, it can be included
within the Fire Zone.

Damage Dice allocated to
targets, misses discarded

The Bazooka-armed trooper is within the Fire
Zone despite being an elevated model

3”

Kills are removed,
Targeted models roll saves

Shooting
Roll Damage Dice for your entire unit. Discard all
Damage Dice that roll a natural ‘1’. These represent
missed shots or ammunition jams.

Failed saves are removed
The highest scoring Damage Dice (including any bonuses)
must be allocated to the model closest to the shooting unit

14
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Shoot Actions
within the Fire Zone, the next highest scoring Damage
Dice to the next nearest model, and so on. If all models
within the Fire Zone have been allocated a Damage Dice,
then you are free to allocate any remaining Damage Dice
to models as you see fit, placing multiple dice on specific
models that you deem especially dangerous, if you so
wish.

A fence provides Light Cover

Note that friendly models within a Fire Zone are potential
targets as well! However, a model may never be caught
within a Fire Zone that it helped create itself (in other
words, models cannot shoot themselves or members of
their own unit!).
Also be aware that it is perfectly permissible for a Fire
Zone to overlap more than one unit.

A wall provides Medium Cover

All models have two scores which you need to aim for
when attacking them – a Target score and a Kill score. If
you roll equal to or greater than the model’s Kill score, it
is automatically removed from the battlefield. You have
dealt it a grievous injury or even killed it outright!
If you merely roll equal to or more than a model’s Target
score, then it will have a chance to use its Armour to
protect itself. Your opponent must roll one six-sided dice
and score equal to or greater than his model’s Armour
score in order to survive. A roll of 1 for Armour is always
a failure.

Cover

These rocks provide Hard Cover

Most types of terrain will also provide Cover for models,
effectively shielding them from shooting attacks.
Different terrain will provide different amounts of cover
– a thick reinforced wall, for example, will provide better
protection than tall grass!
There are three different types of terrain that can provide
Cover, as listed below.
Type of
Cover
Light
Medium
Heavy

Example Terrain
Tall grass, crops,
marshland
Woods, ruins, walls

Bonus Provided
+1 Kill score

+1 Armour Save,
+1 Kill score
Fortified walls, rocks +2 Armour Save,
+2 Kill score

15
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Shoot Actions
A model has to be touching (on the opposite side of the
terrain to the firing model) or actually completely within
suitable terrain to take advantage of Cover. Otherwise,
the terrain can only obscure or block Line of Sight.
For the purposes of Line of Sight only, a firing model
may ‘see through’ any Cover within a number of inches
equal to its Size score. It may also ‘see through’ any
Cover within a number of inches to the target model
that is equal to the target model’s Size score. Models, if
within terrain, may always claim Cover rather than just
have an obscured Line of Sight.

Chinese PF89 ATGW targets
tank, while rifles target
infantry

A model cannot benefit from Cover if its Size score is
greater than that of the terrain it is within or behind.
However, it can still count as being Obscured.

Summary of Cover, Terrain &
Line of Sight

Each individual weapon may only allocate dice to a
single Fire Zone. You can only split the firing of a unit,
not a single weapon!

It is important to understand the relationship between
Cover, terrain and Line of Sight.

Damage Bonuses

o
o
o
o

Terrain can block or obscure Line of Sight.
In some circumstances, terrain can instead provide
Cover.
Being able to trace a clear Line of Sight does not
necessarily mean a model is deprived of Cover.
A model cannot be Obscured and gain Cover at the
same time.

Note that if some models shooting into a Fire Zone can
draw a clear Line of Sight to an enemy model or deprive
him of Cover, while other models on the same attacking
unit cannot, you should roll your Damage Dice separately
for them.

Splitting Fire Zones
A unit can opt to split fire by declaring extra Fire Zones if
you wish. In effect, this is the act of spreading an attacking
unit’s fire wider to catch more targets or shooting in
different directions. The downside to this tactic is that
the unit’s firepower is weakened by being spread in this
way.
Any two Damage Dice of your choice must be discarded
for each extra Fire Zone created and the remaining
Damage Dice must be divided between the two or more
Fire Zones before any of them are rolled.

Some weapons have a damage bonus because they are
extremely accurate, have a high rate of fire or possess
exceptional penetration. If a damage bonus applies,
you may need to roll different coloured dice for that
weapon when firing. Each damage roll adds the damage
bonus before comparing its value to the Target and Kill
characteristics of the attacked model.
For example, a 3xD6+1 damage weapon adds one to the
score on each of the three dice rolled for it.
Some attacks receive a random damage bonus by rolling
an extra dice (this being the differently coloured dice).
Remember that this is not a Damage Dice so does not
count as an extra hit on its own, nor is it ignored if it rolls
a 1; the bonus dice is purely there to boost the weapon’s
Damage Dice scores. Only one such bonus dice is ever
rolled during an attack, regardless of how many Damage
Dice the weapon rolls.

Shooting at Large Models
If models of different Sizes are present within a Fire
Zone, you may always opt to allocate the first (highest
scoring) Damage Dice against the model with the Largest
Size. After that, Damage Dice are allocated normally,
regardless of differing Sizes.
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Fire Arcs
Some models, usually large and ungainly units, have
limited fields of fire, and are unable to react quickly when
enemies start crowding around them. Some weapons
on such units will have a designated fire arc detailed in
parentheses in their army list description. Such weapons
may only place Firze Zones within their fire arc.
FaF: Forward
FaL: Left
FaR: Right
FaA: Aft

An Apache
gunship has a
limited forward
fire arc for its
weapons.

Forward

make one save against each attack, and so must choose
between using Armour or trying to Dodge.

Remote Weapons
A Remote weapon is Placed at the location of the model
carrying it by using a Ready action; use a marker to
show the weapon’s location once placed. It can then be
triggered with any subsequent Ready action taken by any
model in the unit that placed it. If the unit is destroyed
the Remote weapon is lost as well. These two Ready
actions can be separated by any number of other actions
– this normally involves the placing model taking Move
actions to get out of the Remote weapon’s Lethal Zone!

A r t i l l e r y W e a p o ns
Left

Right

Artillery fire allows some weapons to attack targets that
are hidden and not in Line of Sight, effectively raining
fire down from the sky. Mortars and some missiles are
examples of weapons that can be fired in this manner.
Note that a weapon with the Artillery trait may always
be fired normally, as detailed earlier in this chapter.
These rules are only used when the player wishes to take
advantage of the Artillery trait.

Aft

Impact Point and
Inaccuracy

Destruction of Large Models
If a model of Size 3 or greater is destroyed, it should be
left on the battlefield as wreckage, counting as terrain and
possibly providing Cover or obscuring Line of Sight. You
may find it visually appealing to either turn the model
upside down, cover it with cotton wool to represent
smoke, or even create your own ‘destroyed vehicle’
terrain.

Dodge Saves
Some models will have two scores listed for their Armour
– the second will be a Dodge save, allowing the model to
nimbly jump out of harm’s way in the last instant.
A model’s Dodge save is never modified and will always
be a straight roll on a D6. An Armour save, for example,
can be modified by a Piercing weapon, but Dodges
cannot.
Dodges can be used to try to save a model from harm
even if their Kill score has been rolled, but you may only

Before using the Artillery trait, the unit firing the weapon
must spend a Ready action in preparation of the attack.
You may then select an Impact Point anywhere between
half the weapon’s range and its maximum, which is where
the shot will land – this need not be in Line of Sight as
with normal shooting attacks.
The opposing player rolls one D10 and moves the Impact
Point this many inches in any direction. That attacking
player then rolls another D10 and moves the Impact
Point this many inches directly back towards its original
position.
This will likely mean the Impact Point moves a little.
Artillery fire is known for being a little inaccurate!
Once the final Impact Point has been determined, roll the
weapon’s Damage Dice against every model either fully
or partially within the weapon’s Lethal Zone.
A unit under attack from Artillery fire may never benefit
from Cover or be Obscured.
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C
CHARGE
HARG E A
ACTIONS
C TION S
If an enemy is in cover, he can be very hard to defeat
– sometimes, you might find it useful to simply charge
and root him out with close combat! While this can be
exceedingly dangerous (you will present an easy target
as you come rushing in), it is usually decisive, one way
or the other.
When a Charge action is made, you may move your
models up to their Move score towards an enemy unit.
Note that your models must still end the Charge action
within the 6” command range of their unit leader, and
that terrain will slow or halt their progress as with normal
Move actions.
If you succeed in getting within Lethal Range of any
enemy models with one of yours, you immediately fight
in close combat.

Lethal Range
Every model has a Lethal Range in which it can make
close combat attacks. This is an area measured from the
model’s centre to a distance equal to its Size score.

Fighting in Close Combat
Roll the Close Combat Dice for all the models in your
unit that have at least one enemy model in their Lethal
Zone.
As with shooting, if you beat your enemy’s Target score,
you will force an Armour roll. If you beat its Kill score,
you will destroy outright. Discard all Close Combat dice
that roll a natural ‘1’.
The highest scoring Close Combat Dice (including any
bonuses) will be allocated to any enemy model you
choose within one of your own models’ Lethal Zones,
the next highest scoring Close Combat Dice to another
enemy model, and so on. Once all enemy models within
your models’ Lethal Zones have been allocated a Close
Combat Dice, then your opponent is free to allocate any
remaining Close Combat Dice to models as they see
fit, placing multiple dice on specific models, if they so
wish.

USMC infantry Charge into contact. Once all USMC models have moved
the USMC roll Close Combat dice for every model touching an MEA model
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Push Back
After close combat has been completed, move the model
with the smallest Size score directly away until it is out
of its opponent’s Lethal Zone. If both models have the
same Size score, move the model that was attacked 2”
directly away – other models should be moved out of the
way if necessary.
This may cause a model to be pushed back off a high
point, such as a cliff or tower. Measure the distance
fallen, and then consult the table below. Models with the
Climb, Jump or Hover Traits reduce the distance fallen
by 3”. You may not make a Save of any kind against
falling damage.
Distance Fallen Damage Taken
Up to 3” fall
Roll 1xD6 damage die against the
model.
Up to 6” fall
Roll 1xD10 damage die against the
model.
7”+ fall
Roll 1xD10 for every 6” fallen. Add
the model’s Size as a damage bonus.

make an immediate Armour save. If it succeeds, it will
be Pushed Back as far as it can go, and then stop. If it
fails, it will be immediately removed as a casualty.

Ongoing Close Combat
Units are not ‘locked’ in combat in any way as the
normal action rules are designed to recreate the fluidity
and deadliness of close quarters battle. If a unit wishes
to continue a combat, it merely keeps taking Charge
actions until it achieves victory, is defeated or chooses to
disengage on its turn taking a Move (or Charge) action in
a different direction.
However, you will find that once enemy units are within
10” of one another, combat becomes very deadly. The
Reaction rules later in this book mean that each time a
unit completes an action, all the surviving enemy models
nearby may take a Reaction. In practice, the two units will
be quickly driven apart or annihilated by the interchange
of actions and Reactions.

Cover

Pushed Back Into Impassable
Terrain or off the Table
Being forced into a corner or out of a field of engagement
is another way to lose models. If a model is Pushed Back
into impassable terrain or off the table altogether, it must

Where close combat is concerned, Cover does not grant
bonuses to Target and Kill scores in the same way as it
does for shooting. However, there are benefits from being
concealed in cover when an enemy rushes forward to
engage you. See the section on Reactions on page 22 for
more details.
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READY ACTIONS
AC TIONS
A unit taking a Ready action is preparing either
themselves or an item of equipment for special use. Some
heavy or complicated weapon systems, for example,
require a Ready action before they can be fired, while
certain types of movement may require Ready actions
before they can be used in the next Move action.
In effect, the Ready action is the ‘do something special’
action.
What a Ready action actually does will be covered by
the special rule it is using, usually found in the unit’s or
weapon’s Traits or special rules. Sometimes, a Ready
action will be used to actually accomplish something,
while others must be performed before using another
action (such as when using a Ready weapon or a special
movement type). However, there are some rules common
to all Ready actions, no matter what they are used for.

A unit performing a Ready action may neither move nor
shoot. It stands stationary, performing the Ready action
until taking a different action completes it.
You do not have to state what the Ready action is for
when the unit makes it. The purpose of the Ready action
need only become evident in the following action when
you declare it.
A unit may have the ability to perform Ready actions for
a variety of different tasks. However, each Ready action
may only ever be used for one task, no more.
If a unit performs a Ready action after its first action, the
Ready ‘status’ may be carried over into the next turn (or
during a Reaction) if desired.

USMC infantry makes a Ready action to
increase the Damage Dice of its M249 SAW
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REACTIONS
R EAC TIONS
What makes Battlefield Evolution different from many
other games is that units get to react to enemies who get
too close. After all, if you saw several enemy soldiers
charging towards you, you would not wait around to get
beaten up, would you? Also, if you are playing a game,
you will not want to hang around for twenty minutes or
more while your opponent moves all his models – you
want to play as well!
Reactions allow you to take an active part in your
opponent’s turn, and they may just save a few of your
own units from certain death.

Whenever an enemy unit completes an action within
10” of any model in one of your units, that unit may
immediately make a free Shoot or Move action. This is
called a Reaction. You may move in any direction but
any shooting must be aimed at the unit that triggered the
Reaction.
You may also react when you get shot at! Whenever
an enemy unit completes a Shoot action against one of
your units, that unit may make an immediate Move or
Shoot action. If a Shoot action is taken, the Fire Zone
must include models from the enemy unit that triggered
the Reaction.

At the start of their turn
the USMC infantry are
already approaching an
MEA position

For their first action the
marines Move forwards
towards the MEA
infantry
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A unit may only make one Reaction in every turn, no
matter how many times an enemy moves close by or
shoots it.

the opportunity to flee before the enemy gets too close or
gun the attackers down before reaching them,

Finally, you can never react to a Reaction!

If a unit is in Cover and is reacting to a Charge action,
it may make the Reaction after the target models have
moved but before any Close Combat dice are rolled.

Ready and Alert Status

Laying Low

Units that took a Ready action as their last action in their
player’s turn count as being Readied in the opposing
player’s turn as well. This means they can potentially
use special movement types or Ready weapons during a
Reaction.

A unit does not have to react if it does not want to.
This will often happen to units within Reaction range
of the enemy who do not wish to call undue attention
to themselves or are waiting for the enemy to make a
tactical mistake. In real terms the unit might be hiding out
as best it can while it awaits reinforcements or retrieval,
or locked in an eyeball to eyeball confrontation with an
enemy…

Reactions Within Cover
Units within Cover have a certain advantage when an
enemy charges them. In a defended position, they have

The Marines are now
within 10” of the MEA
infantry who may now
choose to React in one
of two ways - either by
Shooting ...

...or Moving
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TRAITS
Both models and weapons can have traits that mark them
as special. A trait is a special rule that can allow a unit
to move in a special way, for example, or make a weapon
more powerful.
This chapter lists all the traits used in Battlefield
Evolution, and you should refer to it when coming across
a trait in a weapon or unit description later in the book.
AA: This is an anti-aircraft weapon. Only weapons with
this trait are capable of affecting Air Units moving at
Loiter speed or faster; all others are too limited in their
ability to target such quick enemies.
AA-Only: This weapon may only be used against Air
Units that are flying. It may not be used against other
units or Air Units that are grounded.
Accurate: Accurate weapons may re-roll any Damage
Dice that fail to hit their targets. The Accurate trait is
ignored if the weapon is fired as Artillery.
Artillery: The weapon may be fired as Artillery. See
page 17 for more details.
Auto: An Auto weapon creates a 6” radius Fire Zone,
rather than a 3” one.
Climb/X”: This is a special movement type (see page
11). The model uses the special movement distance
indicated, counting any impassable and difficult terrain as
clear. Models can climb over several actions if required;
simply make a note of the height reached or place a dice
beside the model as a reminder.
Flame: Flame weapons engulf their targets with a torrent
of fire. They ignore any Cover the target may be in and no
Dodge save is possible against their effects.
Hits/X: Each time a model with multiple Hits fails its
saving throw, it loses one Hit. If the model suffers a Kill
result it loses two Hits instead of one. If a model with 6
or more Hits is reduced to just 1, it will become Crippled,
and may only take one action every turn, and may never
make a Reaction. In addition, models with the Hits trait
are never pushed back in close combat.

Immobile: This model may never take a Move action.
With a Ready action, it may turn in place to a new facing.
If other models in the unit do not have the Immobile trait,
they may freely move away from this model at any time,
leaving it out of command.
Independent: Independent models have a great deal
of flexibility on the battlefield. Independent models are
somewhat different as they can function as a one-model
unit if they wish or join a friendly unit. They can make
these choices as they go, so one could potentially join a
unit and then leave it later to join another unit or revert to
operating as a one-model unit again. Independent models
can join a unit’s action if they are within its unit leader’s
command range. They can also form a new unit from any
out of command models within command range. The
independent model becomes the new unit’s leader for the
remainder of the game. Note that Independent models are
limited to a maximum of two actions per turn as usual.
Killshot: There are weapons powerful enough to vaporise
any target they hit, burning through armour as if it was
not even there. Killshot weapons count any Damage
Dice that equal or beat a model’s Target characteristic as
a Kill instead.
Lethal Zone/X: This weapon has a large blast effect,
affecting multiple models with each shot. As with
other weapons, Damage Dice are allocated as normal.
However, additional Damage Dice are also rolled against
every model within the Lethal Zone distance indicated
in the trait.
So, for example, a British L55 Gun (Lethal Zone/2”) will
roll its D10+5 Damage Dice against a target within the
Fire Zone as normal. However, you will also immediately
roll additional Damage Dice against any other models
within 2” of the first target.
Lumbering: This model is large or just slow. It may
never make a Reaction.
Multifire/X: Sporting multiple weapon systems, this
model can lay down a hail of fire. The Multifire trait
shows how many weapons the model can use in a single
Shoot action. Any weapons carried may be used. If a
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model has the Multifire/All trait, it may fire all of its
weapon systems in a single Shoot action.
Multihit: High penetration or massive firepower
allows this weapon to rip through larger models, such
as armoured vehicles. Multihit weapons that equal or
exceed the Target characteristic of a model score two Hits
instead of one. Multihit weapons that equal or exceed the
Kill characteristic of a model score four Hits instead of
two.
One-Shot: A One-Shot weapon may only be used in one
Shoot action during the entire battle. Once used, it is
gone!
Parry/X: A model with the Parry trait or carrying a
weapon with the Parry trait can force a single enemy
model attacking it to re-roll one of its Close Combat dice
during an enemy Charge action. A model may only Parry
something up to twice its own Size (that is, a Size 1 model
can Parry a Size 2 model but not a Size 6 model). Parry/2
or Parry/3 weapons allow the model to parry two or three
Close Combat dice respectively against any opposing
models attacking it.
Piercing/X: The model’s attacks are lethal and can carve
through the heaviest armour with ease. The Armour
save roll of models struck by the model’s Damage
Dice is reduced by the Piercing value. For example an
Armour save of 6+ will be impossible to make if struck
by a Piercing/1 weapon. If the Trait is possessed by a
model, it will affect only its Close Combat attacks. If it
is possessed by a weapon, it will affect only the Damage
Dice rolled for that weapon.
Prone: Some weapons, such as many man-portable
machine guns, can be set up with a bipod or tripod, and
so become far more effective in laying down suppressive
fire. If a Ready action is taken to go prone and set up a
weapon with this trait, it immediately gains the FxF fire
arc. However, the number of Damage Dice the weapon
has is doubled in all subsequent Shoot actions. These
extra Damage Dice will remain until the model moves
(the rest of its unit is free to take Move and Charge
actions, without negating the model’s extra Damage
Dice). Another Ready action can be taken later on to go
prone and set up the weapon again.

Models of Size 2 may gain the benefit of Prone weapons
without taking a Ready action, so long as they do not take
a Move or Charge action in the same turn as they shoot.
Ready: A Ready weapon can only be fired by a unit
whose preceding action was a Ready action (see page
20).
Retaliate:
The Retaliate trait represents volatile
ammunition, explosions, crashes, eruptions, death throes
and other devastating effects accompanying the models’
demise. If a model has the Retaliate trait it and is removed
form play due to an enemy rolling its Kill score or higher,
then it will roll all of its Close Combat dice against every
model (friend or foe) within its Lethal Range. When
rolling Damage Dice for Retaliation, only the following
traits are still applicable; Flame, Killshot, Multihit, and
Piercing/X.
Slow: Some weapons take time to aim, recharge or
require constant reloading. A Slow weapon may only fire
once every turn, and may not fire during a Reaction.
Tracks/X”: This is a special movement type (see page
11). The model uses the special movement distance
indicated and it can always move up to this distance, even
if it moves from, over or into difficult terrain (but not
impassable terrain).
Wheels/X”: This is a special movement type (see page
11). While using this special movement mode a wheeled
model moves at much greater speed than normal but is
in danger of skidding and losing control if damaged. If a
wheeled vehicle is damaged during a game turn in which
it has used its special movement, it will be moved D6”
away from the source of damage.
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A
AIR
I R UNIT
UNITS
S
The use of air power can fundamentally change the
balance between otherwise equal armies and he who
holds superiority of the air will have a very real advantage
over his enemy. Air Units are expensive in terms of points
but, while unable to take ground and thus win battles by
themselves, can swing the game in your favour if used
properly.
Air combat forms a mini-game in its own right over the
battlefield. If either player is using air power, the game
gains an additional ‘Air Phase’ after both players have
taken their turns, as shown below.

Flight Speeds
Air Units do not have a Move score rated in inches like
other models. Instead, the Move score details the flight
speeds that the Air Unit is capable of.
You must decide what flight speed an Air Unit will use at
the start of its first action in the Air Phase. It may not alter
its flight speed during the rest of its actions in that phase.
An Air Unit may not use a flight speed that is not listed in
its Move characteristic – it simply cannot fly in a manner
contrary to its design.
Players do not have to declare flight speed at the start of
the Air Phase – that decision is made when an Air Unit
takes its first action.

Game Turn Start
First Player’s turn
Second Player’s turn
> Air Phase <
Game Turn End

The possible flight speeds are as follows.

Both players act in the Air Phase, taking turns to move
and fight with their Air Units. Each Air Unit gets two
actions in the Air Phase, just like ground units do in
their turn. Only Air Units may perform actions in the Air
Phase, though other units may have the chance to React.

Entering the Battlefield
All Air Units use the Reserves rule (see page 34). As
such, they will enter the battlefield in the second turn
or later from off-table. An Air Unit that is moving onto
the battlefield is placed at any edge of the board at the
beginning of the Air Phase. This placement indicates its
entry point and heading.

Who Goes First
If both players have Air Units on the tabletop in an
Air Phase, the player who deployed his army first will
move one Air Unit of his choice first. After the first Air
Unit has taken its two actions, the opposing player then
takes two actions with one of his Air Units. Both players
alternate units in this way until all Air Units have taken
their actions.

V/STOL: V/STOL (Vertical/Short Take Off Landing)
is only available to Air Units capable of staying aloft
without horizontal movement.
Loiter: A highly manoeuvrable flight state where the Air
Unit is being kept aloft primarily by its motive power
source rather than its lift surfaces (wings).
Cruise: Medium speed flight, balanced against good
manoeuvring ability. Most Air Units capable of longdistance flight use the Cruise flight speed for this purpose
but faster aircraft can throttle back to this speed too.
Burn: Full power, throttle to the wall, roaring along with
every ounce of power to push the Air Unit forward. Not
very manoeuvrable but very, very fast.

Air Target Characteristic
An Air Unit has a Target score to represent its size and
sturdiness like any other model. Fast moving targets
are harder to hit, however, so an Air Unit always uses
the highest of its own Target score and its flight speed’s
Target score, as shown on the table.
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Flight Speed
V/STOL
Loiter
Cruise
Burn

Min. Move
per Move Action
0”
10”
20”
30”

Max. Move
per Move Action
10”
20”
40”
60”

Max. Turn Angle
180 o
90 o
45 o
45 o

Target
5+
6+
7+
8+

Crash Distance
D6”
D10”
2D10”
3D10”

Air Actions

Shoot (X)

During the Air Phase, players alternate taking two
actions with their Air Units, until all Air Units have taken
two actions and the Air Phase finishes. An Air Unit must
always take two actions, unlike other units which do not
have this requirement.

Having deliberately slowed its movement to stabilise
its attack run, the Air Unit unleashes its firepower upon
the enemy, whether this is through bombing, strafing or
dogfighting. Note that all weapons fired or deployed by
an Air Unit must create Fire Zones in its forward facing,
unless specifically stated otherwise in its army list entry.

All Air Units must take a Move (Fly) action as their first
action. What an Air Unit does for its second action is
entirely up to you, chosen from the list below.

o

Unless otherwise stated, all Air Units will ignore all terrain
for the purposes of movement. All weapons may only fire
into the forward facing, unless otherwise stated.

Charge (Flyby)
Only Air Units that have this listed in their special rules
may choose this action. The Air Unit takes a Move (Fly)
action as normal. However, if it makes contact with
another Air Unit, both roll Close Combat dice. Results
are calculated simultaneously. If the charging Air Unit
is still airborne, it continues its Charge (Flyby) action,
possibly contacting another enemy and causing further
simultaneous Close Combat rolls.

o

o

Move (Land)
This action may not be performed if the Air Unit is
using the Burn flight speed. The Air Unit moves directly
forward any distance up to its minimum Move. If, at the
end of this movement, there is any impassable terrain
within the Air Unit’s Size score, it remains an Air Unit.
If not, it lands and is now treated as a ground unit (see
page 29).

Move (Fly)
The Air Unit moves forward any distance between its
minimum and maximum Move according to its flight
speed. At the end of this movement it may turn up to its
Maximum Turn Angle.

Shoot (Bomb): The army list entry of an Air Unit
will determine how many ordnance munitions
may be deployed in a single Shoot (Bomb) action.
All ordnance dropped will hit an Impact Point
nominated by you anywhere along the flight path the
Air Unit moved along in the current turn. Once the
Impact Point has been nominated, roll 1D10. Move
the Impact Point this many inches towards your Air
Unit. Then roll another 1D10 and move the Impact
Point this many inches directly away from your Air
Unit.
Shoot (Dogfight): The Air Unit may fire any and all
weaponry other than ordnance at another Air Unit.
The weapons’ usual Range scores are used for these
attacks. All weapons must create a Fire Zone centred
on one enemy Air Unit.
Shoot (Strafe): The Air Unit may fire any and all
weaponry other than ordnance at any ground unit.
The weapons’ usual Range scores are used for these
attacks. All weapons must use the same Fire Zone.

Reactions
Air Units may never make Reactions.

Returning to the Battlefield
Air Units can pass completely over the battlefield during
their Air Phases and, because of their speed, can fly off
a table edge. If an Air Unit leaves the table, it may try to
turn about and head back to the battlefield.
Unfortunately events in the wider world can prevent this
– it might run into anti-aircraft fire or enemy aircraft, get
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called on to help somewhere else or decide it is too badly
damaged to continue the mission. To represent these
conditions an Air Unit that has left the table may roll a
D6 at the beginning of each subsequent Air Phase. On a 4
or more, it will re-enter the battlefield. If the roll is failed,
it can try again at the beginning of each subsequent Air
Phase. When returning to the table, Air Units can come
on from any table edge with any initial heading. You can
choose to forgo this roll if you wish, in order to attempt
to bring the Air Unit back in a later turn.
If several Air Units are entering or re-entering the
battlefield in the same Air Phase, players alternate placing
their models at the beginning of the phase, with the player
who deployed his army first placing the first Air Unit.

Air/Ground Interaction
There are a number of key rules that govern the interaction
of Air Units with those on the ground.
o Air Units can attack ground units with any
weapons.

o Air Units that land during the Air Phase become
ground units until such time as they take off again
(see page 29).
o Ground units can only attack Air Units with AA
weapons, unless the Air Unit is at V/STOL speed,
in which case any Shoot action may be targeted
against them,
o Ground units can react against Air Units that
complete an action within 20” of them (rather than
the usual 10”). However, they may only choose
Shoot as a reaction.
o When determining Line of Sight to or from Air
Units, assume they are 12” above the table.
o Air units ignore Fire Zones not specifically targeted
at them (thus ignoring Fire Zones created on the
ground).
o By the same token, units on the ground ignore Fire
Zones created by an Air Unit attacking another Air
Unit.

An Apache helicopter moves onto
the battlefield and engages the
Chinook, destroying it.
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Surviving the AA fire on its
next turn the Apache moves
in position to attack the
Challenger tank.

Destroyed Air Units

Air Transport

Unlike normal models, Air Units are not simply removed
from play when they are destroyed – they crash to
the ground, and woe betide anything that gets caught
underneath. . .

Some Air Units are capable of carrying other units for
deployment onto the battlefield. This will be noted in
their army list entries.

When an Air Unit is destroyed, consult its most recent
flight speed on the table on page 26, and roll the Crash
Distance dice listed. The Air Unit must move directly
forwards precisely this distance. Every model and
structure then within the Air Unit’s Size score in inches
will immediately suffer all of the Air Unit’s Close
Combat dice. The destroyed Air Unit is then removed as
a casualty if it is Size 2 or less, or left on the table if it
is larger.
Air Units that have landed and are subsequently destroyed
while on the ground do not crash and are simply left on
the table if Size 3 or greater, or removed if smaller.

In order to do so, the Air Unit must carry them onto the
table as Reserves, and land on the battlefield during the
Air Phase. Units within an Air Unit that has landed must
use a Move action to disembark but may take no other
actions in that turn.
To enter an Air Unit capable of transport, a model must
move on to it, using a Move action. The model may then
be removed from the table, as it has boarded the aircraft.
Models removed in this manner do not count as casualties;
they are assumed to be within the Air Unit.
Any units that are within an Air Unit that is destroyed are
instantly counted as casualties.
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It successfully engages the
tank, and takes out some of
the nearby British infantry,
who react. With a lucky hit the
Apache is brought down.

Landed Units
Air Units are significantly impaired when they have
landed. Landed Air units count as ground units in all
respects and no longer take actions in the Air Phase.
The only actions they may perform are Move (Take Off)
or Shoot (Strafe), though only weapons listed in their
army list entry as being capable of shooting while on the
ground may be used.

blocking the Air Unit within its minimum Move for that
flight speed. If it is blocked, the Air Unit may be turned
to face any direction. The Air Unit then moves precisely
its minimum Movement directly forwards and is now
considered a proper Air Unit. It does not perform any
actions in the Air Phase at the end of this Game Turn,
however.

Air Units that have a special movement trait (such as
Hover) become normal ground units when landed.
Move (Take Off): This action requires that the Air Unit’s
previous action was Ready. Choose a flight speed it is
capable of and check to see if any impassable terrain is
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STRUC
STRUCTURES
TUR E S
Battles are often dictated by key structures – forts,
bridges, cities, factories, harbours and the like. Military
forces use defensive emplacements to help secure rear
areas against threats, while many commanders are forced
to engage enemies within an urban environment, a great
equaliser of armies where cunning and local knowledge
can make up for an imbalance of technology.
A structure is any building placed on the battlefield and
is a type of terrain. You should treat them as such when
placing terrain on the table and, in fact, you can set up
quite involved settlements on your table to create a very
exciting battlefield.
All structures have the following scores.
Size: The Size score of a structure is equal to the number
of inches (rounded up) measured on its longest side, from
the lowest point on one corner, to the highest point on the
opposite one.
Target and Kill: These scores work in the same way as
for units with multiple Hits.
Hits: This is how many Hits a structure can withstand
before being destroyed, and it works in the same way as
the Hits traits for models. Multiply the structure’s Size
score by 1.5 (rounding up) to see how many Hits it can
withstand.

Moving Inside a Structure
A structure can only be entered and exited by openings
already in it – doors, windows, ramps and so on. A
model cannot fit through an entryway that is smaller in
inches (across its longest diagonal) than its Size score.
Any number of models can use the same the entryway
providing they can fit through it and have sufficient
movement to do so. Models inside a structure are said to
have Occupied it.
If a model is within a multi-level structure it may move
up or down one level with a single Move action (with no
horizontal movement).

Fighting From a Structure
Each window, door or other opening on a structure is
considered to be a Firing Point. Each Firing Point allows
one model inside to make a shooting attack against
enemies outside the structure. Any model can use any
Firing Point that is on the same level of the structure.
A model within a structure cannot have a Line of Sight
drawn to it from the outside, nor may it be attacked by
Artillery weapons, unless it uses a Firing Point to make
an attack itself.
If a model inside a structure uses a Firing Point, it may
have a Line of Sight drawn to it for the next full turn (use
the Firing Point itself to work out Line of Sight), but will
gain the effects of Cover (normally Medium Cover for
light buildings, though military and heavy commercial
style buildings will usually grant Heavy Cover).

Fighting Within a Structure
If a structure is Occupied by an enemy unit, a Charge
action is needed to enter it. The defending models count
as being in Cover (see page 15). After any Reactions
have been resolved, one model on each side must fight in
close combat for every Firing Point. Defending models
may use a shooting attack (so long as their weapons do
not have the Slow trait) instead of their Close Combat
dice for this.
If the attacking models destroy more models in than
they lose during this close combat, they move inside
the structure (the rest of their unit may follow using
subsequent actions). After this, immediately resolve the
fight between as simultaneous Charge or Shoot actions
by both units. All models may use either Close Combat
dice or shooting weapons as they wish. The fighting is
close and furious so no more actions take place until the
combat is completely resolved – push back rules are not
used. Keep rolling for close combat or shooting damage
until one unit or the other has been wiped out.
As you can see, fighting in built-up areas is vicious and
nasty!
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If the attackers do not destroy more models in the initial
close combat, then they have been barred from entry and
the close combat ends immediately (though they are free
to perform another Charge against the structure in their
next action).

Attacking a Structure

Structure Type
Primitive Building
Housing Block
Commercial Block
Industrial Block
Military Building
Bunker

Target
6+
7+
8+
9+
10+
10+

Kill
8+
10+
11+
12+
13+
14+

Shooting and close combat attacks will not harm a
structure unless it is specifically declared as the target
– otherwise, models are assumed to be trying to shoot
through openings at what is inside rather than blast the
structure itself. If the structure is declared as the target,
other models within the Fire Zone will not be affected by
the attack (unless, of course, the structure is destroyed).

Very Large Structures

Artillery fire (see page 17) and Ordnance weapons from
Air Units (see page 26) that place Impact Points on
structures will only attack the structure itself, not models
inside.

For every multiple of 8 a structure’s Size is, add +1 to
both its Target and Kill scores, to a maximum of 14+.

Structure Collapse
If a structure is destroyed, it collapses. Anything inside or
near a structure when it collapses is in deep trouble. The
collapsing structure rolls a Damage Dice of D10 against
every model inside or on top of it. A +1 bonus is added to
these Damage Dice for every level (storey) the building
has beyond the first (ground level).
You can replace the structure with a ruined version or
otherwise scatter some rubble around it.

Example Structures
You should agree with your opponent what scores each
structure on the table should have. However, the table
below should make this an easy process, allowing you to
select type of structure that closest resembles what you
have on the table, and simply measuring it to obtain its
Size.

Some structures can be very large, representing huge
military complexes or civilian towers. Where it is not
practical to split these into several separate structures,
use the following rule.

Walls
A structure that cannot be entered by models is deemed
to be a wall (though in reality it may not be – a large
chemical container, for example, could not be entered,
but it would use these same rules).
Walls use the same rules as structures for determining
their Target, Armour and Kill scores, as well as for
being attacked, but no models can enter them at any
time. In all other respects, they are counted as terrain
(usually providing Medium Cover, though fortified walls
will provide Heavy Cover). They are also counted as
impassable terrain, except by any models that are able to
move onto their ramparts, either by a special movement
trait or by an access way, such as stairs.
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This very large building is Size ten, so has fifteen Hits.

With a much smaller Size of five this bunker has just eight Hits.
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AD
ADV
VA
AN
NC
CED RULES
The rules in this section are not necessary to play the
game and can be added when you are comfortable with
the previous sections. They will add greater depth to your
battles and provide you with more tactical options for
your army. Many of the scenarios found later in this book
also use the advanced rules detailed here.

Aerial Deployment
Troops trained to use helicopters and similar vehicles
to enter battle are usually trained to not only disembark
in short order when the transport lands, but also to
rappel from it while still airborne. Though the troops
risk coming under fire from nearby enemy forces, this
tactic not only means the transport is placed in danger
for a shorter period of time, but the troops themselves
can be deployed in places where the helicopter could
not normally land, such as within a jungle or on top of a
small building.
Any Air Unit capable of transporting other units
and a flight speed of V/STOL can take part in Aerial
Deployment. Only Size 1 models may leave an Air Unit
in this manner.
The Air Unit must make a Move (Fly) action as its second
action in the Air Phase, moving at V/STOL flight speed.
In their next turn, the unit inside the Air Unit must make
two Ready actions. At the end of their first Ready action,
enemy units may react against them from up to 30” away,
as if they were an Air Unit. After the second Ready
action, they may be deployed anywhere on the ground
within 6” of the Air Unit’s position. This may be within
terrain or on top of structures.

Covered Advance

real world, however, very few battlefields are like this.
The ground tends to be uneven, filled with patches of
vegetation or rock, all of which can be used to gain a
little protection from enemy fire.
To represent this, any unit of Size 1 models may make a
Covered Advance by performing a Ready action before
a Move action. If attacked by an enemy, they will count
as being in an obscured Line of Sight, even if they would
normally be in a clear Line of Sight.
This only applies to enemy shooting attacks made in
the enemy’s turn. Models do not receive the benefit of
obscured Line of Sight if the enemy is shooting at them
because of a Reaction, as they are able to catch the unit
as it moves from concealment.

Elevated Firing Positions
Infantry nestled within terrain or structures can be
incredibly difficult to shift without a costly frontal
assault or sustained bombardment. However, there are
other reasons for infantry to take terrain and dominate the
battlefield. Troops that gain a good height advantage over
their enemies can often target weak areas of armoured
vehicles and similar units, making them extremely
vulnerable.
If a unit is more than 6” above an enemy it makes a
shooting attack against, and is within 15” on a horizontal
level, it is said to be in an Elevated Firing Position.
If the enemy unit has the Lumbering trait, then it will
suffer an additional –1 penalty to its Armour rolls against
shooting attacks made by units in the Elevated Firing
Position.

A typical playing surface for any miniatures game is
flat with various terrain pieces placed upon it. In the
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Emplacements

Anti-Personnel Mines

Emplacements are fortified structures that may be placed
within your own deployment zone and used for defensive
purposes. They represent anything from small foxholes
to large bunker complexes.

Whenever a unit with Size 1 models completes a Move
action within a square filled with anti-personnel mines,
roll a D6. On a 5 or more, a mine explodes – roll Damage
Dice 5xD6 against the unit, allocating dice to the models
closest to the enemy deployment zone first. Only one
model in the unit has to enter the minefield to trigger this,
and the mines will still effect the entire unit.

Every army has access to the same Emplacements list.
You may not choose an Emplacement of a larger Size
than you purchase on the table below.

Minefields
Though their use is officially banned by most countries,
mines remain a valid tactical asset for many armies.
They are used primarily to keep an enemy off balance
or make certain areas of territory extremely hazardous.
When used in great numbers, mines can be used to deny
a safe approach to critical locations.
An army may purchase Minefields as if they were
Emplacements. Divide the table into 12” by 12” squares,
You may purchase one Minefield for each of these
squares but may not purchase a square that is within your
opponent’s deployment zone. These squares must be
chosen and noted down before any models are deployed
on the table.
If you purchase a square and fill it with anti-personnel
mines, this will cost 150 points.
If you purchase a square and fill it with anti-vehicle
mines, this will cost 250 points.
You may purchase both anti-personnel and anti-vehicle
mines for the same square at a combined cost of 350
points.

Once an anti-personnel minefield has been located in this
way, a unit with Size 1 models will only explode a mine
on a roll of 6 more, if it takes a Ready action first.

Anti-Vehicle Mines
You may choose whether your minefield will detonate
when a unit containing Size 2 or greater models completes
a Move action within it, or whether it will only detonate
when a unit containing Size 3 models completes a Move
action within it. This decision must be made before you
choose which square the minefield will lie within.
Whenever an appropriately sized model completes a
Move action within a square filled with anti-vehicle
mines, roll a D6. On a 4 or more, a mine explodes – roll
Damage Dice 2xD10+3 with the Piercing/4 trait against
the model.
If a vehicle moves into a minefield and out again in a
single Move action, the D6 must be rolled at the edge of
the minefield, just before it leaves.

Reserves
Reserves are units held back from an initial advance.
Tactically speaking, they allow a commander to assess
the power of an enemy before committing his full force to
battle and also allow greater flexibility in unit placement
to attack at the enemy’s weakest point.

Emplacements
Structure Type
Foxhole
Small Bunker
Large Bunker
Fortified Military Structure

Max. Size
2
4
6
10

Target
8+
10+
10+
10+

Armour
3+
2+
2+
2+

Kill
12+
14+
14+
14+

Ignored
Armour Rolls
3
6
9
15

Value
25
75
150
250
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Units using the Reserve rules can arrive on the table
during your second player turn. You may delay a reserved
unit’s arrival to a later turn if you wish.
Reserves can move on from any table edge in your
deployment area, ignoring the proximity of enemy units
(unless otherwise specified).
Models with special movement traits (such as Wheels or
Tracks) may employ them to enter play from Reserves,
counting as having been Readied prior to their first
action. This allows them to come on to the table, all guns
blazing!
Reserve units must come on the table before the last turn
of the game, or they are considered lost for the purposes
of victory – you can assume they were engaged by roving
enemy forces or perhaps they simply got lost.

Retreat
As soon as units take casualties from shooting attacks,
they have a tendency to retreat from combat. It is one
thing to just keep your head down when the bullets
starts to fly, but to see a comrade die from enemy fire is
something else. Whenever a unit has to remove a model
from the battlefield because of an enemy Shoot action, it
has to retreat a short distance.
The unit has to move 1 inch for each model it has had
removed because of the opponents shooting action. The
unit must move as directly as possible away from the
source of damage. The only exceptions are listed below.
o

o
o

A unit in Cover does not have to Retreat, but may do
so if the player chooses. Please note that units that
are only Obscured must still Retreat as normal.
A unit with the Hits/X trait never retreats.
A unit that reaches any edge of the gaming table
stops the Retreat movement immediately.

The Retreat movement happens directly after the
opponent’s Shoot action. It can happen more then once
per game turn when an unfortunate unit comes under fire
multiple times.

Suppression
Another important factor in warfare is Suppression.
When the bullets start flying even the most hardened
troops have a tendency to keep their heads down!
If every model in a unit is allocated a Damage Dice
in a single Shoot action, then every Size 1 model will
immediately lose its next action and may only Move as a
Reaction. If this happens more than once during a single
turn, it will lose a total of two actions, though may still
React by moving. A unit may never lose more than two
actions from Suppression.
Out of command models may be ignored for the purposes
of allocating Damage Dice to work out Suppression – in
effect, you need only worry about allocating Damage
Dice to models that are still in command in order to
suppress them. However, you may choose to Suppress
out of command models if you wish, though a model may
only ever lose a maximum of two actions, even if both
Suppressed and out of command.
Suppression can only affect Size 1 models – larger models
simply shrug off the effects.

Tactical Withdrawals
Occasionally, you may have to concede defeat. For all
your efforts, the enemy has out-fought you every step of
the way and there is little choice left but to die or retreat.
In many games, you may find it makes little difference
whether your army lives or dies (!) but for certain
scenarios and when playing campaigns, getting your men
out of the line of fire can make a huge difference.
If you intentionally move a unit off the table, you
immediately cede a minimum 25% of its value to your
opponent in Victory Points. If that unit would normally
earn your opponent more Victory Points, perhaps
because of scenario conditions or because the unit has
been reduced to below half strength, then your opponent
earns the higher amount for it.
This rule does not apply to Air Units, which will spend a
great deal of time off the table anyway.
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Transport Vehicles
Some vehicles are capable of carrying other units into
battle. Normally, these will be squads of infantry, but
some very large vehicles can carry smaller vehicles
inside them as well.

When Victory Points are used to find out who wins a
battle, you will earn them in the following ways.
o
o

Vehicles capable of acting as transports will have the
Transport special rule in their army list descriptions.
This entry will note how many Size points of models the
vehicle can carry, and what the maximum Size score of
each of these models may be.
Models may enter a transport vehicle simply by moving
on to it, and may leave with a Move action in the same
way. If models either enter or leave the transport vehicle,
then both those models and the transport vehicle may
only take a single action in that turn.

o

o

o
If the transport vehicle is destroyed, every model on
board will be immediately removed as a casualty.

You will gain Victory Points equal to the Value of
every unit you completely destroy.
If you do not completely destroy a unit, you will
gain Victory Points equal to half the Value of the
unit if you destroy at least half the models within
it.
If a unit comprises a single model and you do not
completely destroy it, you will gain Victory Points
equal to half its Value if you reduce its Hits below
half its starting total.
A destroyed unit will always yield its full Victory
Points, regardless of whether any One-Shot
weapons or other limited forms of equipment have
been used or not.
You may also have a chance to gain bonus Victory
Points – these will be noted in the scenario you
play.

Vehicles
Vehicles (units with the Hover, Tracks, or Wheels traits)
will often have different Target, Save and Kill scores in
their army list description for each facing, since many
vehicles have weaker armour to the sides and rear that
enemies can take advantage of. If a vehicle is attacked, use
the appropriate Target, Save and Skill scores, depending
on which facing the enemy is within.

Victory Points
Many of the scenarios included later in this book use
Victory Points to finely grade the level of victory. Often
in battle, simply smashing the enemy is not sufficient
to gain total victory – instead, you will have a mission
to perform and it is your success at this that will be
measured, as much or even more than your ability to
destroy the enemy.
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With a three hundred year history, the British Army is

Special Rules

one of the best trained and most highly motivated military
forces in the world. No stranger to the global stage, the
British Army has kept pace technologically with other
militaries, from small arms to armoured vehicles, and is
regarded as an elite force.

The following special rules apply to all British Army
platoons.

Platoon Structure
The standard section size for most British Army platoons
is eight soldiers, consisting of two fire teams of four men
each. The section is led by a Corporal, while the second
fire team is led by a Lance Corporal.
Three such sections make up a standard platoon, led by a
Lieutenant, who is in turn assisted by a Sergeant. Three
platoons make a rifle (infantry) company.
A platoon that has been on operational duty for some
time may vary wildly from this, however. Heavy losses
can result in fewer and smaller sections, while a platoon
involved in heavy combat may become ‘reinforced’ with
more soldiers, giving it more sections.
You can make any platoon with the British Army list,
from one that has just been deployed, to a grizzled set of
veterans that have taken heavy losses or been reinforced.
Each unit in a platoon is considered to be an Asset of
some type. You may include the following Assets in your
platoon, so long as you obey the minimum and maximum
units listed for each. You may take one platoon for every
1,000 points in your force.
0-1 Command Assets
2-4 Section Assets
0-3 Battalion, Armour and/or Air Force Assets

Lance Corporals
British Army sections are led by corporals. However,
their lance corporals are almost as capable, having learned
how to lead soldiers in extended firefights. If a unit’s
corporal is killed, its lance corporal may automatically
and immediately take over as its unit leader.

FIST
Future Infantry Soldier Technology, comprising
computers and weapon-mounted cameras, allows a
soldier to pinpoint shots and make a mockery of cover.
Whole sections and teams may be upgraded to use FIST
for +5 points per model. Any such model targeted by an
L85A2 or M416 from these sections will count as being
in one level of Cover lower. Those in Light Cover will
count as being Obscured. Obscured models still count as
Obscured. In addition, all models in the unit can be placed
within 12” of the unit leader and remain in command.

Armoured Forces
Armoured forces are organised differently to infantry. A
Troop is the equivalent of a platoon and usually fields
three armoured vehicles. Three Troops make a squadron,
the equivalent of a company.
You may include the following Assets in your armoured
force for every 2,000 points, so long as you obey the
minimum and maximum units listed for each.
1-2 Command Assets
2-9 Armour Assets
0-3 Battalion, Section and/or Air Force Assets
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Command Assets
The following are all the Command Assets available to a British Army force.

Command Section – 50 points
The heart of every platoon, the lieutenant, aided by his sergeant and a radio operator, commands his men effectively
during the fiercest battles.
Type
Lieutenant
Sergeant
Radio Operator

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+/6+
6+

Traits
Independent
—
—

Unit: Lieutenant (unit leader) with L85A2, Sergeant with L85A2, Radio Operator with L85A2
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command
is intact, the British Army can prove to be remarkably
resilient, pushing forward when other forces would
give up and cower. So long as the Radio Operator
is within 2”, the Lieutenant or Sergeant may take a
Ready action to promote any one model in an out of
command unit to become its unit leader. Only one
model may be promoted in this way at any one time
for every Lieutenant or Sergeant on the table. The
Lieutenant or Sergeant need not come from the same
platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: The section may be mounted on a Warrior
for +140 points or a Land Rover for +30 points.

Section Assets
The following are all the Section Assets available to a British Army force.

Manoeuvre Support Section – 90 points
Armed with grenade launchers and machine guns, this section can lay down a disproportionate amount of firepower for
its size.
Type
Soldier
Corporal

Size
1
1

Move
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Corporal (unit leader) with L85A2, three Soldiers with L85A2 (AG36), two Soldiers with Minimi Para.
Support: Only one Manoeuvre Support Section may be purchased for every two Rifleman Sections in your platoon.
Options: The section may be mounted on board a Saxon for +60 points, a Warrior for +140 points or a Land Rover for
+30 points. Any Minimi Paras may be replaced with MBT LAWs for +40 points each.
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Rifleman Section – 110 points
The basic core of rifle platoons, British Army sections contain extremely well-trained and well-disciplined soldiers.
Type
Soldier
Lance Corporal
Corporal

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Fire Team 1: Corporal (unit leader) with L85A2, Soldier with L85A2, Soldier with
L85A2 (AG36), Soldier with Minimi Para.
Fire Team 2: Lance Corporal with L85A2, Soldier with L85A2, Soldier with L85A2
(AG36), Soldier with Minimi Para.
Fire Teams: The Lance Corporal may act as unit leader to Fire Team 2, splitting off
to act as a separate unit.
Options: The section may be mounted on board a Saxon for +60 points, a Warrior
for +140 points or a Land Rover for +30 points. Lose Fire Team 2 for –55 points.
Any Minimi Paras may be replaced with MBT LAWs for +25 points each. Up to
one Soldier in each Fire Team may replace their L85A2 with an L86A2 LSW for
+0 points.

Battalion Assets
The following are all the Battalion Assets available to a British Army force.

Anti-Aircraft Section – 50 points
Armed with the powerful Starstreak High Velocity Missile, this two-man section provides vital anti-aircraft cover for
advancing platoons.
Type
Soldier
Corporal

Size
1
1

Move
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Corporal (unit leader) with
Starstreak HVM, two Soldiers with
L85A2.
Options: The section may be mounted
on board a Land Rover for +30 points
or a Pinzgauer for +40 points.
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Apache Longbow – 350 points
With a reputation for annihilating entire squadrons of tanks, the Westland Apache Longbow is a dreaded sight on the
battlefield.
Type
Apache

Size
5

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 3xD10
Loiter

Target
6+

Save
3+/5+

Kill
10+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: Apache Longbow with six Brimstone missiles (FaF), CRV7 rockets
(FaF), two AIM-132 ASRAAM (FaF), and M230 Chain Gun (FaF).
Longbow: If the Apache Longbow moved at V/STOL speed in both this turn
and the last, and did not make a Shoot action in the last turn, it may fire up to
6 Brimstone missiles in a single Shoot action, each with their own separate
Fire Zone. Each Fire Zone may only be attacked by one Brimstone missile.
Otherwise, up to two Brimstone missiles may be fired in every Shoot action.

Artillery Strike – 50 points
By co-ordinating the firepower of strike jets, self-propelled guns or even cruise missiles,
a competent commander can turn the tide of an enemy attack with one well-positioned
attack launched from miles away.
Command Privilege: Only a Lieutenant or other model permitted to call an artillery
strike may use these weapons. This is used as an Artillery attack, but with no minimum
range (yes, you can call it down right on your own head!).
Options: The Artillery Strike may be upgraded to an Artillery Precision Strike for +50
points.

Land Rover Wolf – 30 points
A symbol of British armed forces, the Land Rover is tough, dependable and easily adaptable to mission requirements.
Type
Size
Land Rover 2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
5+

Save
6+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/18”

Unit: Land Rover.
Transport: A Land Rover can carry up to 5 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).
Multifire: If the Land Rover transports other models, it gains the Multifire
trait equal to the number of models carried.
Options: Extra armour may be added, giving a 5+ Armour Save for +5 points. A GPMG may be added for +10 points,
an HK GMG for +25 points, or a Javelin ATGM for +30 points. A GPMG (FaF) may be added for +10 points.
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Pinzgauer Vector – 40 points
Despite its age, this remains one of the best off-road vehicles available, and a recent update
has kept it in frontline service.
Type
Size Move Close Combat Target Save
Pinzgauer 2
7”
2xD10
6+
5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/14”

Unit: Pinzgauer.
Transport: A Pinzgauer can carry up to 10 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).

SAS Patrol – 190 points
With a world-wide reputation that is well deserved, the SAS sets the benchmark for elite forces in every army.
Type
Soldier
Corporal
Sergeant

Size
1
1
1

Move
5”
5”
5”

Close Combat
2xD6
2xD6
2xD6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
6+/6+
6+/6+
6+/5+

Kill
7+
7+
7+

Traits
—
—
—

Fire Team 1: Sergeant (unit leader) with HK416, two
Soldiers with HK416 (M203), Soldier with Minimi
Para.
Fire Team 2: Corporal with HK416, two Soldiers with
HK416 (M203), Soldier with Minimi Para.
Fire Teams: The Corporal may act as unit leader to Fire
Team 2, splitting off to act as a separate unit.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to
its Armour save when in Cover. Each model may also
re-roll any Close Combat dice.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did
not make a Shoot action or reaction in the last turn,
enemy models more than 20” away may not draw Line
of Sight to it.
Ambush: This unit may be concealed in an area of terrain outside the enemy’s deployment zone before the game begins.
Note the location of the unit before any models are deployed on the table. You can reveal the ambush by placing the
section on the table at any time after a unit (friendly or otherwise) has completed an action. However, the unit must
be revealed by the end of turn three or be counted as destroyed. Ambush may not be used if the unit takes an optional
transport vehicle.
Options: The section may be mounted on board a Saxon for +60 points, a Warrior for +140 points or a Land Rover
for +30 points. Lose Fire Team 2 for –95 points. All Minimi Paras may be replaced with MBT LAWs for +40 points
each.
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SAS Sniper Team – 40 points
The accuracy of the Regiment’s sniper teams is phenomenal, and a good sniper can halt an entire company in its
tracks.
Type
Soldier

Size
1

Move
5”

Close Combat
D6

Target
4+

Save
6+/6+

Kill
7+

Traits
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with LCR, Soldier with L85A2.
Sniper: The Sergeant gains a +2 bonus to its Damage Dice when using
an LCR or M109 against a Size 1 target.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its Armour save
when in Cover. Each model may also re-roll any Close Combat dice.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a Shoot
action or reaction with an L85A2 or M109 in the last turn, enemy models
more than 20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it.
Ambush: This unit may be concealed in an area of terrain outside the enemy’s deployment zone before the game begins.
Note the location of the unit before any models are deployed on the table. You can reveal the ambush by placing the
section on the table at any time after a unit (friendly or otherwise) has completed an action. However, the unit must
be revealed by the end of turn three or be counted as destroyed. Ambush may not be used if the unit takes an optional
transport vehicle.
Options: Replace the LCR with a Barrett M109 for +0 points. The team may be mounted on board a Land Rover for
+30 points.

Saxon APC – 60 points
Designed to ferry troops on longer journeys, the Saxon is lightly armoured but fast for its size.
Type
Saxon

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
6+

Save
4+

Kill
8+

Side
Rear

6+
6+

5+
5+

8+
7+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Wheels/16”

Unit: Saxon.
Transport: A Saxon can carry up to 10 Size points of models
(each maximum Size 1).
Options: A GPMG (FaF) may be added for +10 points.
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Spartan CVR(T) – 85 points
Designed to ferry specialist teams across the battlefield, the Spartan is small, fast and agile.
Type
Spartan

Size
3

Move
5”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
7+

Save
4+

Kill
9+

Side
Rear

7+
7+

5+
6+

8+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Tracks/14”

Unit: Spartan with GPMG.
Transport: A Spartan can carry up to 5 Size points of models (each maximum
Size 1).

Super Lynx – 125 points
Exceptionally agile, the Super Lynx is the latest generation of the British Army’s main transport helicopter.
Type
Super Lynx

Size
5

Move
V/STOL
Loiter

Close Combat
3xD10

Target
5+

Save
5+/5+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: Super Lynx with two GPMGs (FaL and FaR).
Transport: A Super Lynx can carry up to 10 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).
Landed: The Super Lynx may use its GPMGs when landed.
Options: The Super Lynx can be upgraded to a gunship for +25 points. It loses the Transport special rule and the
GPMGsw, but gains 8 TOW missiles (FaF).
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Warrior IFV – 140 points
Updated with the Lethality Programme, the Warrior remains a superb IFV and can be found throughout the British Army.
Type
Warrior

Size
3

Move
4”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
3+

Kill
10+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

4+
5+

9+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/12”

Unit: Warrior with L21 RARDEN cannon and L94A1 Chain Gun.
Transport: A Warrior can carry up to 8 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).
Coaxial Mount: The L94A1 must use the same Fire Zone as the L21
RARDEN cannon.
Options: The L21 RARDEN cannon may be replaced by a 40mm
CTWS cannon for +20 points.
Warrior OPV: With a Warrior OPV on the battlefield, artillery rarely misses. The Warrior can be upgraded to the OPV
variant for +0 points. It loses the Transport special rule above, but can call Artillery Strikes. If it has Line of Sight to the
target area and does not take a Move action in the same turn, D6’s are rolled when moving the impact point, not D10’s.
Warrior 2000: Adding a more powerful engine and heavier armour, the Warrior 2000 is the core of the next generation
British Army. The Warrior can be upgraded to the 2000 variant for +60 points. Its Kill score is increased to 11+ to the
front, 10+ to the Side and 9+ to the Rear. It also replaces the L21 RARDEN cannon with the 40mm CTWS cannon.

Armour Assets
The following are all the Armour Assets available to a British Army force.

Challenger II MBT – 395 points
Wreathed in second generation CHOBAM armour, the Challenger II is one of the most heavily protected main battle
tanks ever designed.
Type
Challenger II

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Side
Rear

8+
8+

2+
3+

Kill Traits
13+ Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/14”
12+
11+

Unit: Challenger II with Rheinmetall L55 gun, L94A1 Chain Gun and
GPMG.
Coaxial Mount: The L94A1 must use the same Fire Zone as the L55
gun.
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Scimitar – 75 points
A reconnaissance armoured vehicle, the Scimitar is fast and has an extremely low profile.
Type
Size Move Close Combat Facing Target Save Kill Traits
Scimitar 2
6”
3xD10
Front 7+
4+ 8+ Hits/2, Lumbering,
Tracks/15”
Side
7+
5+ 7+
Rear
7+
6+ 7+
Unit: 1 Scimitar with L21 RARDEN cannon.

Striker CVR(T) – 85 points
A light tank hunter, the Striker acts as a giant killer on the battlefield.
Type
Striker

Size
3

Move
5”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front
Side
Rear

Target
7+
7+
7+

Save
4+
5+
6+

Kill
9+
8+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering, Tracks/14”

Unit: Striker with five Swingfire missiles and a GPMG.
Swingfire: If a Striker takes two Ready actions in the same turn, its crew may
deploy outside the vehicle, safely hidden. If the Striker’s first action in the next
turn is a Shoot action, it may trace a Line of Sight from any point within 6”. This
means a Striker can be completely hidden behind a building and still make an
attack on an enemy round the corner! Regardless, only one Swingfire missile can
be fired in every Shoot action.

Air Force Assets
The following are all the Air Force Assets available to a British Army force.

Chinook – 120 points
Able to carry a full platoon or two Land Rovers, the Chinook is a heavy transport helicopter.
Type
Chinook

Size
7

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 5xD10
Loiter

Target
5+

Save
5+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/10

Unit: Chinook with and GPMG (FaA).
Transport: A Chinook can carry up to 33 Size points of models (each maximum
Size 1), or up to 4 Size points of models (each maximum Size 2).
Landed: The Chinook may use its weapons when landed.
Options: Two L94A1 chain guns (FaL and FaR) may be added for +25 points.
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Typhoon II – 320 points
An effective dogfighter, the Typhoon II remains a capable ground attack craft, carrying a variety of ordnance.
Type
Typhoon II

Size
5

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
4xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/3+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/3

Unit: Typhoon II with Mauser BK-27 cannon (FaF) and four AIM-132 ASRAAM
(FaF).
ASRAAM: Up to two AIM-132 ASRAAM may be fired in every Shoot action.
Ordnance: The Typhoon II may be equipped with up to four bombs, which must
be bought in pairs. Up to two bombs may be dropped with every Shoot (bomb)
action. Two 1,000 lb. JDAMs can be bought for +30 points.

British Army Armoury
Weapon
1,000 lb. JDAM
40mm CTWS cannon
AG36 underslung grenade launcher
AIM-132 ASRAAM
Artillery Strike
Artillery Precision Strike
Barrett M109 sniper rifle
BGM-71 TOW missile
Brimstone missile
CRV7 rockets
FGM-148 Javelin ATGM
GPMG
HK GMG
HK416
L21 Rarden cannon
L85A2 assault rifle
L86A2 LSW
L94A1 chain gun
LCR
M203 underslung grenade launcher
M230 chain gun
Mauser BK-27 cannon
MBT LAW
Minimi Para
Rheinmetall L55 gun
Starstreak HVM
Swingfire AT missile

Range
Dropped
40”
24”
72”
Special
Special
60”
40”
60”
40”
40”
30”
36”
20”
40”
24”
36”
30”
50”
20”
30”
30”
30”
30”
72”
50”
50”

Damage
D10+5
2xD10
D6+1
D10+2
D6
D10+2
D6+2
D10+1
D10+6
2xD6
D10+1
2xD6
2xD6
D6
2xD6+2
D6
D6
3xD6
D6
D6+1
4xD6+1
3xD6+2
D10+4
2xD6
D10+5
3xD6+2
D10+2

Traits
Lethal Zone/4”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Piercing/2
Artillery, Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/1, Ready
AA-Only, Accurate, One-Shot, Piercing/3
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Accurate, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/1”, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Slow
Accurate, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/5
Lethal Zone/4”
Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/3, Slow
AA, Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”
Auto
Piercing/2
Auto
Accurate
Auto, Piercing/1
Accurate
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”, Ready
Auto, Piercing/2
Auto, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/1”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Slow
Auto, Prone
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/4, Slow
AA, Piercing/2, Slow
Lethal Zone/1”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing /4, Slow
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1,000 lb. JDAM: The Joint Direct Attack Munition uses
GPS guidance to attain phenomenal accuracy. Useable in
all visibility conditions, JDAM bombs allow attack craft
to pinpoint ground targets even in the midst of firefights.
The JDAM will roll D6s to move their Impact Point
rather than D10s.
40mm CTWS cannon: An upgraded weapon system
fitted to the Warrior, the 40mm cannon expands the
capabilities of the IFV, increasing its effectiveness against
other armoured vehicles and slow-flying helicopters.
Against dug-in infantry, it is lethal.
AG36 underslung grenade launcher: Modified from its
original use on the G36, the AG36 underslung grenade
launcher allows an L85A2 equipped soldier to take the
place of a 51mm mortar while retaining the flexibility
of a rifleman. Unlike the American M203, the AG36 can
accept longer rounds, such as flares.
Artillery Strike: This attack represents the use of longranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing battles.
These will typically be self-propelled guns or mortars.
Artillery Precision Strike: This attack represents the use
of long-ranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing
battles. These will typically be long-ranged missiles
launched by strike aircraft.
AIM-132 ASRAAM: A British designed missile to
replace the ageing Sidewinder, an represents a significant
step forward for short-ranged air-to-air missile capability,
in terms of speed, agility and accuracy.
Barrett M109 sniper rifle: Adapted from the M107, this
rifle uses 25mm AP shells that are capable of destroying
light vehicles (let alone enemy personnel) at great ranges.
It is an exceptionally powerful and yet reliable weapon.

area, the missile sports a tandem shaped charge which
can defeat reactive armour easily.
CRV7 rockets: Developed by British Aerospace,
the CRV7 is an unguided rocket designed for use by
helicopter gunships. Salvo fire can saturate an area,
destroying scattered light targets quickly and efficiently.
FGM-148 Javelin ATGM: A previous generation antitank weapon, the Javelin is heavy compared to more
modern designs. However, it is still a potent device,
with top down attack capabilities and a tandem warhead
that can defeat reactive armour. All attacks with this
weapon will count as having been fired from an elevated
position.
GPMG: The Gimpy is a man-portable machine gun that
acts as a support weapon. On vehicles, it is given a far
greater ammunition capacity, making a superb tool for
suppressing enemy forces.
HK GMG: An automatic grenade launcher, the GMG
fires 40mm grenades at a rate of 360 rounds per minute.
It is mounted in place of the GPMG on some armed Land
Rovers.
HK416: The latest generation of carbines, the HK 416
demonstrates superior accuracy over its predecessors
while retaining the utmost reliability – the perfect
combination for the SAS.
L21 RARDEN cannon: Now replaced by the 40mm
CTWS on many armoured vehicles, the 30mm RARDEN
can still be found on the Scimitar. Manually loaded with
three round clips, the RARDEN proved to be a somewhat
cumbersome weapon.

BGM-71 TOW missile: The Tube-launched, Optically
traced, Wire command link guided missile is widespread
throughout many military forces. Despite its age, the
TOW remains a fearsome weapon.

L85A2 assault rifle: A bullpup design, the L85A2 (also
known as the SA80) is the standard rifle for the British
Army. Though its predecessor was much derided for its
reliability, the L85A2 rectifies its faults and builds upon
its strengths, making it one of the most accurate infantry
rifles in the world.

Brimstone missile: The Brimstone has an airframe
developed from the US Hellfire, but is internally an allnew design. Able to search for targets within a designated

L86A2 LSW: Based on the L85A2, the Light Support
Weapon was designed to provide fire support but is now
typically used as a marksman’s rifle.
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L94A1 chain gun: A highly effective and reliable chain
gun, the L94A1 is an externally powered chain-fed
weapon that is not stopped by misfires. The installation
on the Warrior and Challenger II has some flaws that
blunt the free use of the gun.
LCR: The Large Calibre Rifle is a dedicated single-shot
sniper rifle, capable of tackling enemy personnel and
light vehicles alike.
M203 underslung grenade launcher: Designed to be
underslung beneath the barrel of an M16 or M4, the
M203 is also available as a separate unit. Firing 40mm
grenades, it grants huge flexibility to individual sections.
M230 chain gun: Utilising 30mm shells, the M230 is
able to penetrate light armoured vehicles. It has proved a
potent secondary weapon on the Westland Apache.
Mauser BK-27 cannon: A single barrel 27mm cannon
originally developed for the Tornado, the BK-27 was a
natural choice for the Typhoon II, among other aircraft.
It is adept at engaging aerial and ground targets alike.
MBT LAW: The Main Battle Tank and Light Armour
Weapon replaces the L2A1 (ILAW) within the British

Army. It is an extremely portable, fire-and-forget and
disposable weapon. All attacks with this weapon will
count as having been fired from an elevated position.
Minimi Para: A Belgian machine gun now found
throughout military forces around the world. The Para
variant is a shortened design developed for vehicle crews
and paratroopers, with a telescoping stock.
Rheinmetall L55 Gun: Fitted to the Challenger II
during its Lethality Improvement Programme update,
this 120mm smoothbore gun is one of the best primary
weapon systems found on any main battle tank in
the world. It has significant advantages in range and
accuracy.
Starstreak HVM: Launching three smaller missiles in
mid-flight to enhance accuracy, the Starstreak is a unique
laser-guided anti-aircraft weapon. It ignores any Dodge
Save a target Air Unit may have.
Swingfire AT missile: Named for its ability to swing
sharply ninety degrees after launch, the Swingfire allows
the launching vehicle to remain out of sight when the
missile is launched remotely by its hidden, dismounted
crew.
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Closely tied to the US Navy, the USMC has
nonetheless begun to encroach on many of the duties
and capabilities of the US Army. The Marines have a
reputation for solid soldiering skills and courage under
heavy fire, with access to support that dwarfs many
other frontline armies. The USMC tends to lag behind
the Army in terms of technological progress, but it
makes up for that with diversity and strength.

Platoon Structure

Special Rules
The following special rules apply to all USMC platoons.

Intelligence Feeds
The USMC can rely on massive intelligence support
from the air force, satellite observations and other forces
already in the field. This often allows the USMC to strike
before the enemy is truly ready. Whenever rolling dice
to see who deploys or goes first, the USMC may always
re-roll their dice.

The standard squad size for most USMC platoons is
13 marines, consisting of three fire teams of four men
each, all led by a Sergeant. Each fire team is led by a
Corporal.

Land Warrior

Three such squads make up a standard rifle platoon, led
by a Lieutenant, who is assisted by a Platoon Sergeant.
Three platoons make a rifle (infantry) company.

Whole squads and teams may be upgraded to use Land
Warrior for +5 points per model. Any such model
targeted by an M16A4 or SCAR-L from these units will
count as being in one level of Cover lower. Those in
Light Cover will count as being Obscured. Obscured
models still count as Obscured. In addition, all models in
the unit can be placed within 12” of the unit leader and
remain in command.

A platoon that has been on operational duty for some
time may vary wildly from this, however. Heavy losses
can result in fewer and smaller sections, while a platoon
involved in heavy combat may become ‘reinforced’ with
more soldiers, giving it more sections.
You can make any platoon with the USMC list, from one
that has just been deployed, to a grizzled set of veterans
that have taken heavy losses or been reinforced.
Each unit in a platoon is considered to be an Asset of
some type. You may include the following Assets in
your platoon, so long as you obey the minimum and
maximum units listed for each. You may take one
platoon for every 1,000 points in your force.
0-1 Command Assets
2-6 Squad Assets
0-3 Battalion, Armour and/or Air Force Assets

This comprehensive combat suite, comprising computers
and weapon-mounted cameras, allows a soldier to
pinpoint shots and make a mockery of cover.

Armoured Forces
Armoured forces are organised differently to infantry. A
Troop is the equivalent of a platoon and usually fields
three armoured vehicles. Three Troops make a squadron,
the equivalent of a company.
You may include the following Assets in your armoured
force for every 2,000 points, so long as you obey the
minimum and maximum units listed for each.
1-2 Command Assets
2-9 Armour Assets
0-3 Battalion, Squad and/or Air Force Assets
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Command Assets
The following are all the Command Assets available to a USMC force.

Platoon Command – 50 points
The heart of every platoon, the lieutenant, aided by his sergeant and a radio operator, commands his men effectively
during the fiercest battles.
Type
Lieutenant
Platoon Sergeant
Radio Operator

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+/6+
6+

Traits
Independent
—
—

Unit: Lieutenant (unit leader) with M16A4, Sergeant with M16A4, Radio Operator with M16A4
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact,
the USMC can prove to be remarkably resilient, pushing forward
when other forces would give up and cower. So long as the Radio
Operator is within 2”, the Lieutenant or Platoon Sergeant may take
a Ready action to promote any one model in an out of command
unit to become its unit leader. Only one model may be promoted in
this way at any one time for every Lieutenant or Platoon Sergeant
on the table. The Lieutenant or Platoon Sergeant need not come
from the same platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: The section may be mounted on board a Shadow for
+50 points or a HMMWV for +45 points.

Squad Assets
The following are all the Squad Assets available to a USMC force.

Rifle Squad – 175 points
Enjoying massive logistical support, the USMC has expanded its role to enable it to fight any enemy and expect
victory.
Type
Marine
Corporal
Sergeant

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Unit Leader: Sergeant with M16A4.
Fire Team 1: Corporal with M16A4, Marine with M16A4, Marine with
M16A4 (M203), Marine with M249 SAW.
Fire Team 2: Corporal with M16A4, Marine with M16A4, Marine with
M16A4 (M203), Marine with M249 SAW.
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Fire Team 3: Corporal with M16A4, Marine with M16A4, Marine with M16A4 (M203), Marine with M249 SAW.
Fire Teams: The Corporals may act as unit leader to their own Fire Teams, splitting off to act as a separate units.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board one EFV for +195 points, one HMMWV for every Fire Team for +45
points, or one Shadow for every Fire Team for +50 points. Lose any number of Fire Teams for –55 points each. Add up
to two Fire Teams for +55 points each. One Marine in every Fire Team may replace his M16A4 with a SAM-R for +0
points. Any M249 SAW may be replaced by an FGM-148 Javelin for +40 points.

Battalion Assets
The following are all the Battalion Assets available to a USMC force.

Artillery Strike – 50 points
By co-ordinating the firepower of strike jets, self-propelled guns or
even cruise missiles, a competent commander can turn the tide of an
enemy attack with one well-positioned attack launched from miles
away.
Command Privilege: Only a Lieutenant or other model permitted
to call an artillery strike may use these weapons. This is used as an
Artillery attack, but with no minimum range (yes, you can call it
down right on your own head!).
Options: The Artillery Strike may be upgraded to an Artillery
Precision Strike for +50 points.

Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle – 195 points
Built to encompass the USMC’s ever-changing role, the EFV can transport two fire teams in safety while engaging other
AFVs.
Type
EFV

Size
4

Move
6”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
4+

Kill
10+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

4+
5+

9+
8+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/All,
Tracks/12”

Unit: EFV with Mk44 40mm high velocity cannon and GPMG.
Transport: An EFV can carry up to 17 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).
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F-35B Joint Strike Fighter – 280 points
Replacing both the Hornet and the Harrier, the F-35B allows the USMC to operate without constant air cover from the
Air Force.
Type
F-35B

Size
6

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 5xD10
Loiter
Cruise
Burn

Target
6+

Save
5+/4+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: F-35B with GAU-22A cannon (FaF), and two AIM-9X
Sidewinder missiles (FaF).
Ordnance: The F-35B may be equipped with two bombs, which must
be bought as a pair. Up to two bombs may be dropped with every Shoot
(bomb) action. Two 1,000 lb. JDAMs can be bought for +30 points.
Two Cluster Bomb JDAMs can be bought for +40 points.
Sidewinders: Both AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles may be fired in a
single Shoot action.

F/A-18E Super Hornet – 395 points
While based on the original F/A-18, the Super Hornet is actually a larger aircraft, capable of carrying far more ordnance
into battle, and backed up by more advanced systems.
Type
F/A-18E

Size
6

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
5xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/4+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: F/A-18E with M61 Vulcan cannon (FaF), four 1,000 lb. JDAMs, four AGM-65 Maverick missiles (FaF), and two
AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles (FaF).
Ordnance: The 1,000 lb. JDAMs may be upgraded to Cluster Bomb JDAMs
for +20 points for each pair. Up to two bombs may be dropped with every Shoot
(bomb) action.
Missiles: Both AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles may be fired in a single Shoot
action. Up to two AGM-65 Maverick missiles may be fired in a single Shoot
action.
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Force Recon Team – 120 points
The special operations force of the USMC, this squad is highly specialised yet capable of handling a wide variety of
missions.
Type
Marine
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
7+
7+

Traits

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with SCAR-L (M320), four Marines with SCAR-L (M320), Marine with Mk46 MOD 1.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its Armour
save when in Cover.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere
outside of the enemy deployment zone, so long as it is not in Line
of Sight of any enemy unit.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a
Shoot action or reaction in the last turn, enemy models more than
20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a HMMWV for +45 points, or a Shadow for +50 points. One Marine
may replace his SCAR-L with a Mk46 MOD 1 for +10 points.

HMMWV – 45 points
With many different variations in service, the HMMVW has proved itself to be a capable and extremely flexible light
transport for American forces.
Type
Size
HMMWV 2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
5+

Save
5+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/15”

Unit: HMMWV.
Transport: A HMMWV can carry up to 5 Size points of models (each maximum
Size 1).
Options: Extra armour may be added, giving a 4+ Armour Save for +10 points.
An M2 .50 MG may be added for +15 points, a GPMG for +10 points, a TOW 2
ATGM for +30 points, or a Mk 19 GL for +25 points.
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MV-22B Osprey – 175 points
Despite many setbacks during its development, the Osprey has finally emerged as a groundbreaking Marine transport.
With all the advantages of a helicopter, it also benefits from greater range and speed.
Type
MV-22B

Size
7

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 7xD10
Loiter
Cruise

Target
6+

Save
5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/6

Unit: 1 MV-22B with GPMG (FaA).
Transport: The MV-22B can carry up to 24 Size points of
models (each maximum Size 1), or up to 2 Size points of models
(each maximum Size 2).
Landed: The MV-22B may use its GPMG when landed.
Countermeasures: If a missile with the AA trait attacks the
M-22B, roll a D6. On a 4 or more, the attack is completely
ignored.
Options: The MV-22B may be given a GAU-19/A (FaF) for
+10 points.

Scout/Sniper Team – 30 points
The basic M40A3 is used for precision sniping, while the distinctly un-stealthy M109 is capable of destroying even
light vehicles.
Type
Marine
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
7+
7+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with SCAR-L, Marine with
M40A3.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its
Armour save when in Cover.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed
anywhere outside of the enemy deployment zone, so long as
it is not in Line of Sight of any enemy unit.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not
make a Shoot action or reaction with an M109 in the last turn,
enemy models more than 20” away may not draw Line of
Sight to it.
Options: The team may be mounted on board a HMMWV for +45 points, or a Shadow for +50 points. The M40A3 may
be replaced with a Barrett M109 sniper rifle for +20 points.
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Shadow RST-V – 50 points
Replacing the HMMWV, the Shadow is a hybrid transport capable of mounting many weapon systems.
Type
Shadow

Size
2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/16”

Unit: Shadow.
Transport: A Shadow can carry up to 5 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).
Options: A GPMG may be added for +10 points, or two CKEM systems
(FaF) for +30 points.

Stinger Team – 40 points
Able to move quietly into position, Stinger teams can prove to be a nasty surprise for enemy aircraft intent on dominating
the battlefield.
Type
Marine
Sergeant

Size Move Close Combat
1
4”
D6
1
4”
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with Stinger and M16A4, Marine with M16A4.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a HMMWV for +45 points, or a Shadow
for +50 points.

Super Cobra – 275 points
The addition of Hellfire II missiles and an anti-aircraft capability ensure the Super Cobra continues to serve with honour
in the USMC.
Type
Size
Super Cobra 5

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 3xD10
Loiter

Target
6+

Save
4+/5+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: Super Cobra with eight Hellfire II missiles (FaF), two AIM-9X Sidewinder
missiles (FaF), and M197 20mm cannon (FaF).
Missiles: Both AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles may be fired in a single Shoot action.
Up to two Hellfire II missiles may be fired in a single Shoot action.
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Talon Sword Team – 40 points
The use of drones is spreading through the USMC, allowing robots to take the risks while their human controllers
remain in relative safety.
Type
Marine
Talon Sword

Size
1
1

Move
5”
4”

Close Combat
D6
-

Target
4+
5+

Save
6+
4+

Kill
6+
7+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Marine with M16A4 and Talon Sword with M249 SAW (FaF).
Talon Sword: The Talon Sword is an independent unit that performs actions
separately from its operator. It may not perform any actions, except as described
below.
Remote Control: By taking a Ready action, the operator may give the Talon Sword
a bonus Move or Shoot action in the same turn. This may be done twice in a turn.
Options: The M249 SAW may be replaced with an M202 LAW for +25 points.
Up to two more Talon Sword teams may be purchased for +40 points each. The
operators will form a single unit, but their Talon Swords may function independently
of one another.

Armour Assets
The following are all the Armour Assets available to a USMC force.

LAV-25 – 240 points
Able to fulfil a multitude of roles, the LAV-25 family is a truly versatile armoured vehicle.
Type
LAV-25

Size
3

Move
8”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
7+

Save
4+

Kill
9+

Side
Rear

7+
7+

5+
5+

9+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Wheels/13”

Unit: LAV-25 with M242 25mm chain gun.
Transport: An LAV-25 can carry up to 6 Size points of models
(each maximum Size 1).
LAV-AT: The LAV-25 may be upgraded to an LAV-AT for +40
points. It loses the M242 and Transport rule, and gains a TOW 2
ATGM and GPMG. The TOW 2 ATGM loses its One Shot trait.
LAV-AD: The LAV-25 may be upgraded to an LAV-AD for +25
points. It loses the M242 and Transport rule, and gains eight Stinger
missiles and a GAU-12 Equaliser cannon. It may fire two Stinger
missiles with a single Shoot action.
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M1A2 Abrams MBT – 380 points
With successive upgrades and refits, the Abrams retains its position as one of the pre-eminent main battle tanks in the
world.
Type
M1A2
Abrams

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
12+

Side
Rear

8+
8+

2+
3+

11+
10+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/3,
Tracks/13”

Unit: M1A2 Abrams with Rheinmetall L44 gun, M2 .50 MG and two
GPMGs.
Coaxial Mount: One MG must use the same Fire Zone as the L44 gun.

Air Force Assets
The following are all the Air Force Assets available to a USMC force.

A-10C Thunderbolt II – 425 points
Nicknamed the Warthog, there are few aircraft as potent against ground forces as the A-10. Renowned as a ‘tankbuster’,
it is capable of engaging a wide range of targets.
Type
A-10C

Size
6

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
5xD10

Target
7+

Save
4+/5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/6

Unit: A-10C with GAU-8 30mm cannon, four 1,000 lb. JDAMs, six AGM-65
Maverick missiles, and two AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles.
Ordnance: The 1,000 lb. JDAMs may be upgraded to Cluster Bomb JDAMs for +20
points for each pair. Up to two bombs may be dropped with every Shoot (bomb) action.
Missiles: Both AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles may be fired in a single Shoot action.
Up to two AGM-65 Maverick missiles may be fired in a single Shoot action.

MQ-1 Predator UAV – 100 points
Able to both attack designated targets and feed reconnaissance data to friendly units, the Predator is an effective
complement to regular forces.
Type
MQ-1

Size
3

Move
Loiter

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
6+

Save
6+/5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/2

Unit: MQ-1 with two Hellfire II missiles (FaF).
Improved Intelligence Feeds: So long as the MQ-1 is on the table, one friendly
unit may make Reactions against two enemy units every turn.
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Weapon
1,000 lb. JDAM
AGM-65 Maverick missile
AIM-9X Sidewinder missile
Artillery Strike
Artillery Precision Strike
Barrett M109 sniper rifle
CKEM system
Cluster Bomb JDAM
FGM-148 Javelin
GAU-8 Avenger 30mm gatling gun
GAU-12 Equaliser cannon
GAU-19/A
GAU-22A cannon
GPMG
Hellfire II missile
L94A1 chain gun
M16A4
M197 20mm cannon
M2 .50 MG
M202 LAW
M203 underslung grenade launcher
M242 25mm chain gun
M249 SAW
M320 underslung grenade launcher
M40A3
M61 Vulcan cannon
Mk19 GL
Mk44 40mm high velocity cannon
Mk46 MOD 1
Rheinmetall L44 gun
SAM-R
SCAR-L
Stinger missile
TOW 2 ATGM

Range
Dropped
60”
60”
Special
Special
60”
40”
Dropped
40”
40”
36”
36”
36”
30”
60”
30”
24”
40”
36”
30”
20”
40”
30”
24”
50”
36”
36”
50”
30”
72”
36”
24”
50”
40”

Damage
D10+5
D10+5
D10+2
D6
D10+2
D6+2
D10+3
3xD6+1
D10+1
5xD6+2
4xD6+1
3xD6
4xD6+1
2xD6
D10+4
3xD6
D6
3xD6
2xD6+1
D10+3
D6+1
3xD6+1
2xD6
D6+1
D6
3xD6+1
2xD6
2xD10
2xD6
D10+5
D6
D6
D10
D10+2

Traits
Lethal Zone/4”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/5
AA-Only, Accurate, One-Shot, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Accurate, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/1”, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Slow
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/3, Slow
Auto, Piercing/3
AA, Auto, Piercing/1
Auto, Piercing/1
AA, Auto, Piercing/1
AA, Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Auto, Piercing/1
Auto
Auto, Piercing/1
Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Lethal Zone/1”, Multihit, Piercing/3, Slow
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”, Ready
AA, Auto, Piercing/2
Auto, Prone
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”, Ready
Accurate
Auto, Piercing/2
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”
Piercing/3
Auto, Prone
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/4, Slow
Accurate
Auto
AA-Only, One-Shot, Piercing/1, Slow
Lethal Zone/1”, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Slow
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1,000 lb. JDAM: The Joint Direct Attack Munition uses
GPS guidance to attain phenomenal accuracy. Useable in
all visibility conditions, JDAM bombs allow attack craft
to pinpoint ground targets even in the midst of firefights.
The JDAM will roll D6s to move their Impact Point
rather than D10s.
AM-65 Maverick missile: An extremely versatile
weapon, the Maverick is used by many different aircraft
to engage armour, ships, and fortified installations.
AIM-9X Sidewinder missile: With a three-dimensional
thrust vectoring system and links to helmet-mounted
displays, this is the latest generation of the legendary
Sidewinder missile.
Artillery Strike: This attack represents the use of longranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing battles.
These will typically be self-propelled guns or mortars.
Artillery Precision Strike: This attack represents the use
of long-ranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing
battles. These will typically be long-ranged missiles
launched by strike aircraft.
Barrett M109 sniper rifle: Adapted from the M107, this
rifle uses 25mm AP shells that are capable of destroying
light vehicles (let alone enemy personnel) at great ranges.
It is an exceptionally powerful and yet reliable weapon.
CKEM system: The Compact Kinetic Energy Missile
is a brand new design of high-velocity anti-tank missile.
Capable of defeating reactive armour, the CKEM is
starting to appear on the latest generation of fighting
vehicles.
Cluster Bomb JDAM: Swapping a 1,000 lb. Warhead
with cluster munitions, this weapon allows aircraft to
devastate large areas in a single pass. The bomblets
released are capable of tearing apart light vehicles and
other weak targets. The JDAM will roll D6s to move
their Impact Point rather than D10s.

FGM-148 Javelin ATGM: A previous generation antitank weapon, the Javelin is heavy compared to more
modern designs. However, it is still a potent device,
with top down attack capabilities and a tandem warhead
that can defeat reactive armour. All attacks with this
weapon will count as having been fired from an elevated
position.
GAU-8 Avenger 30mm gatling gun: Made famous by
the aircraft that carries it into battle, the GAU-8 is a major
part of what makes the A-10 what it is on the battlefield.
With a fire rate of nearly 4,000 rounds per minute, it can
shred even armoured vehicles.
GAU-12 Equaliser cannon: Loosely based on the GAU8 Avenger, variants of this cannon can be found on both
ground vehicles and aircraft. It is a highly effective antiaircraft weapon.
GAU-19/A: Designed for the Osprey, this 12.7mm gatling
gun has also seen use on other vehicles and installations.
GAU-22A cannon: Based on the GAU-12, this fourbarrelled cannon was designed for the Joint Strike
Fighter.
GPMG: This is a man-portable machine gun that acts
as a support weapon. On vehicles, it is given a far
greater ammunition capacity, making a superb tool for
suppressing enemy forces.
Hellfire II: A refinement on the original design, the
Hellfire II has several sub-variants, allowing it to engage
armoured targets, ships, and bunkers.
L94A1 chain gun: A highly effective and reliable chain
gun, the L94A1 is an externally powered chain-fed
weapon that is not stopped by misfires.
M16A4: Fitted with the M5 handguard, the M16A4 can
readily accept lasers, grips and other accessories, giving
it the flexibility Marines need.
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M197 20mm cannon: A three-barrelled gatling gun,
the M197 has a relatively low fire rate in order to reduce
recoil on gunships. On the Cobra, it suffers from serious
jamming problems.
M2 .50 MG: A remarkable weapon dating back to the
1920’s, the M2 has seen service in a wide range of roles,
from being used as a sniper rifle, to being mounted on
fighter aircraft and bombers of World War II.
M202 LAW: Originating as a shoulder-launched flame
assault weapon, a change in warheads and launching
systems has enabled the Talon Sword drones to gain an
anti-tank capability.
M203 underslung grenade launcher: Designed to be
underslung beneath the barrel of an M16 or M4, the
M203 is also available as a separate unit. Firing 40mm
grenades, it grants huge flexibility to individual squads.
M242 25mm chain gun: Known as the Bushmaster, the
M242 is capable of engaging a wide range of targets,
from infantry through to light vehicles and helicopters.
M249 SAW: A Belgian machine gun now found
throughout military forces around the world. The M249
SAW is the American designation for this weapon.
M320 underslung grenade launcher: Designed to
replace the M203, this weapon incorporates a number of
refinements that result it in being easier to use, with a
wider range of ammunition.
M40A3: A bolt-action sniper rifle, it has become the
standard across the USMC.
M61 Vulcan cannon: Designed for aerial dogfighting,
this 20mm, six-barrelled, gatling gun has proved to be

lacking in the modern combat era, as newer weapon
systems dominate the battlefield.
Mk19 GL: Either mounted on a tripod or a vehicle,
the Mk19 fires dual purpose grenades, and is lethal to
scattered infantry.
Mk44 40mm high velocity cannon: The gun system of
choice for the vehicles of many western forces, it is a
valued addition to the EFV.
Mk46 MOD1: A lightweight version of the M249,
designed for US special forces.
Rheinmetall L44 Gun: This 120mm smoothbore gun is
the same used on the German Leopard 2, and is one of the
best primary weapon systems found on any main battle
tank in the world. It has significant advantages in range
and accuracy.
SAM-R: The Squad Advanced Marksman Rifle is used
by fire teams to provide precision support with designated
marksmen. The addition of this weapon to a fire team
greatly widens their capability during assaults.
SCAR-L: Designed specifically for SOCOM, this
version of the rifle uses 5.56mm NATO ammunition,
and is available with sniper or close quarters combat
modifications.
Stinger missile: A highly successful design, the basic
Stinger is cheap, effective and light enough to be used by
infantry in the field.
TOW 2 ATGM: With improved guidance systems, topdown attack modes and the ability to defeat reactive
armour, the TOW missile is still a potent weapon in the
21st Century. All attacks with this weapon will count as
having been fired from an elevated position.
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One of the largest and most capable military forces
in the world, the United States Army has fought across
the globe, and is on the cutting edge of technology. A
soldier in this force can expect to receive the very best
support on the frontline, from his allies in the army and
from personnel in other American services. As a military
force, the US Army is the benchmark by which all others
must set their standards and capabilities.

Platoon Structure
The standard squad size for most US Army platoons is 9
soldiers, consisting of two fire teams of four men each, all
led by a Sergeant. Each fire team is led by a Corporal.
Three such squads make up a standard platoon, led by a
Lieutenant, who is assisted by a Platoon Sergeant. Three
platoons make an infantry company.
A platoon that has been on operational duty for some
time may vary wildly from this, however. Heavy losses
can result in fewer and smaller sections, while a platoon
involved in heavy combat may become ‘reinforced’ with
more soldiers, giving it more sections.
You can make any platoon with the US Army list, from
one that has just been deployed, to a grizzled set of
veterans that have taken heavy losses or been reinforced.
Each unit in a platoon is considered to be an Asset of
some type. You may include the following Assets in your

platoon, so long as you obey the minimum and maximum
units listed for each. You may take one platoon for every
1,000 points in your force.
0-1 Command Assets
2-6 Squad Assets
0-3 Battalion, Armour and/or Air Force Assets

Special Rules
The following special rules apply to all US Army
platoons.

Intelligence Feeds
The US Army can rely on massive intelligence support
from the air force, satellite observations and other forces
already in the field. This often allows the US Army to
strike before the enemy is truly ready. Whenever rolling
dice to see who deploys or goes first, the US Army may
always choose to re-roll their dice.

Land Warrior
This comprehensive combat suite, comprising computers
and weapon-mounted cameras, allows a soldier to
pinpoint shots and make a mockery of cover.
Whole squads and teams may be upgraded to use Land
Warrior for +5 points per model. Any such model targeted
by an M4 from these units will count as being in one level
of Cover lower. Those in Light Cover will count as being
Obscured. Obscured models still count as Obscured. In
addition, all models in the unit can be placed within 12”
of the unit leader and remain in command.
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Future Force Warrior

o

The Land Warrior system was but a stepping stone.
Selected units of US Army soldiers in the near future can
count on using the most advanced technological wargear,
including widespread data links, refined full body armour,
and caseless ammunition.
Whole squads and teams may be upgraded to use Future
Force Warrior for +10 points per model, gaining the
following benefits.
o

o

Any enemy model targeted by any weapon from these
units will count as being in one level of Cover lower.
Those in Light Cover will count as being Obscured.
Obscured models still count as Obscured.
The integrated helmet cameras allow these soldiers to
effectively fire around corners. Those in Light Cover
will count as being in Medium Cover, and those in
Medium Cover will count as being in Heavy Cover.

o
o

All models in the unit can be placed within 15” of the
unit leader and remain in command.
The Move score of all models in the unit will be 5”.
The Armour Save of every model in the unit will
improve by 1.

Armoured Forces
Armoured forces are organised differently to infantry. A
Troop is the equivalent of a platoon and usually fields
four armoured vehicles. Three Troops make a squadron,
the equivalent of a company.
You may include the following Assets in your armoured
force for every 2,000 points, so long as you obey the
minimum and maximum units listed for each.
1-2 Command Assets
2-9 Armour Assets
0-3 Battalion, Squad and/or Air Force Assets

Command Assets
The following are all the Command Assets available to a US Army force.

Platoon Command – 60 points
Trained in one of the finest military academies in the world, US Army officers are trained to handle a wide variety of
battlefield situations, utilising the strengths of their military.
Type
Lieutenant
Platoon Sergeant
Radio Operator
Soldier

Size
1
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+/6+
6+
6+

Traits
Independent
—
—
—

Unit: Lieutenant (unit leader) with M4, Sergeant with M4, Radio Operator with M4, and Soldier with M4.
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the
US Army can prove to be remarkably resilient, pushing forward
when other forces would give up and cower. So long as the Radio
Operator is within 2”, the Lieutenant or Platoon Sergeant may take
a Ready action to promote any one model in an out of command
unit to become its unit leader. Only one model may be promoted in
this way at any one time for every Lieutenant or Platoon Sergeant
on the table. The Lieutenant or Platoon Sergeant need not come
from the same platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: The section may be mounted on board an M2A3 Bradley
for +120 points, or an HMMWV for +45 points.
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Squad Assets
The following are all the Squad Assets available to a US Army force.

Rifle Squad – 120 points
Backed by the most powerful military organisation in the world, the average US Army soldier can feel assured of
victory.
Type
Soldier
Corporal
Sergeant

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Unit Leader: Sergeant with M4.
Fire Team 1: Corporal with M4, Soldier with M4, Soldier with M4 (M203), Soldier with M249 SAW.
Fire Team 2: Corporal with M4, Soldier with M4, Soldier with M4 (M203), Soldier with M249 SAW.
Fire Teams: The Corporals may act as unit leader to their own Fire Teams,
splitting off to act as a separate unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board one M113 APC for +95
points, one M1126 Stryker for +240 points, one M2A3 Bradley for every
Fire Team for +120 points, or one HMMWV for every Fire Team for +45
points. Lose any number of Fire Teams for –70 points each. Add up to
two Fire Teams for +70 points each. One Soldier in every Fire Team may
replace his M4 with a SAM-R for +0 points. Any M249 SAW may be
replaced by an FGM-148 Javelin for +40 points.

Weapons Squad – 90 points
Providing heavy support for their platoon-mates, the weapons squad lays down a withering hail of fire to dissuade
enemy counterattacks.
Type
Soldier
Corporal
Sergeant

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Unit Leader: Sergeant with M4, four Soldiers with M4, two Soldiers with M249 SAW.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board one M113 APC for +95
points, one M1126 Stryker for +240 points, or one M2A3 Bradley for +120
points. Any M249 SAW may be replaced by an FGM-148 Javelin for +40
points.
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Battalion Assets
The following are all the Battalion Assets available to a US Army force.

AH-64 Apache Longbow – 330 points
With a reputation for annihilating entire squadrons of tanks, the Apache Longbow is a dreaded sight on the battlefield.
Type
Size
AH-64 Apache 5

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 3xD10
Loiter

Target
6+

Save
3+/5+

Kill
10+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: Apache Longbow with eight Hellfire II missiles (FaF), CRV7
rockets (FaF), and M230 Chain Gun (FaF).
Longbow: If the Apache Longbow moved at V/STOL speed in both
this turn and the last, and did not make a Shoot action in the last turn, it
may fire up to 8 Hellfire II missiles in a single Shoot action, each with
their own separate Fire Zone. Each Fire Zone may only be attacked by
one Hellfire II missile. Otherwise, up to two Hellfire II missiles may be
fired in every Shoot action.

Artillery Strike – 50 points
By co-ordinating the firepower of strike jets, self-propelled guns or even cruise missiles, a competent commander can
turn the tide of an enemy attack with one well-positioned strike launched from miles away.
Command Privilege: Only a Lieutenant or other model permitted to call an
artillery strike may use these weapons. This is used as an Artillery attack, but
with no minimum range (yes, you can call it down right on your own head!).
Options: The Artillery Strike may be upgraded to an Artillery Precision Strike
for +50 points.

CH-47 Chinook – 120 points
Able to carry four squads or two HMMVWs, the Chinook is a heavy transport
helicopter.
Type
Chinook

Size
7

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 5xD10
Loiter

Target
5+

Save
5+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/8

Unit: Chinook with GPMG (FaA).
Transport: A Chinook can carry up to 33 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1), or up to 4 Size points of models (each maximum Size 2).
Landed: The Chinook may use its weapons when landed.
Options: Two L94A1 chain guns (FaL and FaR) may be added for +25
points.
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HMMWV – 45 points
With many different variations in service, the HMMVW has proved itself to be a capable and extremely flexible light
transport for American forces.
Type
Size
HMMWV 2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
5+

Save
5+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/15”

Unit: HMMWV.
Transport: A HMMWV can carry up to 5 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).
Options: Extra armour may be added, giving a 4+ Armour Save for +10 points.
An M2 .50 MG may be added for +15 points, a GPMG for +10 points, a TOW
2 ATGM for +30 points, or a Mk 19 GL for +25 points.

M1126 Stryker ICV – 240 points
Able to fulfil a multitude of roles, the Stryker family is a truly versatile armoured vehicle.
Type
Size
M1126 Stryker 3

Move
8”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
7+

Save
4+

Kill
9+

Side
Rear

7+
7+

5+
5+

9+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Wheels/13”

Unit: M1126 Stryker with M2 .50 MG.
Transport: An M1126 Stryker can carry up to 9 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).
Options: The M2 .50 MG may be replaced by a Mk19 GL
for +15 points.
M1128 MGS: The M1126 Stryker may be upgraded to an
M1128 for +40 points. It loses the Transport rule, and gains
a GPMG and an M68A1 105mm cannon.
M1134 ATGM: The M1126 Stryker may be upgraded
to an M1134 for +35 points. It loses the M2 .50 MG and
Transport rule, and gains a TOW 2 ATGM. The TOW 2
ATGM loses its One-Shot trait.
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M113 APC – 95 points
An old design, successive updates have not always been successful in their modernisation, leading some troops to call
M113s the Zippo (due to the effect anti-tank weapons have on it).
Type
Size
M113 APC 3

Move
4”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
7+

Save
4+

Kill
9+

Side
Rear

7+
6+

5+
5+

8+
7+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Tracks/10”

Unit: M2A3 Bradley with M2 .50 MG.
Transport: An M113 Bradley can carry up to 11 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).

M2A3 Bradley IFV – 120 points
With a succession of updates, the M2 Bradley remains a frontline IFV, providing adequate protection for carried
infantry.
Type
Size
M2A3 Bradley 3

Move
4”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
3+

Kill
10+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

4+
4+

9+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/12”

Unit: M2A3 Bradley with M242 25mm chain gun, TOW 2 ATGM, and GPMG.
Transport: An M2A3 Bradley can carry up to 6 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).
Coaxial Mount: The GPMG must use the same Fire Zone as the M242 25mm chain gun.
TOW Missiles: TOW 2 ATGM does not have the OneShot trait.
M6 Linebacker: This variant is dedicated to the antiaircraft role. The M2A3 Bradley can be upgraded to the
M6 Linebacker variant for +0 points. It swaps the TOW
2 ATGM for four Stinger missiles, one of which may be
fired in every Shoot action.
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OH-58 Kiowa Warrior – 75 points
Used to support infantry in the armed reconnaissance role, the Kiowa is light, nimble and extremely effective for its
cost.
Type
Size Move
Close Combat Target Save Kill Traits
Kiowa Warrior 3
V/STOL 3xD10
5+
6+/4+ 7+ Hits/2
Loiter

Unit: Kiowa Warrior with two Hydra rockets (FaF).
Options: One or both Hydra rockets may each be replaced by four Hellfire II missiles
for +30 points each (only one missile may be fired with each Shoot action), or an M2
.50 MG for +0 points each.

Rangers Squad – 165 points
Modelled on the SAS, the US Army Rangers are on permanent alert for action around the globe.
Type
Soldier
Corporal
Sergeant

Size
1
1
1

Move
5”
5”
5”

Close Combat
2xD6
2xD6
2xD6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Unit Leader: Sergeant with M4.
Fire Team 1: Corporal with M4, Soldier with M4, Soldier with
M4 (M203), Soldier with M249 SAW.
Fire Team 2: Corporal with M4, Soldier with M4, Soldier with
M4 (M203), Soldier with M249 SAW.
Fire Teams: The Corporals may act as unit leader to their own
Fire Teams, splitting off to act as a separate unit.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its
Armour save when in Cover. Each model may also re-roll any
Close Combat dice.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a Shoot action or reaction in the last turn, enemy
models more than 20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it. An M40A3 may be fired without Line of Sight being
drawn to the unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board one M113 APC for +95 points, one M1126 Stryker for +240 points, or
one HMMWV for every Fire Team for +45 points. Lose one Fire Team for –90 points each. One Soldier in every Fire
Team may replace his M4 with a SAM-R for +0 points, an M40A3 for +5 points or a Barrett M109 sniper rifle for +25
points. Any M249 SAW may be replaced by an FGM-148 Javelin for +40 points.
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Sniper Team – 30 points
The basic M40A3 is used for precision sniping, while the distinctly un-stealthy M109 is capable of destroying even
light vehicles.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with M4, Soldier with M40A3.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its Armour
save when in Cover.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere
outside of the enemy deployment zone, so long as it is not in Line of
Sight of any enemy unit.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a
Shoot action or reaction with an M4 or M109 in the last turn, enemy
models more than 20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it.
Options: The team may be mounted on board an HMMWV for +45 points. The M40A3 may be replaced with a Barrett
M109 sniper rifle for +20 points.

Stinger Team – 40 points
Able to move quietly into position, Stinger teams can prove to be a nasty surprise for enemy aircraft intent on dominating
the battlefield.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with Stinger and M4, Soldier with M4.
Options: The team may be mounted on board an HMMWV for +45 points.
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Talon Sword Team – 40 points
The use of drones is spreading through the US Army, allowing robots to take the risks while their human controllers
remain in relative safety.
Type
Soldier
Talon Sword

Size
1
1

Move
5”
4”

Close Combat
D6
-

Target
4+
5+

Save
6+
4+

Kill
6+
7+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Soldier with M4 and 1Talon Sword with M249 SAW (FaF).
Talon Sword: The Talon Sword is an independent unit that performs actions separately from
its operator. It may not perform any actions, except as described below.
Remote Control: By taking a Ready action, the operator may give the Talon Sword a bonus
Move or Shoot action in the same turn. This may be done twice in a turn.
Options: The M249 SAW may be replaced with an M202 LAW for +25 points. Up to two more Talon Sword teams
may be purchased for +40 points each. The operators will form a single unit, but their Talon Swords may function
independently of one another.

UH-60 Black Hawk – 110 points
Made famous for all the wrong reasons, the Black Hawk forms the backbone of the US Army’s transportation and
logistical support.
Type
Black Hawk

Size
6

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 5xD10
Loiter

Target
5+

Save
5+/6+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/5

Unit: Black Hawk with two GPMG (FaL and FaR).
Transport: A Black Hawk can carry up to 11 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).
Landed: The Black Hawk may use its weapons when landed.
Options: The GPMGs may both be replaced with
M134 miniguns for +30 points.
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Armour Assets
The following are all the Armour Assets available to a US Army force.

M1A2 Abrams MBT – 380 points
With successive upgrades and refits, the Abrams retains its position as one of the
pre-eminent main battle tanks in the world.
Type
Size
M1A2 Abrams 4

Move
5”

Close Combat Facing Target Save
4xD10
Front
8+
2+
Side
Rear

8+
8+

2+
3+

Kill
12+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/3, Tracks/13”

11+
10+

Unit: M1A2 Abrams with Rheinmetall L44 gun, M2 .50 MG and two GPMGs.
Coaxial Mount: One MG must use the same Fire Zone as the L44 gun.

Air Force Assets
The following are all the Air Force Assets available to a US Army force.

A-10C Thunderbolt II – 425 points
Nicknamed the Warthog, there are few aircraft as potent against ground forces as the A-10. Renowned as a ‘tankbuster’,
it is capable of engaging a wide range of targets.
Type
A-10C

Size
6

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
5xD10

Target
7+

Save
4+/5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/6

Unit: A-10C with GAU-8 30mm cannon, four 1,000 lb. JDAMs, six AGM-65 Maverick missiles, and two AIM-9X
Sidewinder missiles.
Ordnance: The 1,000 lb. JDAMs may be upgraded to Cluster
Bomb JDAMs for +20 points for each pair. Up to two bombs
may be dropped with every Shoot (bomb) action.
Missiles: Both AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles may be fired in
a single Shoot action. Up to two AGM-65 Maverick missiles
may be fired in a single Shoot action.
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F-35A Joint Strike Fighter – 280 points
Due to replace the F-16 in the strike and attack roles, the F-35 is the latest generation of fighter, stealth capable and
armed with the latest ordnance.
Type
F-35A

Size
6

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
5xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/4+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: F-35A with GAU-22A cannon (FaF), and two
AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles (FaF).
Ordnance: The F-35A may be equipped with two
bombs, which must be bought as a pair. Up to two
bombs may be dropped with every Shoot (bomb)
action. Two 1,000 lb. JDAMs can be bought for +30
points. Two Cluster Bomb JDAMs can be bought for
+40 points.
Sidewinders: Both AIM-9X Sidewinder missiles may
be fired in a single Shoot action.

MQ-1 Predator UAV – 100 points
Able to both attack designated targets and feed reconnaissance data to friendly units, the Predator is an effective force
multiplier.
Type
MQ-1

Size
3

Move
Loiter

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
6+

Save
6+/5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/2

Unit: MQ-1 with two Hellfire II missiles (FaF).
Improved Intelligence Feeds: So long as the MQ-1 is on the table, one friendly unit may make Reactions against two
enemy units every turn.
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Weapon
1,000 lb. JDAM
AGM-65 Maverick missile
AIM-9X Sidewinder missile
Artillery Strike
Artillery Precision Strike
Barrett M109 sniper rifle
Cluster Bomb JDAM
FGM-148 Javelin
GAU-8 Avenger 30mm gatling gun
GAU-12 Equaliser cannon
GAU-19/A
GAU-22A cannon
GPMG
Hellfire II missile
Hydra rockets
L94A1 chain gun
M134 minigun
M16A4
M2 .50 MG
M202 LAW
M203 underslung grenade launcher
M230 chain gun
M242 25mm chain gun
M249 SAW
M320 underslung grenade launcher
M40A3
M61 Vulcan cannon
M68A1 105mm cannon
Mk19 GL
Mk46 MOD 1
Rheinmetall L44 gun
SAM-R
SCAR-L
Stinger missile
TOW 2 ATGM

Range
Dropped
60”
60”
Special
Special
60”
Dropped
40”
40”
36”
36”
36”
30”
60”
40”
30”
30”
24”
36”
30”
20”
30”
40”
30”
24”
50”
36”
60”
36”
30”
72”
40”
24”
50”
40”

Damage
D10+5
D10+5
D10+2
D6
D10+2
D6+2
3xD6+1
D10+1
5xD6+2
4xD6+1
3xD6
4xD6+1
2xD6
D10+4
2xD6
3xD6
4xD6
D6
2xD6+1
D10+3
D6+1
4xD6+1
3xD6+1
2xD6
D6+1
D6
3xD6+1
D10+2
2xD6
2xD6
D10+5
D6
D6
D10
D10+2

Traits
Lethal Zone/4”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/5
AA-Only, Accurate, One-Shot, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Accurate, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/3, Slow
Auto, Piercing/3
AA, Auto, Piercing/1
Auto, Piercing/1
AA, Auto, Piercing/1
AA, Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Lethal Zone/4”
Auto, Piercing/1
Auto
Auto
Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Lethal Zone/1”, Multihit, Piercing/3, Slow
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”, Ready
Auto, Piercing/2
AA, Auto, Piercing/2
Auto, Prone
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”, Ready
Accurate
Auto, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/3
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”
Auto, Prone
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/4, Slow
Accurate
Auto
AA-Only, One-Shot, Piercing/1, Slow
Lethal Zone/1”, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Slow
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1,000 lb. JDAM: The Joint Direct Attack Munition uses
GPS guidance to attain phenomenal accuracy. Useable in
all visibility conditions, JDAM bombs allow attack craft
to pinpoint ground targets even in the midst of firefights.
The JDAM will roll D6s to move their Impact Point
rather than D10s.
AM-65 Maverick missile: An extremely versatile
weapon, the Maverick is used by many different aircraft
to engage armour, ships, and fortified installations.
AIM-9X Sidewinder missile: With a three-dimensional
thrust vectoring system and links to helmet-mounted
displays, this is the latest generation of the legendary
Sidewinder missile.
Artillery Strike: This attack represents the use of longranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing battles.
These will typically be self-propelled guns or mortars.
Artillery Precision Strike: This attack represents the use
of long-ranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing
battles. These will typically be long-ranged missiles
launched by strike aircraft.
Barrett M109 sniper rifle: Adapted from the M107, this
rifle uses 25mm AP shells that are capable of destroying
light vehicles (let alone enemy personnel) at great ranges.
It is an exceptionally powerful and yet reliable weapon.
Cluster Bomb JDAM: Swapping a 1,000 lb. Warhead
with cluster munitions, this weapon allows aircraft to
devastate large areas in a single pass. The bomblets
released are capable of tearing apart light vehicles and
other weak targets. The JDAM will roll D6s to move
their Impact Point rather than D10s.
FGM-148 Javelin ATGM: A previous generation antitank weapon, the Javelin is heavy compared to more
modern designs. However, it is still a potent device,
with top down attack capabilities and a tandem warhead
that can defeat reactive armour. All attacks with this
weapon will count as having been fired from an elevated
position.

GAU-8 Avenger 30mm gatling gun: Made famous by
the aircraft that carries it into battle, the GAU-8 is part of
what makes the A-10 what it is on the battlefield. With a
fire rate of nearly 4,000 rounds per minute, it can shred
even armoured vehicles.
GAU-12 Equaliser cannon: Loosely based on the GAU8 Avenger, variants of this cannon can be found on both
ground vehicles and aircraft. It is a highly effective antiaircraft weapon.
GAU-19/A: Designed for the Osprey, this 12.7mm gatling
gun has also seen use on other vehicles and installations.
GAU-22A cannon: Based on the GAU-12, this fourbarrelled cannon was designed for the Joint Strike
Fighter.
GPMG: This is a man-portable machine gun that acts
as a support weapon. On vehicles, it is given a far
greater ammunition capacity, making a superb tool for
suppressing enemy forces.
Hellfire II: A refinement on the original design, the
Hellfire II has several sub-variants, allowing it to engage
armoured targets, ships, and bunkers.
Hydra rockets: An ageing but effective design, the Hydra
is an unguided rocket designed for use by helicopter
gunships. Salvo fire can saturate an area, destroying
scattered light targets quickly and efficiently.
L94A1 chain gun: A highly effective and reliable chain
gun, the L94A1 is an externally powered chain-fed
weapon that is not stopped by misfires.
M134 minigun: Made famous by many action films, the
minigun is a six-barrelled gatling gun capable of throwing
out a terrible amount of shells.
M16A4: Fitted with the M5 handguard, the M16A4 can
readily accept lasers, grips and other accessories, giving
it the flexibility Marines need.
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M2 .50 MG: A remarkable weapon dating back to the
1920’s, the M2 has seen service in a wide range of roles,
from being used as a sniper rifle, to being mounted on
fighter aircraft and bombers of World War II.
M202 LAW: Originating as a shoulder-launched flame
assault weapon, a change in warheads and launching
systems has enabled the Talon Sword drones to gain an
anti-tank capability.
M203 underslung grenade launcher: Designed to be
underslung beneath the barrel of an M16 or M4, the
M203 is also available as a separate unit. Firing 40mm
grenades, it grants huge flexibility to individual squads.
M230 chain gun: Utilising 30mm shells, the M230 is
able to penetrate light armoured vehicles. It has proved a
potent secondary weapon on the Apache.
M242 25mm chain gun: Known as the Bushmaster, the
M242 is capable of engaging a wide range of targets,
from infantry through to light vehicles and helicopters.
M249 SAW: A Belgian machine gun now found
throughout military forces around the world. The M249
SAW is the American designation for this weapon.
M320 underslung grenade launcher: Designed to
replace the M203, this weapon incorporates a number of
refinements that result it in being easier to use, with a
wider range of ammunition.
M40A3: A bolt-action sniper rifle, it has become the
standard across the USMC.
M61 Vulcan cannon: Designed for aerial dogfighting,
this 20mm, six-barrelled, gatling gun has proved to be
lacking in the modern combat era, as newer weapon
systems dominate the battlefield.

M68A1 105mm cannon: Manufactured by Royal
Ordnance, this gun was once the main armament for most
western tanks.
Mk19 GL: Either mounted on a tripod or a vehicle,
the Mk19 fires dual purpose grenades, and is lethal to
scattered infantry.
Mk46 MOD1: A lightweight version of the M249,
designed for US special forces.
Rheinmetall L44 Gun: This 120mm smoothbore gun is
the same used on the German Leopard 2, and is one of the
best primary weapon systems found on any main battle
tank in the world. It has significant advantages in range
and accuracy.
SAM-R: The Squad Advanced Marksman Rifle is used
by fire teams to provide precision support with designated
marksmen. The addition of this weapon to a fire team
greatly widens their capability during assaults.
SCAR-L: Designed specifically for SOCOM, this
version of the rifle uses 5.56mm NATO ammunition,
and is available with sniper or close quarters combat
modifications.
Stinger missile: A highly successful design, the basic
Stinger is cheap, effective and light enough to be used by
infantry in the field.
TOW 2 ATGM: With improved guidance systems, topdown attack modes and the ability to defeat reactive
armour, the TOW missile is still a potent weapon in the
21st Century. All attacks with this weapon will count as
having been fired from an elevated position.
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Though the Russian Army has suffered from underfunding and many setbacks, it still remains a potent
force. From a historical perspective, any fool who has
underestimated the Russian military has tended to
regret it. At this time, Russian forces are undergoing
a widespread programme to update equipment and
training, and technology is beginning to appear that is the
equal of anything in the West. With this new found sense
of purpose, many wonder how Russia intends to exert its
power across the global stage.

Platoon Structure
The standard squad size for most Russian Army
mechanised platoons is 6 soldiers, acting as a single fire
team. Squads in motorised platoons feature 9 soldiers,
divided into two fire teams.
Three such squads make up a standard mechanised
platoon (three squads and a weapons squad in a motorised
platoon), led by a Lieutenant, who is assisted by a Senior
Sergeant. Three platoons make a company.
A platoon that has been on operational duty for some
time may vary wildly from this, however. Heavy losses
can result in fewer and smaller sections, while a platoon
involved in heavy combat may become ‘reinforced’ with
more soldiers, giving it more sections.
You can make any platoon with the Russian Army list,
from one that has just been deployed, to a grizzled set of
veterans that have taken heavy losses or been reinforced.
Each unit in a platoon is considered to be an Asset of
some type. You may include the following Assets in your
platoon, so long as you obey the minimum and maximum
units listed for each. You may take one platoon for every
1,000 points in your force.

1-2 Command Assets
2-6 Squad Assets
0-3 Battalion, Armour and/or Air Force Assets

Special Rules
The following special rules apply to all Russian Army
platoons.

Rifle/Mechanised Platoons
A platoon may choose to have Rifle Squads or Mechanised
Infantry Squads. You may not have both in a single
platoon.

Dogged
Russian soldiers may sometimes be underestimated,
but throughout history they have proved to be terribly
stubborn in the face of dreadful adversity. Russian units
may automatically remove one Suppression dice during
every enemy Shoot action.

Armoured Forces
Armoured forces are organised differently to infantry. A
Troop is the equivalent of a platoon and usually fields
three armoured vehicles. Three Troops make a squadron,
the equivalent of a company.
You may include the following Assets in your armoured
force for every 2,000 points, so long as you obey the
minimum and maximum units listed for each.
1-2 Command Assets
2-9 Armour Assets
0-3 Battalion, Squad and/or Air Force Assets
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Command Assets
The following are all the Command Assets available to a Russian Army force.

Platoon Command – 40 points
Directing his troops, the Lieutenant controls his platoon with experience and confidence.
Type
Lieutenant
Platoon Sergeant
Soldier

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+/6+
6+

Traits
Independent
—
—

Unit: Lieutenant (unit leader) with AK-74, Platoon Sergeant with AK-74.
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the Russian Army can
prove to be remarkably resilient, pushing forward when other forces would give up
and cower. So long as the Platoon Sergeant is within 2”, the Lieutenant may take
a Ready action to promote any one model in an out of command unit to become its
unit leader. Only one model may be promoted in this way at any one time for every
Lieutenant on the table. The Lieutenant need not come from the same platoon as the
out of command unit.
Options: Up to two Soldiers with AK-74 may be added for +5 points each. One
Soldier may replace his AK-74 with an SVD for +5 points.

Squad Assets
The following are all the Squad Assets available to a Russian Army force.

Mechanised Infantry Squad – 80 points
The heart of the Russian Army, the infantry have traditionally been held in callous regard by high-ranking officers, but
they have always proved to be formidable warriors.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with AK-74, three Soldiers with AK-74, Soldier with
RPK, and Soldier with RPG-7.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a BMP-3 for +150 points, or a
BTR-T for +120 points. Up to 2 Soldiers may add a GP-30 to their AK-74 for +5
points each. 1 Soldier may be given an RPO for + 5 points.
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Rifle Squad – 130 points
Deployed in larger squads, these soldiers are carried into battle on trucks, dismounting before they are in range of the
enemy.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with AK-74, three Soldiers with AK-74, two Soldiers
with AK-74 (GP-30), two Soldiers with RPK, and Soldier with RPG-7.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Medium Truck for +45 points.
Up to 4 Soldiers may be given an RPG-22 for +20 points each. 1 Soldier may
swap his AK-74 for an SVD for +5 points, or add an RPO for +5 points.

Weapons Squad – 120 points
Armed with heavier support weaponry, these squads can lay down withering fire to hinder or destroy enemy units.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with AK-74, three Soldiers with AK-74, three
Soldiers with RPK, and Soldier with RPG-7.
Support: Only one Weapons Squad may be purchased for every two Rifle Squads
in your platoon.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Medium Truck for +45 points. The Sergeant may add a GP-30 to his
AK-74 for +5 points.

Battalion Assets
The following are all the Battalion Assets available to a Russian Army force.

Artillery Strike – 50 points
By co-ordinating the firepower of strike jets, self-propelled guns
or even cruise missiles, a competent commander can turn the tide
of an enemy attack with one well-positioned attack launched
from miles away.
Command Privilege: Only a Lieutenant or other model permitted
to call an artillery strike may use these weapons. This is used as
an Artillery attack, but with no minimum range (yes, you can call
it down right on your own head!).
Options: The Artillery Strike may be upgraded to an Artillery
Precision Strike for +50 points.
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BMP-3 IFV – 150 points
Heavily armed for an IFV, the BMP-3 is more than capable of engaging its counterparts in other armies, and winning.
Type
BMP-3

Size
3

Move
5”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
7+

Save
3+

Kill
10+

Side
Rear

7+
7+

4+
4+

9+
9+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/12”

Unit: BMP-3 with 100mm gun, 30mm cannon, GPMG, and two GPMGs
(FaF).
Transport: A BMP-3 can carry up to 7 Size points of models (each maximum
Size 1).
Coaxial Mount: The 2A70 100mm gun, 2A72 30mm cannon and GPMP must
all use the same Fire Zone.

BTR-T ICV – 120 points
Based on the T-55, this vehicle was designed with heavy protection in mind, rather than speed or raw firepower, making
it suited to urban warfare.
Type
BTR-T

Size
3

Move
5”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

3+
3+

10+
9+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/10”

Unit: BTR-T with a 30mm cannon, and AGS-17 grenade launcher.
Transport: A BTR-T can carry up to 6 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).

Ka-50 Hokum – 285 points
A revolutionary attack helicopter, the Hokum is a single-piloted craft with contra-rotating rotors and an ejection
system.
Type
Hokum

Size
5

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 3xD10
Loiter

Target
6+

Save
3+/5+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/3

Unit: Hokum with twelve AT-16 Scallion missiles (FaF), S-8 rockets (FaF),
and 30mm cannon (FaF).
AT-16: The Hokum can fire two AT-16 Scallion missiles in a single Shoot
action.
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Medium Truck – 50 points
Used by rifle squads, these trucks are solid and reliable, hauling their troops and supplies for miles across the Russian
wilderness.
Type
Size Move Close Combat Facing Target
Medium Truck 3
6”
3xD10
Front 6+
Side
6+
Rear
5+

Save
4+
6+
6+

Kill Traits
8+ Hits/3, Lumbering, Wheels/15”
7+
7+

Unit: Medium Truck.
Transport: A Medium Truck can carry up to 12 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).

Mi-28 Havoc – 325 points
Eschewing the multirole functionality of the Hind, the Havoc is a pure-bred tank hunter,
Type
Havoc

Size
5

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 3xD10
Loiter

Target
6+

Save
3+/5+

Kill
10+

Traits
Hits/4, Multifire/2

Unit: Havoc with sixteen AT-16 Scallion missiles (FaF), eight S-24 rockets (FaF),
and 30mm cannon (FaF).
AT-16: The Havoc can fire two AT-16 Scallion missiles in a single Shoot action.
S-24: The Havoc can fire two S-24 rockets in a single Shoot action.

Sniper Team – 30 points
With a long and proud history, Russian sniper teams are both efficient and deadly.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with SV, Soldier with AK-74.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere outside
of the enemy deployment zone, so long as it is not in Line of Sight of
any enemy unit.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a Shoot
action or reaction in the last turn, enemy models more than 20” away
may not draw Line of Sight to it.
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Spetznaz Squad – 75 points
Renowned throughout the world, the Spetznaz squads are very well-equipped and extremely flexible.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
2xD6
2xD6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+/6+
6+/6+

Kill
7+
7+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with PP-19, four Soldiers with PP-19.
Fire Teams: One Soldier may be designated as a Team Leader at the start of any turn. The squad may then be split into
two separate units, with the Sergeant leading one, and the Team Leader leading the other. At least two Soldiers must
be present in each unit.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its Armour save when in Cover. Each model may also re-roll
any Close Combat dice.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not
make a Shoot action or reaction in the last turn, enemy models
more than 20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it. The unit
may fire SV-99s (and only SV-99s) when in Cover, without
enemy models drawing Line of Sight to it.
Ambush: This unit may be concealed in an area of terrain
outside the enemy’s deployment zone before the game begins.
Note the location of the unit before any models are deployed
on the table. You can reveal the ambush by placing the section
on the table at any time after a unit (friendly or otherwise) has
completed an action. However, the unit must be revealed by
the end of turn three or be counted as destroyed. Ambush may
not be used if the unit takes an optional transport vehicle.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a BMP-3 for +150 points, or a BTR-T for +120 points. Up to 7 extra
Soldiers may be added for +15 points each. Any PP-19 may be replaced with an AN-94 (GP-30) for +5 points each. Up
to 2 Soldiers may be given an RPO for +5 points or an RPG-22 for +20 points each. Up to 2 Soldiers may be given an
RPK for +5 points or an SV-99 for +5 points. The entire unit may take heavy armour (increasing its Armour Save to 4+,
but losing its Dodge Save and reducing Move to 4”) for +5 points per model.
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Armour Assets
The following are all the Armour Assets available to a Russian Army force.

2S6 Tunguska – 225 points
Equipped with SA-19 missiles, the Tunguska provides a serious frontline anti-aircraft capability for the Russian army.
Type
Size Move Close Combat Facing Target
Tunguska 3
6”
4xD10
Front 7+
Side
7+
Rear
7+

Save
5+
6+
6+

Kill Traits
9+ Hits/3, Tracked/16”
8+
8+

Unit: Tunguska with Twin 2A38M 30mm cannon and eight SA-19 missiles.
SAM: The Tunguska can fire 2 SA-19 missiles with a single Shoot action.

BMP-T TSFV – 225 points
Nicknamed the Terminator, the BMP-T is based on the T-72 chassis and provides vital support for main battle tanks,
particularly in urban environments.
Type
BMP-T

Size
4

Move
4”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

2+
3+

10+
9+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/3, Tracks/8”

Unit: BMP-T with 30mm cannon, AGS-17 grenade launcher, four AT-14
Spriggan, and GPMG.
Coaxial Mount: The AGS-17 grenade launcher must use the same Fire Zone
as the 30mm cannon.
AT-14 Spriggan: The BMP-T may fire one AT-14 Spriggan missile with every
Shoot action.
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T-90 MBT – 315 points
Developed from the T-72, this main battle tank incorporates many new modern features such as composite and reactive
armour, laser warning receiver and jamming systems.
Type
T-90

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

3+
4+

10+
9+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/10”

Unit: T-90 with 2A46M 125mm gun, Kord 12.7mm MG and GPMG.
Coaxial Mount: The GPMG must use the same Fire Zone as the 2A46M gun.
Options: The 2A46M gun may be equipped to fire AT-11 Sniper missiles for +30
points.

T-95 MBT – 415 points
A new design demonstrating new Russian thinking in tank construction, the T-95 sports enhanced crew protection and
the largest main gun currently mounted on an MBT.
Type
T-95

Size
3

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
13+

Side
Rear

8+
8+

2+
3+

12+
11+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/10”

Unit: T-95 with 152mm gun, Kord 12.7mm MG and GPMG.
Coaxial Mount: The GPMG must use the same Fire Zone as the 152mm gun.
Options: The 152mm gun may be equipped to fire AT-17 Scimitar missiles for +40 points.
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Air Force Assets
The following are all the Air Force Assets available to a Russian Army force.

MiG-29 Fulcrum – 330 points
A superlative dogfighter, the MiG-29 uses innovative technologies and remains a capable multirole aircraft.
Type
MiG-29

Size
5

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
4xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/4+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/3

Unit: MiG-29 with 30mm cannon (FaF) and four AA-11 Archer
missiles (FaF).
Ordnance: The MiG-29 may be equipped with up to four bombs,
which must be bought in pairs. Up to two bombs may be dropped
with every Shoot (bomb) action. Two 1,000 lb. bombs can be
bought for +20 points. Two Cluster Bombs can be bought for
+35 points.
Archers: Up to two AA-11 Archer missiles may be fired in a
single Shoot action.

Su-27 Flanker – 360 points
The backbone of the Russian fighter forces, the Flanker is a fearsome opponent, and a true multirole aircraft.
Type
Su-27

Size
6

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
5xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/5+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: Su-27 with 30mm cannon (FaF) and four AA-11 Archer missiles (FaF).
Ordnance: The Su-27 may be equipped with up to eight bombs, which must be
bought in pairs. Up to two bombs may be dropped with every Shoot (bomb) action.
Two 1,000 lb. bombs can be bought for +20 points. Two Cluster Bombs can be
bought for +35 points.
Archers: Up to two AA-11 Archer missiles may be fired in a single Shoot action.
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Russian Army Armoury
Weapon
1,000 lb. bomb
100mm gun
152mm gun
2A46M 125mm gun
30mm cannon
AA-11 Archer missile
AGS-17 grenade launcher
AK-74
AN-94
Artillery Precision Strike
Artillery Strike
AT-11 Sniper missile
AT-14 Spriggan missile
AT-16 Scallion missile
AT-17 Scimitar missile
Cluster Bomb
GP-30
GPMG
Kord 12.7mm MG
PP-19
RPG-22
RPG-7
RPK
RPO
S-8 rockets
S-24 rocket
SA-19 Grison
SV-99
SVD
Twin 2A38M 30mm cannon

Range
Dropped
60”
90”
60”
40”
60”
30”
20”
20”
Special
Special
90”
60”
60”
90”
Dropped
24”
30”
36”
15”
24”
40”
30”
40”
40”
50”
90”
48”
40”
40”

Damage
D10+5
D10+2
D10+6
D10+4
2xD6+2
D10+2
2xD6+1
D6
D6
D10+2
D6
D10+2
D10+4
D10+3
D10+3
3xD6+1
D6+1
2xD6
3xD6+1
2xD6
D10+2
D10
2xD6
2xD6+1
2xD6
D10
D10
D6
D6
6xD6+1

Traits
Lethal Zone/4”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Lethal Zone/2”, Piercing/3, Slow
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/5, Slow
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/4, Slow
Auto, Piercing/2
AA-Only, Accurate, One-Shot, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/3”, Piercing/1
Auto
Auto
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/4, Slow
Lethal Zone/1”, Multihit, Piercing/5, Ready
Accurate, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Slow
Accurate, Multihit, Piercing/5, Slow
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Artillery, Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/1, Ready
AA, Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
AA, Auto, Piercing/1
Lethal Zone/1”, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Ready
Lethal Zone/2”, Piercing/2, Slow
Auto, Prone
Lethal Zone/2”, One-Shot, Piercing/1, Slow
Lethal Zone/4”
Lethal Zone/2”, One-Shot, Piercing/1
AA-Only, Accurate, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/3, Slow
Accurate
Accurate
Auto, Piercing/1
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1,000 lb. bomb: A devastating weapon to bring to a
battlefield, the 1,000 lb. bomb is capable of blasting apart
structures, bunkers and armoured vehicles alike.

Artillery Strike: This attack represents the use of longranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing battles.
These will typically be self-propelled guns or mortars.

100mm gun: Mounted on vehicles such as the BMP-3,
this weapon is not as powerful as those on main battle
tanks, but causes terror among the crews of enemy
APCs.

Artillery Precision Strike: This attack represents the use
of long-ranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing
battles. These will typically be long-ranged missiles
launched by strike aircraft.

152mm gun: Designed for the T-95, this mighty gun
represents the latest thinking in Russian tank design, and
is powerful enough to destroy any other main battle tank
in the world.

AT-11 Sniper missile: Designed to be fired from the main
gun of several Russian tanks, this missile gives armoured
vehicles a fearsome, long-ranged punch.

2A46M 125mm gun: The main weapon of the T-90, this
125mm gun is capable of firing a variety of shell types,
including the AT-11 Sniper anti-tank missile.

AT-14 Spriggan missile: A powerful anti-tank missile,
the Spriggan has been proven in combat.
AT-16 Scallion missile: Used by attack helicopters and
other aircraft, the AT-16 is a versatile anti-tank weapon.

30mm cannon: Commonly found on Russian IFVs and
APCs, this cannon is highly effective against infantry
and light targets, and can be successful when engaging
enemy APCs.

AT-17 Scimitar missile: Designed to be used from the
new 152mm gun, the AT-17 provides a powerful punch
to Russia’s latest tank.

AA-11 Archer missile: A significant improvement
on previous Russian missile designs, the Archer sports
features such as off-boresight targeting that have become
standard in the West.

Cluster Bomb: Swapping a 1,000 lb. warhead with cluster
munitions, this weapon allows aircraft to devastate large
areas in a single pass. The bomblets released are capable
of tearing apart light vehicles and other weak targets.

AGS-17 grenade launcher: A heavy infantry support
weapon, the AGS-17 typically uses devastating high
explosive rounds.

GSh-30-1 cannon: Based on the 30mm cannon found
on many Russian vehicles, this weapon is now found on
many aircraft.

AK-Series: Based on the legendary AK-47, developments
to the original design include the replacement of metal
and wooden parts with plastic to reduce weight, and
redesigned recoil systems. They retain the ruggedness
and utilitarian approach that made their predecessor so
successful.

GP-30: A relatively new design, this underslung grenade
launcher is adaptable to many of the AK-series of rifles.

AN-94: Designed as a replacement for the AK-74, the
AN-94 is currently seen only with specialised and elite
units. It is a highly accurate weapon.

GPMG: This is a man-portable machine gun that acts
as a support weapon. On vehicles, it is given a far
greater ammunition capacity, making a superb tool for
suppressing enemy forces.
Kord 12.7mm MG: A heavy machine gun, the Kord can
be found on many vehicles as secondary armament, and
is also useable on a tripod.
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PP-19: Both light and easily concealed, the PP-19 is a
new generation submachine gun based on the AK-series
of rifles.

S-24 rockets: Much larger and heavier than the S-8, this
rocket is designed to destroy single targets rather than
saturate an area.

RPG-7: A reliable and tough RPG, it lacks the armour
penetration of more modern designs, but is incredibly
cheap and widespread.

SA-19 Grison: Using a two stage system, this missile is
deadly to the fastest aircraft. When fired in a pair by the
2S6 Tunguska, the chances of an aircraft escaping safely
are virtually nil.

RPG-22: A one-shot weapon designed to be carried in
number by infantry squads, the RPG-22 lends a significant
anti-tank capability to those who use it.
RPK: Based heavily on the AK-74, these two weapons
have many interchangeable parts. The RPK has a better
range and increased capability for sustained fire.
RPO: A single-shot rocket launcher, this weapon uses a
thermobaric warhead to blast enemies out of cover.
S-8 rockets: Available with a variety of warheads, the
S-8 is often used to saturate an area with high explosives,
ripping apart light targets.

SV-99: Designed for Spetznaz units, the SV-99 relies
on its user’s skill rather than raw punch for successful
elimination of targets.
SVD: Capable of sustaining a lot of punishment and
still fire accurately, the SVD is a capable sniper rifle for
squads expected to remain in the field for some time.
Twin 2A38M 30mm cannon: With a combined fire rate
of 4,000 rounds per minute, these cannon form a superior
anti-aircraft defence, and are devastating when applied
against infantry.
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PEOPLE’S LIBERATION
ARMY
Often assumed to be lagging behind the West in terms
of technological development, the Chinese People’s
Liberation Army has successfully jumped at least one
generation of equipment in several key areas. Selected
front line units are now equipped with weaponry and
support systems that approach or exceed that of many
other modern armies. However, the PLA’s greatest
strength – its sheer size – is also a weakness here, as it
will take at least a decade to reduce manpower to a more
manageable degree, and equip every unit and soldier
equally.

Platoon Structure
The standard squad size for most PLA platoons is ten
soldiers, consisting of three fire teams. The squad is led
by a Sergeant, while the fire teams are led by Corporals.
Three such squads make up a standard platoon, led by a
Lieutenant, who is in turn assisted by a Senior Sergeant.
Three platoons make an infantry company.
A platoon that has been on operational duty for some
time may vary wildly from this, however. Heavy losses
can result in fewer and smaller sections, while a platoon
involved in heavy combat may become ‘reinforced’ with
more soldiers, giving it more sections.

Each unit in a platoon is considered to be an Asset of
some type. You may include the following Assets in your
platoon, so long as you obey the minimum and maximum
units listed for each. You may take one platoon for every
1,000 points in your force.
0-1 Command Assets
2-5 Squad Assets
0-3 Battalion, Armour and/or Air Force Assets

Armoured Forces
Armoured forces are organised differently to infantry. A
Troop is the equivalent of a platoon and usually fields
three armoured vehicles. Three Troops make a squadron,
the equivalent of a company.
You may include the following Assets in your armoured
force for every 2,000 points, so long as you obey the
minimum and maximum units listed for each.
1-2 Command Assets
2-9 Armour Assets
0-3 Battalion, Squad and/or Air Force Assets

You can make any platoon with the PLA list, from one
that has just been deployed, to a grizzled set of veterans
that have taken heavy losses or been reinforced.
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Command Assets
The following are all the Command Assets available to a PLA force.

Command Squad – 50 points
Though lacking the sophisticated C4 of other officers, the PLA relies on solid command skills to motivate its huge forces.
Type
Radio Operator
Senior Sergeant
Lieutenant

Size
1
1
1

Move
5”
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Unit: Lieutenant (unit leader) with QBZ-95, Sergeant with QBZ-95, Radio Operator with QBZ-95.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a WZ-551 for +120 points, or a NORINCO FAV for +45 points.
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the People’s
Liberation Army can prove to be remarkably resilient, pushing forward when other
forces would give up and cower. So long as the Radio Operator is within 2”, the
Lieutenant or Senior Sergeant may take a Ready action to promote any one model
in an out of command unit to become its unit leader. Only one model may be
promoted in this way at any one time for every Lieutenant or Senior Sergeant on the
table. The Lieutenant or Senior Sergeant need not come from the same platoon as
the out of command unit.

Squad Assets
The following are all the Squad Assets available to a PLA force.

Infantry Squad – 130 points
Split into three fire teams with three support weapons, PLA infantry squads are flexible, able to tackle any battlefield
threat.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Fire Team 1: Sergeant (unit leader) with QBZ-95, two Soldiers with QBZ-95, Soldier with PF-89.
Fire Team 2: Corporal (unit leader) with QBZ-95, Soldier with QBZ-95, Soldier with QBB-95.
Fire Team 2: Corporal (unit leader) with QBZ-95, Soldier with QBZ-95, Soldier with PF-89.
Fire Teams: The Corporals may act as unit leaders to Fire Teams 2 and 3, splitting them off to
act as a separate units.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a WZ-551 for +120 points. One or both PF-89s
may be replaced with QW-4s for +0 points. Drop Team 2 for –40 points. Drop Team 3 for –40
points.
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Battalion Assets
The following are all the Battalion Assets available to a PLA force.

Artillery Strike – 50 points
By co-ordinating the firepower of strike jets, self-propelled guns or even cruise missiles, a competent commander can
turn the tide of an enemy attack with one well-positioned attack launched from
miles away.
Command Privilege: Only a Lieutenant or other model permitted to call an
artillery strike may use these weapons. This is used as an Artillery attack, but
with no minimum range (yes, you can call it down right on your own head!).
Options: The Artillery Strike may be upgraded to an Artillery Precision Strike
for +50 points.

EQ-2050 – 40 points
Loosely based on the American HMMWV, the EQ-2050 is rugged, versatile, and one of the corner stones of the PLA.
Type
EQ-2050

Size
2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
5+

Save
6+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/16”

Unit: EQ-2050.
Transport: An EQ-2050 can carry up to 5 Size points of models (each maximum
Size 1).
Options: A GPMG may be added for +10 points. A TY-90 air defence system
may be added (losing the Transport rule) for +25 points.

NORINCO FAV – 45 points
The FAV can cover rough ground quickly and yet packs enough firepower to deal with both light vehicles and aircraft.
Type
FAV

Size
2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
5+

Save
6+

Kill
6+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/20”

Unit: FAV with 23mm cannon and GPMG.
Transport: An FAV can carry up to 4 Size points of models (each
maximum Size 1).
Multifire: If the FAV transports other models, it gains the Multifire trait
equal to the number of models carried.
Agile: If the FAV uses its Wheels movement mode, it gains a 5+ Dodge
Save.
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Sniper Team – 30 points
Invisible and deadly, a well-positioned sniper team can create havoc for opposing infantry.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with Type 88 sniper rifle, Soldier with QBZ-95.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere outside of the enemy deployment zone, so long as it is
not in Line of Sight of any enemy unit.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a Shoot action or reaction in the last turn, enemy
models more than 20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it.
Options: The team may be mounted on board NORINCO FAV for +45 points.

SOF Squad – 180 points
Modelled on the standard infantry squad, this special forces unit builds on the strengths of the PLA.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
7+
7+

Traits
—
—

Fire Team 1: Sergeant (unit leader) with QBZ-95, two Soldiers
with QBZ-95, Soldier with PF-89.
Fire Team 2: Corporal (unit leader) with QBZ-95, Soldier with
QBZ-95, Soldier with QBB-95.
Fire Team 2: Corporal (unit leader) with QBZ-95, Soldier with
QBZ-95, Soldier with PF-89.
Fire Teams: The Corporals may act as unit leaders to Fire Teams 2
and 3, splitting them off to act as a separate units.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its Armour save when in Cover. Each model may also re-roll
any Close Combat dice.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a Shoot action or reaction in the last turn, enemy
models more than 20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere outside of the enemy deployment zone, so long as it is
not in Line of Sight of any enemy unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a WZ-551 for +120 points. Drop Team 2 for –55 points. Drop Team 3
for –55 points.
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WZ-10 Attack Helicopter – 325 points
A deadly opponent on the battlefield, the WZ-10 is capable of annihilating entire formations of enemy armour.
Type
WZ-10

Size
5

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 3xD10
Loiter

Target
6+

Save
3+/5+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: WZ-10 with 30mm cannon (FaF), and sixteen HJ-10 missiles (FaF).
HJ-10: The WZ-10 can fire two HJ-10 missiles in a single Shoot action.

WZ-551 IFV – 120 points
Able to act as both APC and IFV, the WZ-551 is a versatile vehicle, giving the PLA a great deal of flexibility.
Type
WZ-551

Size
3

Move
7”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
7+

Save
3+

Kill
9+

Side
Rear

7+
6+

5+
5+

8+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Wheels/16”

Unit: WZ-551 with 25mm cannon and GPMG.
Transport: A WZ-551 can carry up to 10 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).

Armour Assets
The following are all the Armour Assets available to a PLA force.

Type 96 MBT – 275 points
A past generation tank, the Type 96 will continue to be present in large numbers within the PLA for many years to
come.
Type
Type 96

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

3+
3+

10+
9+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/10”

Unit: Type 96 with 125mm gun, and two GPMGs.
Coaxial Mount: One GPMG must use the same Fire Zone as the
125mm gun.
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Type 99 MBT – 310 points
A quantum leap forward for the PLA, the Type 99 has much in common with its Western counterparts.
Type
Type 99

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
12+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

2+
3+

11+
9+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/11”

Unit: Type 99 with 125mm gun, and two GPMGs.
Coaxial Mount: One GPMG must use the same Fire Zone as the 125mm
gun.

Air Force Assets
The following are all the Air Force Assets available to a PLA force.

J-10 Multirole Fighter – 275 points
The finest fast jet to have been produced in China thus far, the J-10 is a true multirole aircraft.
Type
J-10

Size
5

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
4xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/4+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/3

Unit: J-10 with 23mm cannon (FaF) and four AA-11 Archer missiles (FaF).
Archers: Up to two AA-11 Archer missiles may be fired in every Shoot action.
Ordnance: The J-10 may be equipped with up to four bombs, which must be bought in pairs. Up to two bombs may
be dropped with every Shoot (bomb) action. Two 1,000 lb. bombs can be bought for +20 points. Two Cluster Bombs
can be bought for +35 points.
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PLA Armoury
Weapon
1,000 lb. bomb
125mm gun
23mm cannon
25mm cannon
30mm cannon
AA-11 Archer missile
Artillery Precision Strike
Artillery Strike
Cluster Bomb
GPMG
HJ-10 missile
PF-89
QBB-95
QBZ-95
QW-4
TY-90 air defence system
Type 88 sniper rifle

Range
Dropped
60”
30”
40”
40”
60”
Special
Special
Dropped
30”
72”
20”
30”
24”
60”
90”
36”

Damage
D10+5
D10+4
3xD6+1
2xD6+2
3xD6+2
D10+2
D10+2
D10
3xD6+1
2xD6
D10+4
D10+3
2xD6
D6
D6+3
D10+2
D6

Traits
Lethal Zone/4”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/4,Slow
AA, Auto, Piercing/2
Auto, Piercing/2
Auto, Piercing/2
AA-Only, Accurate, One-Shot, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Lethal Zone/4”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
AA, Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Accurate, Lethal Zone/1”, Multihit, OneShot, Piercing/3
Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/3, Slow
Auto, Prone
Auto
AA-Only, Accurate, Piercing/2, Slow
AA-Only, Accurate, Piercing/3
Accurate

1,000 lb. bomb: A devastating weapon to bring to a
battlefield, the 1,000 lb. bomb is capable of blasting apart
structures, bunkers and armoured vehicles alike.
125mm gun: The main weapon of the Type 99 and other
Chinese armoured vehicles, this is a potent addition to
the PLA’s arsenal.
23mm cannon: Mounted on the FAV, with similar
versions on aircraft, the 23mm cannon is a versatile
weapon, capable of engaging light vehicles, infantry and
aircraft.
25mm cannon: Though light compared to the cannon
mounted on the IFVs of other nations, this weapon’s high
rate of fire can cause problems even for well-armoured
targets.
30mm cannon: The largest calibre of Chinese
autocannon, the 30mm shells fired are capable of ripping
through even medium armour.

AA-11 Archer missile: A significant improvement
on previous Russian missile designs, the Archer sports
features such as off-boresight targeting that have become
standard in the West.
Artillery Strike: This attack represents the use of longranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing battles.
These will typically be self-propelled guns or mortars.
Artillery Precision Strike: This attack represents the use
of long-ranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing
battles. These will typically be long-ranged missiles
launched by strike aircraft.
Cluster Bomb: Swapping a 1,000 lb. warhead with cluster
munitions, this weapon allows aircraft to devastate large
areas in a single pass. The bomblets released are capable
of tearing apart light vehicles and other weak targets.
GPMG: This is a man-portable machine gun that acts
as a support weapon. On vehicles, it is given a far
greater ammunition capacity, making a superb tool for
suppressing enemy forces.
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HJ-10 missile: Similar in capability to the American
Hellfire missile, the addition of the HJ-10 has
transformed the WZ-10 attack helicopter into a frontline
tank hunter.

QW-4: An advanced man-portable anti-aircraft missile
system, this weapon is accurate enough to engage even
small targets such as cruise missiles.

PF-89: Though extremely short-ranged, the PF-89
within every infantry squad of the PLA means any
enemy armour has to advance with extreme caution.

TY-90 air defence system: Though initially developed
for mounting on helicopters, the TY-90 has been
modified into several new systems, such as the flatbed
mounted version found on the EQ-2050 truck.

QBB-95: Based around the components of the QBZ95, this is a light support weapon found in most PLA
infantry squads.

Type 88 sniper rifle: Based on the QBZ-95, this
weapon is more a marksman’s tool, rather than a true
sniper rifle.

QBZ-95: This is the standard assault rifle of the PLA,
with several variants in service, including light support
weapons and carbines.
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THE MIDDLE
EASTERN ALLIANCE
A mixture of frontline military units and armed citizens

there seems little rhyme or reason to the forces they
suddenly find themselves fighting against but every
warfighter within the MEA resistance will be fanatically
dedicated to destroying their oppressors.

forced to fight in order to protect their homes from foreign
invaders, the Middle Eastern Alliance can seem a ragtag
force at best, but it is incredibly effective in combat,
especially in its home territories. The MEA is a loose
alliance whose forces come together to fight a common
foe then drift apart just as quickly. However, when
roused, the fury of the MEA is fearsome to behold.

Each unit in an MEA force is considered to be an Asset
of some type. You may include the following Assets for
every 1,000 points in your force, so long as you obey the
minimum and maximum units listed for each.

Force Structure
While the military of the MEA often apes the organisation
of western forces, armies in the field can be an eclectic
mix, with just a few standard army units supporting
civilian uprisings in key strategic areas. To an invader,

0-2 Command Assets
3 or more Frontline Assets
0-3 Special Assets

Command Assets
The following are all the Command Assets available to a Middle Eastern Alliance force.

Revered Leader – 75 points
Motivating those around him with sheer force of personality, a Revered Leader can hold an army together in the worst
of firefights.
Type
Revered Leader

Size
1

Move
5”

Close Combat
D6

Target
4+

Save
-

Kill
7+

Traits
Independent

Unit: Revered Leader with AK-104.
Leader: If the Revered Leader joins a friendly unit, it gains
a bonus third action in each turn.
Martyr: If the Revered Leader is to be removed as a casualty
and another friendly Size 1 model is within 2”, the other
model may be removed instead.
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Government Command Squad – 65 points
Commanding their forces with an iron grip while playing politics back at headquarters, the Lieutenant is a tough veteran
capable of enterprising tactics.
Type
Soldier
Lieutenant
Radio Operator

Size
1
1
1

Move
5”
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Unit: Lieutenant (unit leader) with AK-103, Radio Operator with AK-103,
Soldier with AK-103, Soldier with RPK.
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the MEA can
prove to be remarkably resilient, pushing forward when other forces would give
up and cower. So long as the Radio Operator is within 2”, the Lieutenant may
take a Ready action to promote any one model in an out of command unit to
become its unit leader. Only one model may be promoted in this way at any one
time for every Lieutenant on the table. The Lieutenant need not come from the
same platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: Up to one Soldier may replace his RPK with an RPG-29 for +10
points.

Frontline Assets
The following are all the Frontline Assets available to a Middle Eastern Alliance force.

Fedayeen Squad – 90 points
Well-funded and fanatically dedicated to their cause, the Fedayeen are civilian troops with the utmost dedication to their
cause.
Type
Fedayeen

Size
1

Move
5”

Close Combat
D6

Target
4+

Save
-

Kill
6+

Traits
—

Unit: Fedayeen (unit leader) with AK-103, and five Fedayeen with AK-103.
Fearless: The Fedayeen squad is immune to Suppression.
IED: Every model in this unit is equipped with one highpowered IED charge. These may be placed on any model of Size
2 or more with a Charge action. It will automatically explode at
the end of the next Middle Eastern Alliance player’s turn.
Options: Up to 6 extra Fedayeen may be added to the unit for
+15 points each. Up to 4 Fedayeen may replace their AK-103
with either an SVU for +5 points each or an AT-13 Saxhorn-2
for +25 points.
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Government Troops Squad – 100 points
More disciplined and better equipped than militia squads, government troops provide a solid backbone for the MEA.
Type
Soldier
Corporal
Sergeant

Size
1
1
1

Move
5”
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Fire Team 1: Sergeant (unit leader) with AK-103, two Soldiers
with AK-103, Soldier with RPK.
Fire Team 2: Corporal with AK-103, two Soldiers with AK-103,
Soldier with RPK.
Fire Teams: The Corporal may act as unit leader to Fire Team
2, splitting off to act as a separate unit. The Corporal will also
automatically take over as unit leader if the Sergeant is killed and
the fire teams have not been split up.
Options: Lose Fire Team 2 for –50 points. Up to 2 Soldiers may replace their RPK with an RPG-29 for +10 points
each.

Insurgent Squad – 60 points
Never giving an inch to an invader, the men and women of the MEA have vowed to defeat their oppressors.
Type
Insurgent

Size
1

Move
5”

Close Combat
D6-1

Target
4+

Save
-

Kill
6+

Traits
—

Unit: Insurgent (unit leader) with AK-103, and five Insurgents with AK-103.
Options: Up to 6 extra Insurgents may be added to the unit for +10 points each. Up to 3 Insurgents may replace their
AK-103 with an RPG-29 for +15 points each or an SA-18 Grouse for +20 points.
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Rioting Mob – 40 points
Often agitated by Revered Leaders, rioting mobs are all but impossible to control effectively on the battlefield, but their
weight of numbers can prove effective nonetheless.
Type
Civilian

Size
1

Move
5”

Close Combat
D6-1

Target
3+

Save
-

Kill
5+

Traits
—

Unit: Eight Civilians with AKM.
Mob: Any model in this unit may be nominated as unit leader at the start of every action. This model may act as unit
leader for any rioting mob members, including those not part of its original unit – they just have to be within 6” of the
unit leader.
Horde: Up to three rioting mobs may join to form a horde, acting as single unit. Each Civilian must remain within
1” of another Civilian from one of these three units in order to do this, ignoring the normal 6” command radius rule (a
horde can therefore be spread out across a wide area, so long as each model is within 1” of another). The horde will take
actions, move, and trigger Reactions as if it were a single unit.
Directionless: If an enemy unit is within 10” of the mob at the start of an action, the mob must take a Charge action
towards the enemy and attempt to get into close combat at the earliest opportunity.
Options: Up to 12 extra Civilians may be added to the unit for +5 points each.

Sniper – 15 points
Trained to operate alone, the sniper is a skilled assassin, able to pick off enemies in relative safety.
Type
Sniper

Size
1

Move
5”

Close Combat
D6

Target
4+

Save
-

Kill
6+

Traits
—

Unit: Sniper with SVU.
Sniper: The Sniper gains a +2 bonus to its Damage Dice when using the SVU
against Size 1 targets.
Stealthy: If a Sniper is within Cover, units beyond 20” may not draw Line of
Sight to it.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere outside of
the enemy deployment zone, so long as it is not in Line of Sight of any enemy
unit.
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Technical – 25 points
By drafting in civilian pickups and then fitting weapons in their flatbeds, the MEA can amass large numbers of lightly
armoured but extremely fast attack vehicles.
Type
Technical

Size
2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
5+

Save
6+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/24”

Unit: Technical.
Transport: A Technical can carry up to 6 Size points of models (each maximum
Size 1).
Options: Extra armour may be added, giving a 5+ Armour Save for +5 points. A
PKM MG may be added for +10 points. A PKM MG (FxF) may be added for +15
points.

Special Assets
The following are all the Special Assets available to a Middle Eastern Alliance force.

Biker Squad – 100 points
Again using civilian transport as a potent weapon, these bikers carry pillion passengers armed with RPGs to create an
fast-moving and powerful strike unit.
Type
Insurgent

Size
2

Move
6”

Close Combat
D6

Target
4+

Save
-

Kill
6+

Traits
Wheels/30”

Unit: Biker (unit leader) with RPG-29, and three Bikers with RPG-29.
Options: Up to 4 extra Bikers may be added to the unit for +25 points each.

Agile: If the Bikers uses their Wheels movement mode, they gain a 4+ Dodge Save.

Desert Iris – 40 points
Another vehicle developed solely within the MEA, the Desert Iris is a cheap yet highly effective fast attack buggy.
Type
Size
Desert Iris 2

Move
6”

Close Combat
D10

Target
5+

Save
6+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/28”

Unit: Desert Iris with PKM MG (FaF).
Agile: If the Desert Iris uses its Wheels movement mode, it gains a 5+ Dodge Save.
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MiG-29 Fulcrum – 330 points
A superlative dogfighter, the MiG-29 uses innovative technologies and remains a capable multirole aircraft.
Type
MiG-29

Size
5

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
4xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/4+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/3

Unit: MiG-29 with GSh-30-1 cannon (FaF) and four AA-11 Archer
missiles (FaF).
Ordnance: The MiG-29 may be equipped with up to four bombs,
which must be bought in pairs. Up to two bombs may be dropped
with every Shoot (bomb) action. Two 1,000 lb. bombs can be bought
for +20 points. Two Cluster Bombs can be bought for +35 points.
Archers: Up to two AA-11 Archer missiles may be fired in a single
Shoot action.

Mirsad-1 Team – 35 points
The MEA’s first real foray into UAVs, the Mirsad-1 is uncomplicated but is superb value.
Type
Operators
Mirsad-1

Size
1
1

Move
5”
Loiter

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
-/4+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Operator (unit leader) with AK-103, and Operator with AK-103.
Unit: Mirsad-1 with Mirsad warhead forms a separate unit.
UAV: The Operators must perform two Ready actions every turn to effectively control
the Mirsad-1. If they do not, the Mirsad-1 will do nothing but fly straight and level in
the next Air Phase with a single Move (Fly) action.
Explosive Warhead: If the Mirsad-1 performs a Shoot (Bomb) action, it may enter a terminal dive and explode the
warhead it carriers. Treat this as a normal bomb attack but the Mirsad-1 will be removed from play immediately after.

Mortar Strike – 35 points
By calling upon truck mounted mortars sited a mile or two from the frontline, a cunning
MEA commander can ensure he retains an extremely mobile artillery unit.
Rank Privilege: Any unit leader is permitted to call a mortar strike. This is used as an
Artillery attack, but with no minimum range (yes, you can call it down right on your
own head!).
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T-72 MBT – 250 points
Though this is a much maligned export model of the famous Russian tank, the T-72 still provides a valuable backbone
for MEA forces.
Type
T-72

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

3+
4+

9+
9+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All,
Tracks/10”

Unit: T-72 with 2A46M 125mm gun, Kord 12.7mm MG and
GPMG.
Coaxial Mount: The GPMG must use the same Fire Zone as the
2A46M gun.
Export Model: This version of the T-72 is an export model, and
lacks the sophistication and trained crew of Russian variants. The
T-72 may not fire in the same turn that it takes a Move action. This
includes using its Tracks trait.

Zulfiqar MBT – 225 points
The first real attempt by the MEA to produce a home-grown armoured vehicle, the Zulfiqar is brutally efficient in
battle.
Type
Zulfiqar

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

3+
4+

10+
9+

Traits
Hits/2, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracked/12”

Unit: Zulfiqar with 125mm gun and PKM MG.
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Middle Eastern Alliance Armoury
Weapon
1,000 lb. bomb
125mm gun
30mm cannon
AA-11 Archer missile
AK-103
AK-104
AKM
AT-13 Saxhorn-2
Cluster Bomb
IED charge
Mirsad warhead
Mortar Strike
PKM MG
RPG-29
RPK
SA-18 Grouse
SVU

Range
Dropped
60”
40”
60”
20”
20”
15”
40”
Dropped
Placed
Dropped
Special
30”
30”
30”
48”
40”

Damage
D10+5
D10+4
2xD6+2
D10+2
D6
D6
D6
D10+3
3xD6+1
D10+4
D10+1
2xD6
2xD6+1
D10
2xD6
D6+2
D6

1,000 lb. bomb: A devastating weapon to bring to a
battlefield, the 1,000 lb. bomb is capable of blasting apart
structures, bunkers and armoured vehicles alike.
125mm gun: Produced indigenously, this 125mm
smoothbore gun is fitted with an autoloader and represents
a significant step forward in main battle tank technology
for the Middle Eastern Alliance.
30mm cannon: Commonly found on Russian IFVs and
APCs, this cannon is highly effective against infantry
and light targets, and can be successful when engaging
enemy APCs.
AA-11 Archer missile: A significant improvement
on previous Russian missile designs, the Archer sports
features such as off-boresight targeting that have become
standard in the West.

Traits
Lethal Zone/4”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/4, Slow
Auto, Piercing/2
AA-Only, Accurate, One-Shot, Piercing/2
Auto
Auto
Auto
Lethal Zone/1”, Multihit, Piercing/3, Slow
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/1
Lethal Zone/3”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/1
Lethal Zone/3”, One-Shot
Auto
Lethal Zone/2”, Piercing/1, Slow
Auto, Prone
AA-Only, Piercing/1, Slow
Accurate

AK-Series: Based on the legendary AK-47, developments
to the original design include the replacement of metal
and wooden parts with plastic to reduce weight, and
redesigned recoil systems. They retain the ruggedness
and utilitarian approach that made their predecessor so
successful.
AT-13 Saxhorn-2: Russian built, the Saxhorn-2 has
become widespread throughout the Middle Eastern
Alliance, and poses a significant threat to all invading
armoured vehicles.
Cluster Bomb: Swapping a 1,000 lb. warhead with cluster
munitions, this weapon allows aircraft to devastate large
areas in a single pass. The bomblets released are capable
of tearing apart light vehicles and other weak targets.
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IED charge: Improvised Explosive Devices are popular
among civilian insurgents. Variable in design and
effectiveness, the most powerful are capable of doing
great damage to even a main battle tank.
Mirsad warhead: Though the Mirsad-1 is little more
than a glorified radio-controlled aircraft, it is still capable
of carrying warheads that can cause devastation among
advancing forces. All attacks with this weapon will count
as having been fired from an elevated position.
Mortar Strike: Using either quickly constructed launch
sites or devices mounted on the back of technicals, the
Middle Eastern Alliance is able to provide its forces with
effective artillery support in adverse conditions.
PKM MG: Like the AK-series of rifles, the PK machine
guns are light, easily serviceable, and found throughout
the world, making it a natural choice for the Middle
Eastern Alliance.

RPG-29: Present in significant numbers within the Middle
Eastern Alliance, the RPG-29 uses dated technology, but
still poses a threat to armoured vehicles. When applied
against enemy infantry, the RPG-29 can swing entire
firefights.
RPK: Based heavily on the AK-74, these two weapons
have many interchangeable parts. The RPK has a better
range and increased capability for sustained fire.
SA-18 Grouse: Though both larger and heavier than the
American made Stinger, the SA-18 is just as effective.
When deployed in number among infantry squads, they
can clear the skies of enemy aircraft.
SVU: A shortened, bullpup version of the SVD, the SVU
is a cheap but effective sniper rifle.
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THE GERMAN HEER
The German army is one of the largest in Europe, and
is equipped primarily with German designed and made
weaponry and vehicles. Indeed, German military
engineering can be found in military forces all over
the world, from the assault weapons used by special
forces units such as the SAS, to the main gun of the
American Abrams. The German Heer remains one of
the most technologically advanced and capable military
organisations in the world today.

Platoon Structure
The standard squad size for most German Heer platoons
is ten soldiers. A Sergeant leads the squad.
Four such squads make up a standard platoon, led by a
Lieutenant in a command squad. Three platoons make
a company.
A platoon that has been on operational duty for some
time may vary wildly from this, however. Heavy losses
can result in fewer and smaller squads, while a platoon
involved in heavy combat may become ‘reinforced’ with
more soldiers, giving it more sections.
You can make any platoon with the German Heer list,
from one that has just been deployed, to a grizzled set of
veterans that have taken heavy losses or been reinforced.
Each unit in a platoon is considered to be an Asset of
some type. You may include the following Assets in your
platoon, so long as you obey the minimum and maximum
units listed for each. You may take one platoon for every
1,000 points in your force.
0-1 Command Assets
1-3 Squad Assets
0-3 Battalion, Armour and/or Air Force Assets

Special Rules
The following special rules apply to all German Heer
platoons.

Platoons
There are three types of platoon available to the German
Heer – Panzergrenadier, Jaeger, and Jaeger IdZ. You
must choose one of these platoons and may only include
Command and Squad Assets available for this type of
platoon.

IdZ
Infanterist der Zukunft (Infantryman of the Future) is
a project developed for the German Heer, comprising
computers and weapon-mounted cameras, allows a
soldier to pinpoint shots and make a mockery of cover.
Whole squads and teams may be upgraded to use IdZ
for +5 points per model (Jaeger IdZ units have already
been upgraded, and this is included in their points cost).
Any such model targeted by a G36 from these squads
will count as being in one level of Cover lower. Those
in Light Cover will count as being Obscured. Obscured
models still count as Obscured. In addition, all models in
the unit can be placed within 12” of the unit leader and
remain in command.

Armoured Forces
Armoured forces are organised differently to infantry. A
Troop is the equivalent of a platoon and usually fields
three armoured vehicles. Three Troops make a squadron,
the equivalent of a company.
You may include the following Assets in your armoured
force for every 2,000 points, so long as you obey the
minimum and maximum units listed for each.
1-2 Command Assets
2-9 Armour Assets
0-3 Battalion, Squad and/or Air Force Assets
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Command Assets
The following are all the Command Assets available to a German Heer force.

Panzergrenadier Command Squad – 105 points
Taking the appearance and role of a normal infantry squad, the Lieutenant can be found leading his men in the thickest
action.
Type
Soldier
Radio Operator
Sergeant
Lieutenant

Size
1
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—
—

Unit: Lieutenant (unit leader) with G36, Sergeant with G36, Radio Operator with G36, Soldier with G36 and Panzerfaust
3, Soldier with G36 and HK-69A1, and Soldier with MG3.
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the German Heer can prove to be remarkably resilient,
pushing forward when other forces would give up and cower. So long as the Radio Operator is within 2”, the Lieutenant
or Sergeant may take a Ready action to promote any one model in an out of command unit to become its unit leader.
Only one model may be promoted in this way at any one time for every Lieutenant or Sergeant on the table. The
Lieutenant or Sergeant need not come from the same platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Marder for +155 points or a Puma for +130 points. The Lieutenant and
Sergeant may add an AG36 to their G36 for +5 points each.
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Jaeger Command Squad – 145 points
Leading such units as the Gebirgsjaeger and Fallschirmjaeger, the command squad is the heart of the platoon.
Type
Soldier
Radio Operator
Lieutenant

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Fire Team 1: Lieutenant (unit leader) with G36 and MP7, Radio Operator with G36, 3
Soldiers with G36, Soldier with G36 and HK-69A1.
Fire Team 2: Soldier (unit leader) with G36, Soldier with MG3.
Fire Team 3: Soldier (unit leader) with G36, Soldier with G36 and Panzerfaust 3.
Fire Teams: The designated Soldiers may act as unit leaders to Fire Teams 2 and 3,
splitting off to act as separate units.
Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the German Heer can prove
to be remarkably resilient, pushing forward when other forces would give up and cower.
So long as the Radio Operator is within 2”, the Lieutenant may take a Ready action to
promote any one model in an out of command unit to become its unit leader. Only one
model may be promoted in this way at any one time for every Lieutenant on the table. The
Lieutenant need not come from the same platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Marder for +155 points or a Puma for +130 points. The Lieutenant may
add an AG36 to his G36 for +5 points each.

Jaeger IdZ Command Squad – 210 points
Equipped with the latest combat and communications equipment, the Lieutenant can directly access the squads under
his command, actually seeing what they see on the battlefield.
Type
Soldier
Radio Operator
Lieutenant

Size
1
1
1

Move
4”
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+
6+

Traits
—
—
—

Fire Team 1: Lieutenant (unit leader) with G36 (AG36), Radio Operator with G36, Soldier with G36, Soldier with G36
and Panzerfaust 3, and Soldier with MG4 and MP7.
Fire Team 2: Soldier (unit leader) with G36 (AG36), 2 Soldiers with G36, Soldier with G36 and Panzerfaust 3, and
Soldier with MG4 and MP7.
Fire Teams: The designated Soldier may act as unit leader to Fire Team 2, splitting off to act as a separate unit.
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Field Promotions: So long as the chain of command is intact, the German Heer can prove to be remarkably resilient,
pushing forward when other forces would give up and cower. So long as the Radio Operator is within 2”, the Lieutenant
may take a Ready action to promote any one model in an out of command unit to become its unit leader. Only one model
may be promoted in this way at any one time for every Lieutenant on the table. The Lieutenant need not come from the
same platoon as the out of command unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Puma for +130 points.

Squad Assets
The following are all the Squad Assets available to a German Heer force.

Panzergrenadier Squad – 85 points
Utilising smaller squads than many other military forces, Panzergrenadier squads are fast-reacting and well-armed for
their size.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with G36, 2 Soldiers with G36, Soldier with G36 and
Panzerfaust 3, Soldier with G36 and HK-69A1, and Soldier with MG3.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Marder for +155 points or a Puma
for +130 points. The Sergeant may add an AG36 to his G36 for +5 points.

Jaeger Squad – 115 points
Specialising in certain combat conditions, such as mountain warfare or airborne operations, these soldiers are capable
and respected.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Fire Team 1: Sergeant (unit leader) with G36 and MP7, 4 Soldiers with G36, and Soldier with G36 and HK-69A1.
Fire Team 2: Soldier (unit leader) with G36, and Soldier with MG3.
Fire Team 3: Soldier (unit leader) with G36, Soldier with G36 and Panzerfaust 3.
Fire Teams: The designated Soldiers may act as
unit leaders to Fire Teams 2 and 3, splitting off to
act as separate units.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a
Marder for +155 points or a Puma for +130 points.
The Sergeant may add an AG36 to his G36 for +5
points.
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Jaeger IdZ Squad – 180 points
Plugged into the digital battlefield, these units have the latest combat suites, and have their effectiveness greatly enhanced
when engaging the enemy.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
4”
4”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
5+
5+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Fire Team 1: Sergeant (unit leader) with G36 (AG36), 2 Soldiers with G36, Soldier with MG4 and MP7, and Soldier
with G36 and Panzerfaust 3.
Fire Team 2: Soldier (unit leader) with G36 (AG36), 2 Soldiers
with G36, Soldier with MG4 and MP7, and Soldier with G36 and
Panzerfaust 3.
Fire Teams: The designated Soldier may act as a unit leader to Fire
Team 2, splitting off to act as a separate unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Puma for +130
points.

Battalion Assets
The following are all the Battalion Assets available to a German Heer force.

Artillery Strike – 50 points
By co-ordinating the firepower of strike jets, self-propelled guns or even
cruise missiles, a competent commander can turn the tide of an enemy
attack with one well-positioned attack launched from miles away.
Command Privilege: Only a Lieutenant or other model permitted to call an
artillery strike may use these weapons. This is used as an Artillery attack,
but with no minimum range (yes, you can call it down right on your own
head!).
Options: The Artillery Strike may be upgraded to an Artillery Precision
Strike for +50 points.
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Eurocopter Tiger UHT – 295 points
A latest generation attack helicopter, the Tiger sports advanced weaponry and combat systems.
Type
Tiger

Size
5

Move
Close Combat
V/STOL 3xD10
Loiter

Target
6+

Save
3+/5+

Kill
9+

Traits
Hits/4

Unit: Tiger with eight PARS 3 LR missiles (FaF), and Hydra rockets (FaF).
Salvo Fire: If the Tiger moved at V/STOL speed in both this turn and the last,
and did not make a Shoot action in the last turn, it may fire up to four PARS 3 LR
missiles in a single Shoot action, each with their own separate Fire Zone. Each Fire
Zone may only be attacked by one PARS 3 LR missile. Otherwise, up to two PARS
3 LR missiles may be fired in every Shoot action.
Stingers: Up to two Stinger missiles may be fired in a single Shoot action.
Options: A Rheinmetall RMK30 gun may be added for +20 points. The Hydra rockets may be replaced with four
Stinger missiles for +0 points.

Fennek– 75 points
Destined to replace the Luchs, the Fennek is faster, and has a variable weapons load.
Type
Fennek

Size
3

Move
7”

Close Combat
2xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
4+

Kill
9+

Side
Rear

7+
6+

5+
5+

9+
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Lumbering,
Multifire/All,
Wheels/18”

Unit: Fennek with MG3.
Options: The MG3 may be replaced with an HK GMG for +15 points.
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Fernspäher Squad – 45 points
The elite reconnaissance units of the German army, the Fernspäher have carried out operations in hot zones across the
world.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
6+
6+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with G36, two Soldiers with G36, Soldier with G36
(AG36).
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere outside of the
enemy deployment zone, so long as it is not in Line of Sight of any enemy unit.
Artillery: The Sergeant of this unit is permitted to call an artillery strike.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Wolf for +30 points. One soldier
may replace his G36 (AG36) with a G22 sniper rifle for +5 points.

Kommando Spezialkrafte Squad – 65 points
Attracting political controversy since their formation, the Kommando Spezialkrafte are modelled on the SAS and form
Germany’s frontline special forces units.
Type
Soldier
Sergeant

Size
1
1

Move
5”
5”

Close Combat
D6
D6

Target
4+
4+

Save
6+
6+

Kill
7+
7+

Traits
—
—

Unit: Sergeant (unit leader) with G36, two Soldiers with G36, Soldier with G24 sniper rifle.
Elite Training: Every model gains an extra +1 bonus to its Armour save when in Cover. Each model may also re-roll
any Close Combat dice.
Stealthy: If a model from this unit is in Cover and did not make a Shoot action or reaction in the last turn, enemy
models more than 20” away may not draw Line of Sight to it.
Infiltration: When deploying, this unit may be placed anywhere outside of the enemy deployment zone, so long as it is
not in Line of Sight of any enemy unit.
Options: The squad may be mounted on board a Wolf for +30 points. Any member of this unit may replace his weapons
with an MP5 for +0 points, a PSG-1 sniper rifle for +5 points, or an MG3 for +10 points. Any soldier may take a
Panzerfaust 3 for +20 points.
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Luchs A2– 110 points
An older design, this is an eight-wheeled, fully amphibious reconnaissance vehicle.
Type
Luchs

Size
3

Move
6”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
4+

Kill
9+

Side
Rear

7+
7+

5+
5+

9+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Wheels/16”

Unit: Luchs with Rheinmetall 20mm autocannon, and MG3.

Marder 1A5 IFV – 155 points
Continually updated throughout its life, the Marder is a reliable infantry fighting vehicle, capable of carrying its troops
into the heart of a firefight, then supporting them with its 20mm autocannon.
Type
Marder

Size
3

Move
4”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
4+

Kill
10+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

4+
5+

9+
8+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All,
Tracks/11”

Unit: Marder with Rheinmetall 20mm autocannon, MILAN ATGM, and
MG3.
Transport: A Marder can carry up to 6 Size points of models (each maximum
Size 1).
Roland 2: The Marder may replace its Rheinmetall 20mm autocannon and
lose its Transport capability for two Roland 2 SAMs, for +0 points.
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Puma IFV – 130 points
Due to completely replace the Marder, the Puma has already developed a reputation for being exceptionally wellarmoured,
Type
Puma

Size
3

Move
4”

Close Combat
3xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
3+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
8+

3+
4+

10+
9+

Traits
Hits/3, Lumbering,
Multifire/All,
Tracks/12”

Unit: Puma with MK 30-2/ABM autocannon and MG4.
Transport: A Puma can carry up to 6 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).
Options: Extra armour that increases the Save to Front 2+ and Rear 3+, may be
added for +20 points. A Spike LR may be added for +25 points.

Wolf – 30 points
© deagel.com

Used as a light infantry vehicle, the Wolf is comparable to the British Land Rover.
Type
Wolf

Size
2

Move
6”

Close Combat
2xD10

Target
5+

Save
6+

Kill
7+

Traits
Hits/2, Wheels/18”

Unit: Wolf.
Transport: A Wolf can carry up to 5 Size points of models (each maximum Size 1).
Multifire: If the Wolf transports other models, it gains the Multifire trait equal to the
number of models carried.
Options: An M2 .50 MG may be added for +15 points, or an HK GMG for +25 points.

Armour Assets
The following are all the Armour Assets available to a German Heer force.

Flakpanzer Gepard A3 – 275 points
Based on the chassis of the old Leopard 1, the Gepard mounts two fearsome 35mm autocannon.
Type
Gepard A3

Size
4

Move
4”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
11+

Side
Rear

8+
7+

3+
4+

10+
9+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/8”

Unit: Gepard A3 with two Oerlikon 35mm autocannon.
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Leopard 2A6 MBT – 375 points
Regarded as one of the finest battle tanks in the world, the Leopard 2A6 is noted for its fearsome main gun, and the
ability to completely submerge in water.
Type
Leopard
2A6

Size
4

Move
5”

Close Combat
4xD10

Facing
Front

Target
8+

Save
2+

Kill
12+

Side
Rear

8+
8+

2+
3+

11+
10+

Traits
Hits/4, Lumbering,
Multifire/All, Tracks/12”

Unit: Leopard 2A6 with Rheinmetall L55 gun, and two MG3s.
Coaxial Mount: One MG3 must use the same Fire Zone as the L55 gun.
Leopard 2 140mm: The Rheinmetall L55 gun may be replaced with a
Rheinmetall 140mm gun for +40 points.

Air Force Assets
The following are all the Air Force Assets available to a German Heer force.

Eurofighter 2000 – 320 points
An effective dogfighter, the Eurofighter 2000 remains a capable ground attack craft, carrying a variety of ordnance.
Type
Eurofighter

Size
5

Move
Cruise
Burn

Close Combat
4xD10

Target
6+

Save
5+/3+

Kill
8+

Traits
Hits/3

Unit: Eurofighter with Mauser BK-27 cannon (FaF) and four IRIS-T missiles (FaF).
ASRAAM: Up to two IRIS-T missiles may be fired in every Shoot action.
Ordnance: The Eurofighter 2000 may be equipped with up to four bombs, which must be bought in pairs. Up to two
bombs may be dropped with every Shoot (bomb) action. Two 1,000 lb. JDAMs can be bought for +30 points. Two
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German Heer Armoury
Weapon
1,000 lb. JDAM
AG36 underslung grenade launcher
Artillery Strike
Artillery Precision Strike
Cluster Bomb JDAM
G22 sniper rifle
G24 sniper rifle
G36
HK69A1
HK GMG
IRIS-T missile
M2 .50 MG
Mauser BK-27 cannon
MG3
MG4
MILAN ATGM
MK 30-2/ABM autocannon
MP5
MP7
Oerlikon 35mm autocannon
Panzerfaust 3
PARS 3 LR
PSG-1 sniper rifle
Rheinmetall 140mm gun
Rheinmetall 20mm autocannon
Rheinmetall L55 gun
Rheinmetall RMK30 gun
Roland 2
Spike LR
Stinger missile

Range
Dropped
24”
Special
Special
Dropped
40”
60”
24”
32”
36”
72”
36”
30”
30”
30”
40”
40”
15”
12”
50”
36”
72”
50”
90”
36”
72”
30”
90”
48”
50”

Damage
D10+5
D6+1
D6
D10+2
3xD6+1
D6
D6+2
D6
D6+1
2xD6
D10+2
2xD6+1
3xD6+2
2xD6
2xD6
D10+1
2xD6+2
2xD6
2xD6
2xD6+2
D10+2
D10+5
D6
D10+7
2xD6+2
D10+5
3xD6
D10+1
D10+2
D10

1,000 lb. JDAM: The Joint Direct Attack Munition uses
GPS guidance to attain phenomenal accuracy. Useable in
all visibility conditions, JDAM bombs allow attack craft
to pinpoint ground targets even in the midst of firefights.
The JDAM will roll D6s to move their Impact Point
rather than D10s.
AG36 underslung grenade launcher: The AG36
underslung grenade launcher allows a G36 equipped
soldier to take the place of a 51mm mortar while retaining
the flexibility of a rifleman. Unlike the American M203,
the AG36 can accept longer rounds, such as flares.

Traits
Lethal Zone/2, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Artillery, Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/1, Ready
Lethal Zone/6”, One-Shot
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/4
Lethal Zone/5”, One-Shot
Accurate
Accurate, Piercing/1
Auto
Artillery, Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/1, Ready
Artillery, Lethal Zone/2”
AA-Only, Accurate, One-Shot, Piercing/3
Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Auto, Piercing/2
Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Auto, Piercing/1, Prone
Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/3, Slow
Auto, Piercing/3

AA, Auto, Piercing/1
Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/3, Slow
Accurate, Multihit, One-Shot, Piercing/5
Accurate
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/5, Slow
Auto, Piercing/2
Lethal Zone/2”, Multihit, Piercing/4, Slow
Auto, Piercing/1
AA-Only, Piercing/2, Slow
Accurate, Lethal Zone/1”, Piercing/3, Slow
AA-Only, One-Shot, Piercing/1, Slow
Artillery Strike: This attack represents the use of longranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing battles.
These will typically be self-propelled guns or mortars.
Artillery Precision Strike: This attack represents the use
of long-ranged, off-table weaponry in support of ongoing
battles. These will typically be long-ranged missiles
launched by strike aircraft.
Cluster Bomb JDAM: Swapping a 1,000 lb. Warhead
with cluster munitions, this weapon allows aircraft to
devastate large areas in a single pass. The bomblets
released are capable of tearing apart light vehicles and
other weak targets. The JDAM will roll D6s to move
their Impact Point rather than D10s.
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G22 sniper rifle: Based on the British AWM, the G22 is
used by the marksmen and snipers of the German army.
G24 sniper rifle: Based on the British L96, the G24
is a heavy .50 calibre sniper rifle, capable of engaging
infantry or light vehicles with equal ease.
G36: The assault rifle of the German army, the G36 comes
from a large family of respected weapons, sharing design
features with the MC51, G3SG1, and even the PSG-1.
HK69A1: A small and light grenade launcher, this
weapon is used within infantry squads by grenadiers
alongside their G36 rifle.
HK GMG: An automatic grenade launcher, the GMG
fires 40mm grenades at a rate of 360 rounds per minute.
IRIS-T missile: Designed by Germany after splitting
from the ASRAAM programme, the IRIS-T is a highly
capable, all-aspect infrared-guided missile.
M2 .50 MG: A remarkable weapon dating back to the
1920’s, the M2 has seen service in a wide range of roles,
from being used (once) as a sniper rifle, to being mounted
on fighter aircraft and bombers of World War II.

MP7: Replacing Uzis throughout the Heer, the MP7 is
effective against armoured infantry, and is often used as
a back up weapon .
Oerlikon 35mm autocannon: Developed as a towed
anti-aircraft weapon, this autocannon is also mounted on
the Flakpanzer Gepard.
Panzerfaust 3: A disposable anti-tank weapon, its
successful use requires infantry to manoeuvre close to
enemy armour, but it is still highly effective.
PARS 3 LR: Built for long-ranged attacks, this anti-tank
missile allows an attack helicopter to engage armour at a
safe distance.
PSG-1 sniper rifle: Said to be the best off the shelf semiautomatic sniper rifle available, the PSG-1 has been made
famous by many films and computer games.
Rheinmetall 140mm Gun: Designed to replace the L55
found on the Leopard 2, this is a next generation tank gun
that offers incredible destructive power.
Rheinmetall 20mm autocannon: The Mk20 is best
known for its use on the Marder IFV, but has been used
on other vehicles and ships in its life.

Mauser BK-27 cannon: A single barrel 27mm cannon
originally developed for the Tornado, the BK-27 was a
natural choice for the Eurofighter 2000, among other
aircraft. It is adept at engaging aerial and ground targets
alike.

Rheinmetall L55 Gun: This 120mm smoothbore gun
is one of the best primary weapon systems found on
any main battle tank in the world. It has significant
advantages in range and accuracy.

MG3: The standard secondary weapon on most German
designed armoured vehicles, and also used by infantry as
a squad support weapon.

Rheinmetall RMK30 Gun: Built to reduce the recoil
found in the guns of other versions of the Eurocopter
Tiger, the RMK30 uses caseless 30mm cartridges.

MG4: Lighter than the MG3, the MG4 is a more modern
design, and can be found in both squads and on vehicles.

Roland 2: A joint French and German venture, the
Roland 2 is a short-ranged surface-to-air missile system.

MILAN ATGM: Jointly built by Germany, France and
Britain, the MILAN is an effective anti-tank weapon,
and has been sold across the world. All attacks with this
weapon will count as having been fired from an elevated
position.

Spike LR: An Israeli weapon, the Spike LR is replacing
the MILAN, and offers superior performance for low
cost. All attacks with this weapon will count as having
been fired from an elevated position.

MP5: Available in a multitude of different models
and configurations, the MP5 is a common submachine
gun found in military and police forces throughout the
world.

Stinger missile: A highly successful design, the basic
Stinger is cheap, effective and light enough to be used by
infantry in the field.
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ENGAGEMENTS
This chapter deals with creating scenarios for
Battlefield Evolution. An engagement is the default type
of battle in this game and consists of two balanced forces
on the battlefield, each with a mission. This mission is
what gives a player his goals for an engagement and
will therefore be of key importance to his strategy. Both
players will need to know the following information in
order to generate an engagement:
o

The agreed Force Value, which represents how
large a force you are using. Both you and your
opponent will have the same amount of points to
spend on your army.

o

What particular tactics you wish to use (Attacking,
Defending or Probing).

o

More than 3,000 points makes for a highly
involved and varied engagement, usually
involving multiple platoons and huge armies.

Tactics
Your tactics are part of your battle plan and you decide
on them before you deploy, giving you a chance to look
at the battlefield and know which army you are fighting
before committing to a course of action. By matching
your tactics against those of your enemy, the type of
mission you will be fighting will be determined.
Your choices of tactics are:

Fo r c e Valu e
Force Value is used to ensure that both sides have
an equivalent strength in the battle. All units in the
Battlefield Evolution are allotted a Value to assist in
constructing forces. It is customary for players to agree to
a pre-arranged total points value for each force (referred
to as the Force Value). The totalled Value characteristics
of all units in your army, including any optional benefits,
cannot exceed this Force Value. Common Force Values
are:
o

500 to 1,000 points for small, skirmish games.
These small Force Values are often used early in
Battlefield Evolution: Modern Combat to come to
grips with the rules and systems.

o

1,000-3,000 points is the range in which most
games of Battlefield Evolution: Modern Combat
are played – this produces a decent sized game
with a variety of different units in play. Most
players aim for Force Values in this range when
constructing their forces.

Attack: Throw your force into a thrust on a narrow
frontage, sacrificing mobility to put pressure on a critical
point.
Defend: Aim to avoid close encounters and put emphasis
on a tough deployment.
Probe: Adopt a more mobile and flexible approach, able
to fight battles on the spur of the moment.
Once you have chosen your tactics, you should consult
the Mission Table to find out what your specific orders
are.
Both you and your opponent should be honest about what
missions you are using, as knowing what the enemy is up
to will prove to be very important. It is likely that you will
be able to win a battle as much by stopping the enemy
achieving his objectives as by achieving your own.
You will earn bonus Victory Points (see page 36) for
achieving your mission objectives.
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Probe
Attack Defend

Opponent’s Tactics

Mission Table

Hold

Overrun

Delay

Hold

Overrun

Hold

Overrun

Annihilate

Last Stand

Delay

Attack

Defend
Your Tactics

Do not quit, it is as simple as that. Engage the enemy if
you have to but do not give up an inch of ground doing
it. Crush them if you can and do not get too badly hurt in
the process. How hard can it be?
Bonus: Full value of every unit in your starting force that
survives above half strength.
Penalty: Deduct half the Value of every enemy unit that
is outside their deployment area at the end of the game,
regardless of its remaining strength in models.

Last Stand

Probe

Just stay alive as long as you can. Reinforcements may
or may not be coming but it does not matter either way.
The enemy is closing in and one way or another you are
not going to make victory cheap for them. Fight, kill and
stay alive.

Mi ssi on s
The following descriptions will list the mission you must
attempt and what bonus Victory Points can be earned by
completing its objectives.

Annihilate
Your orders are for you to rack up the body count. You
have been commanded to eradicate everything you
can. Anything you cannot kill, at least soften up so
someone else can come along behind you and finish the
job.

Special rules: Divide your force into two groups with at
least a third of your total number of units in one group.
Randomly determine which part will be deployed at the
beginning of the game. The other force becomes available
as Reserves at the beginning of your third turn.
Bonus: You will receive the full Value of every friendly
unit that survives the game above half strength.
Penalty: Lose full Value of every friendly unit completely
wiped out.

Bonus Victory Points: Earn a +25% bonus on all Victory
Points earned for completely wiping out an enemy unit.
Penalty: Lose all bonus Victory Points if no unit in your
force is above half strength.

Delay
It is short straw time for you and your command. You
have been issued orders to delay the enemy at any cost.
Your casualties are irrelevant; engage their attention and
inflict casualties wherever and whenever you can but do
not let them overrun your own positions in the process.
Bonus Victory Points: If the Game ends and you still
have at least one unit that has not been reduced to half
strength, +25% to your Victory Points total.
Penalty: Deduct the full Value of every enemy unit that
is within your deployment area at the end of the game,
regardless of its remaining strength in models.
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Overrun

Deployment Restrictions

The enemy force are just screening a tactical advantage
behind their lines. They need to be knocked aside and
overrun to gain ground. Victory is just beyond that next
hill; unfortunately there are a lot of enemy troops between
you and it.

All models in an army (other than those kept as Reserves
or otherwise not placed on the table) must be deployed
within its own deployment zone. Every model must be;
o

More than 6” from any centre line.

Bonus: Full value of every unit you have in the enemy
deployment area at the end of the game regardless of its
remaining strength in models.
Penalty: Deduct the full value of every one of your units
that still has models within your deployment area at the
end of the game.

o

Within 6” of its unit leader.

De p lo y m e n t
Once you have determined which missions you and your
opponent will be using, it is time to see what kind of
deployment zones you will be using. These can radically
affect the type of battle you fight, and the player who
can select the ground on which he will fight will have an
advantage.
The player who chooses what type of deployment you
will use and which side of the table each army will set
up is based on the tactics selected. Consult the Battle
Advantage Chart below. The player with the highest level
of tactics will choose which type of deployment will be
used and on which side of the table he will deploy his
army.

Battle Advantage

W h o Go e s F i r s t ?
The player who did not get to choose the deployment
areas must now choose whether he should set up his army
first and take the first turn, or whether he should force his
opponent to do so.

Tactical
A dv a nt a ge s
Attack and Probe tactics have their own advantage beyond
influencing deployment zones and who goes first.
Attack: This tactic allows an army to keep up to half of
its unit in Reserve (see page 34).
Probe: This gives the option keeping up to half an
army’s units off the table until their first turn, instead of
deploying them at the start of the battle. Units may move
on from any table edges of the player’s deployment area
but they may not move on within 6” of any centre line or
12” of any enemy model.

Ga m e L e ngt h

Defend
Probe
Attack

Using the Engagements system, games will go on for six
turns.

If both players have chosen the same tactics, each should
roll a D10. The highest rolling player will have the Battle
Advantage, and can choose the deployment type and
where he will deploy his army.

Deployment Zones
The three types of deployment you can choose are
Battle Line, Deep Defence and Encounter. Each of these
is defined by where the centreline of the table runs, as
shown on the diagrams overleaf. This ensures any size
of table can be used in Battlefield Evolution: Modern
Combat.

W i nni ng t h e Gam e
Players total their Victory Points (see page 36) at the
end of the game, using the criteria given in their mission
description. The player with the most Victory Points
wins.
For the purposes of bonus points, units that are airborne
do not count as being within a deployment area.
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Player 1 Deployment Zone
6”
6”

Player 2 Deployment Zone

Battleline

6”
Player 1
Deployment
Zone

Player 2
Deployment
Zone
6”

Deep Defence

Player 2
Deployment
Zone

6”

6”
6”
6”

Player 1
Deployment
Zone

Encounter
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SCENARIOS
The Engagements chapter allows you to generate
generic battles rather than scenarios, and they are suitable
for tournaments and competitive games. A scenario
is a pre-selected engagement that details the forces,

deployment areas and/or victory conditions for both
sides without using the Engagements system. Scenarios
are designed to present specific tactical challenges, and
are not always strictly fair!

FINA
AL
L DE FE N
NCE
CE
The final stages of war are evident, and the defender
has been almost completely defeated. Here and there,
pockets of resistance desperately try to stem the flow
of enemy forces, hoping against hope for a miracle
that will save them and perhaps yet turn the tide of
war.

a vital hour to let a few civilians evacuate a nearby city
before the enemy rolls through their homes.
o
o

Attacker’s Briefing
The enemy is almost finished! Just clear this last
position and they will be in full flight with nowhere to
run. Show no mercy! Final victory is at hand!

o

o
o

You deploy your entire army first and take the
second turn.

The total points value of your force may be no
greater than half that of the attacker’s.
You may arrange the terrain in your deployment
zone however you wish, and may add more terrain
as you see fit.
You may include one structure of any type in your
deployment zone for every 750 points spent on
your force.
You deploy your entire army second and have the
first turn.

Scenario Rules
Defender’s Briefing

The scenario will last for six turns.

The war has gone hard and all hope is gone. All you
can do is fight against an enemy that will accept
no quarter and pray that you can buy enough time,
perhaps for reinforcements to arrive, perhaps to just
to allow your allies to regroup without interference
for their own last stand. Maybe all you can do is buy

Victory Conditions
Determining the victor is simple in this scenario. If the
defender has any units left at the end of the sixth turn,
no matter how badly damaged, he may claim a (moral)
victory. If the defender is wiped out before then, the
attacker wins.

Defender’s
Deployment Zone
12”
12”

6”
Attacker’s Deployment Zone
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MBU
BU S H
FORMA
FOR M A T IO N A M
An advancing line of troops has unwittingly ventured

Defender’s Briefing

too far into enemy territory without deploying adequate
scouts. Waiting for just such an error in tactical judgement,
the opposing army lies in wait, ready to unleash a vicious
attack to destroy the formation before it can adequately
attack.

A simple mission advancing into supposedly secure
territory has turned into a nightmare. As soon as you
heard the first chatter of fire, you knew you were in
trouble – but can the rest of your force react as quickly?
o
o

Attacker’s Briefing
You have timed the ambush to perfection, and grin as
the enemy advances, completely unaware of the massed
firepower arrayed against him. Though you are attacking
a larger force, you have claimed the element of surprise
utterly, and can rely on massed confusion within the
enemy formation to aid you in the battle.
o
o
o
o

You may not include any Air Units.
You may rearrange any terrain in your deployment
zone as you see fit.
The total points value of your force may be no
greater than half that of the attacker’s.
You deploy your entire army second and take the
first turn.

Attacker’s
Deployment Zone

You may not include any Air Units.
You deploy your entire army first and take the
second turn.

Scenario Rules
The scenario will last for six turns. None of the
defender’s units may take any actions in their first turn.
In the defender’s second turn, roll a dice for each unit. On
an even number, the unit may act normally. On an odd
number, it may only take Move actions.

Victory Conditions
The army that earns the most Victory Points will win the
battle.

6”

6”

Attacker’s
Deployment Zone

24”

12”
Defender’s
Deployment Zone
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GAUN
GAUNTLET
TLE T
A high priority target lies within reach of the air units
of one force, and an attack is launched to destroy it.
However, it lies within a valley that dictates only one
easy approach. The opposing army is well aware of
this weakness and has lined the approach with heavy
defences.
Attacker’s Briefing
Reconnaissance satellite feeds have indicated the
presence of an enemy command post that is ripe for
attack. However, the approach will not be easy. Heavy air
defences across the area will require your pilots to skim
through a network of valleys until they reach the target.
Fortunately, the air defences appear to be lighter within
the final valley itself.
o You may only choose Air units.
o You take the first turn, moving your entire army on
from your table edge at the start of the Air Phase.

You have protected a vital command post well, leaving a
variety of defences to keep it safe while your main army
is free to engage the enemy. There is no way an attack
will penetrate your carefully prepared ambush and cause
untold disruption with the destruction of the command
post. None at all. No way.
o You have a large bunker for no cost. This must be
placed as shown on the map.
o You may not choose any other Emplacements and
may not select any Air units.
o You may place your units anywhere on the table.

Scenario Rules
The scenario will last until the Victory Conditions have
been met. The attacker can bring his Air units back on
to the table if they leave as usual. However, they must
always move on from their table edge.

Victory Conditions
Defender’s Briefing

The scenario continues until either the bunker is destroyed
(victory for the attacker) or all attacking forces are shot
down (victory for the defender).

Attacker moves on
from this table edge
Bunker
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H
HAMM
AM M ER AND
A ND ANV
A NV I L
A line of tightly integrated defences poses a serious
tactical problem to both armies in this clash of arms. One
side must contend with a deeply-rooted enemy who has
no wish to relinquish territory, while the other is forced
to adopt a static posture against a manoeuvring enemy,
trusting to the security of armoured walls.

front line. Hold your position no matter what the cost,
and make the enemy pay for every inch he tries to cover
while advancing towards you.
o

You must include one structure of any type in your
deployment zone for every 500 points spent on
your force.
You deploy your entire army second and take the
first turn.

Attacker’s Briefing

o

The enemy’s forward post lies before you. One well
timed, devastating attack here will decapitate his
command structure, leaving the entire region in disarray
and unable to fight effectively. Win this battle, and the
entire war may be yours!

Scenario Rules
The scenario will last for eight turns.

Victory Conditions
o

You deploy your entire army first and take the
second turn.

Defender’s Briefing
You have been tasked with defending the command post
with your life, as it is the last anchor point for the whole

Victory Points are used in this scenario. The attacker
gains +100 bonus Victory Points for every structure that
he destroys. The defender gains bonus Victory Points
equal to the Value of every surviving unit he has after
turn eight that is within a structure, no matter what losses
it has sustained.

Attacker’s Deployment Zone
6”

18”
Defender’s Deployment Zone
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ROLLING THUNDER
A defender sits tight, watching the dust clouds that
betray the approach of a fast-moving and likely heavily
armoured enemy. Battle is just a few brief moments away
and a line has been drawn to hold the invader back from
vital rear positions.
Attacker’s Briefing
A lightning thrust by your fastest moving forces has
caught the enemy completely off guard. Rapidly falling
back to protect a strategic resource, they have only
managed to gather a few light units that were already in
the area. Roll over their positions and crush them under
your tracks on the way to final victory!

Defender’s Briefing
A misjudgement in the tactical prowess of your enemy
has left the door wide open, and an armoured column is
on its way to deliver the hammer blow to your forward
base of operations. Rapidly ordering units to the frontline,
you must hold back this attack long enough for a stronger
line of defence to be drawn up further down the road.
o
o

You may only use units that have a Move score of
less than 8”.
You deploy your entire army first.

Scenario Rules
The scenario will last for six turns.

o
o

o

Your army may not include Emplacements.
You may only use units that have a Move score of
at least 8”, or units that are transported within other
units that have a Move score of at least 8”. These
may not be air units.
You take the first turn, moving your entire army on
from your table edge.

Victory Conditions
Victory Points are used in this scenario. The attacker
gains bonus Victory Points equal to the Value of each of
his units that he moves off the defender’s table edge. The
defender gains bonus Victory Points equal to the Value of
every surviving unit he has after turn six. Both sides will
receive half the Value of Victory Points for units that have
been reduced to half strength or less.

Defender’s Deployment Zone
24”

Attacker moves on
from this table edge
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SEI
S EIZE
ZE AND
AN D S
SECUR
E CU RE
E
A tactically important landmark is being fought over
by two armies. Whoever gains the upper hand for just a
few hours will gain an advantage over the entire region
that will be difficult to challenge. Just a little extra effort
now will pay dividends later on.

o

o

Place a terrain piece or structure in the middle of
the table (a hill or a building work well for this).
This is the tactical objective you are fighting for.
Roll a dice each – the lowest score will deploy first
and take the first turn.

Briefing

Scenario Rules

Study of the surrounding area yielded a variety of tactical
options open to you, if only the region could be secured.
Dispatching a force to take the objective, it was with some
dismay that you saw the enemy approaching in force
as well – clearly someone within the enemy command
structure had the same thought and now you must fight
over this scrap of land.

The scenario will last for six turns.

Victory Conditions
Victory Points are used in this scenario. Both sides gain
bonus Victory Points equal to the full Value of each of
their units that are within 12” of the objective, regardless
of how many casualties they have taken.

Player 1 Deployment Zone
6”

Objective

6”
Player 2 Deployment Zone
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SH
HAT
A TT
TER P
POI
OINT
Two evenly matched forces meet on the frontline.
Both sides have been building up to hostilities and each
is eager to score the first victory in what is likely to be a
long and bloody war.

o
o

Both players roll a dice. The lowest scoring player
deploys his army first and takes the first turn.
Reserves may not be used.

Scenario Rules
Briefing
A misjudgement in the tactical prowess of your enemy
has left the door wide open, and a strike force is on its
way to deliver the hammer blow to your forward base of
operations. Rapidly ordering units to the frontline, you
must hold back this attack long enough for stronger lines
of defence to be drawn up further down the road.

The scenario will last until the Victory Conditions are
met.

Victory Conditions
The game ends when one army reduces the other to less
than a quarter of its starting models in order to declare
victory.

Player 1 Deployment Zone
6”

6”
Player 2 Deployment Zone
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SW
WEEP
EEP A
AND
ND C
CLEAR
LE A R
The taking of territory is of prime importance in this
battle, as the enemy must not only be defeated but beaten
back so badly that he cannot counterattack. When two
forces meet with the same objective, you can expect a
grand battle of sweeping manoeuvres and vicious closein fighting that employ the full capabilities of an army.

o

o

Roll a dice – if you roll an odd number, you must
sweep the enemy out of the left half of the table. If
you roll even, you must sweep the enemy out of the
right half of the table.
Roll a dice each – the lowest score will deploy first
and take the first turn.

Briefing

Scenario Rules

High command has ordered you to take the ground on
the far flank of the regiment. No enemy is to be left
standing – enemy units are to be destroyed or routed with
no quarter. Win this fight, and you will have achieved a
tactical advantage in the battles to come.

The scenario will last for six turns.

Victory Conditions
Victory Points are used in this scenario. Players lose
Victory Points equal to the Value of each enemy unit still
in the half of the table they were expected to sweep clear,
no matter how many losses that unit has taken.

Player 1 Deployment Zone
6”

12”

12”

6”
Player 2 Deployment Zone
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TOWERI
TOWERING
N G IINFERNO
NFER NO
Both sides have been searching for an opportunity to
engage the enemy on a battlefield that will be to their
advantage, engaging in small skirmishes as they seek to
bring their main forces to bear. When the clash finally
comes, no one is truly ready. Advanced units encounter
the enemy and desperately call for reinforcements. Every
available unit is diverted to the area in an attempt to gain
control of the battlefield. Victory will lie with the side
that can effectively stall the enemy while waiting for its
own reserves to turn up.

o
o

o

o

Briefing
At last, the chance to get to grips with the enemy and
deliver a final blow. Your forces are converging on this
location already, all you need do is hold the enemy back
long enough for your army to build up and overwhelm
him.

Roll a dice each – the lowest score will take the first
turn.
On your first turn, choose one of the units in your
army. This will move on to the table from your table
edge. Your opponent does likewise in his turn.
The rest of your army enters as Reserves, but you
have no control over when they appear and in what
order. On your second turn, roll a D6 for every unit
in your army. On a 6, the unit may be brought on to
the table from your table edge.
Repeat this every turn, but the number you need to
roll for units to appear on the third turn is 5, on turn
four it will be 4, and so on, until your entire army
has moved on to the table.

Scenario Rules
The scenario will last for six turns.

Victory Conditions
Victory Points are used in this scenario.

Player 1 moves on
from this table edge

Player 2 moves on
from this table edge
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UR
URB
BAN
AN R
RU
U MB LE
Fighting in built up areas is a common theme in
modern warfare. Here, battles can become truly vicious,
with forces fighting tooth and nail for each block of
territory, edging forward into enemy held streets, inch by
inch. Victory will belong not to the side who fields the
latest technology, but to the most disciplined and fearless
troops.

Briefing
The enemy has deployed forces in this settlement, and it
is up to you to force him out. You must steadily fight for
each city block, giving no quarter and without allowing
the enemy to flank your troops. Armour and air units may
prove beneficial in this environment, but they will not
win the battle for you – instead, your best troops must be
thrown into the meat grinder, in the hope that they will
finish the enemy before the enemy shatters them.
o

Roll a dice each – the lowest score will deploy first
and take the first turn.

Scenario Rules
The scenario will last for twelve turns. The table is
divided into 12” by 12” squares, each of which must
have at least one structure placed within it. Each of these
squares (and the streets and terrain within the square that
surround the structure) counts as a single block. The two
forces must fight for control of these blocks in order to
win the battle.

Victory Conditions
Victory Points are used in this scenario. Both sides gain
+250 bonus Victory Points for every block that they
control at the end of the game. A block is controlled
by having at least one friendly unit within the block
(regardless of how many casualties it has taken), with no
enemy units being present. Once a block has been taken
in this fashion, it will remain in the player’s control when
his unit leaves, unless an enemy unit later takes control
of it.

Player 2 Deployment zone

Player 1 Deployment zone
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C
CAMPAIGNS
AMPA IGN S
Once you have played through the scenarios in the
previous section, it is time for you to consider the ultimate
challenge in Battlefield Evolution: Modern Combat – an
entire campaign! This is a series of connected battles,
each of which can have a powerful effect on the next as
players vie for the control of territory during an entire
war.

You will need the following to start a campaign.
o
o

o
Unlike the games you have been playing up to now,
campaigns can involve more than two people. You can
get your whole club involved, if you wish, with each
member taking control of one army in a bid for military
domination!

Pr e p arin g fo r a
Cam p aig n
Playing through a campaign is a little bit more involved
than just fighting in a single scenario, and if you just play
one scenario on one day of each week, it could take you
a few weeks to complete. However, that will just make
final victory taste all the sweeter!

At least one opponent
Each player should have a sizeable army – this
varies depending on the campaign you decide to
play, but each player should have access to at least
2,000 points of units, and more would be helpful.
A Campaign Map

T h e C a mp a i gn M ap
In its simplest form, a Campaign Map is a series of
circles called Territories, connected to one another by
lines. This can be overlaid onto a sketched map so the
Territories represent actual locations that you can imagine
fighting over. After you have played a few campaigns,
you can begin to experiment with constructing your own
Campaign Maps but, for now, we recommend you use
one of the maps presented in this section, depending on
how many players are taking part in the campaign, as
they are designed to be fair.
Each player chooses a Forward Base on the map. This is
his starting Territory. All other Territories will represent
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another strategically important region that must be
fought over. Roll 2D6 for each Territory and consult the
table below to find out what it is, marking this on your
Campaign Map. Different types of Territories will have
different effects on the game later on.

Territory Table
2D6
2-3
4-5
6-8
9-10
11
12

Territory
Air Strip
Natural Resources
Settlement
Difficult Terrain
Defensive Post
Industrial Site

C a m p a i gn T h r e a t
Level
Once the Campaign Map has been created, all players
must agree what the Campaign Threat Level should be.
This is a measure of how serious the conflict is and what
size the battles fought will be. A Threat Level of Skirmish
will involve just a few units scattered about a wide area
and can represent a minor border dispute. However, a
Threat Level of War indicates entire nations have thrown
themselves wholeheartedly against the enemy, directing
all their resources into defeating other countries as they
strive for final victory. The battles in this sort of campaign
will be very large.
The possible Threat Levels are, in order of size, Skirmish,
Raid, Battle, and War.

The effects of Territories on the campaign are detailed at
the end of this section.
Players must then take it in turns to select one Territory
connected to a Territory they already own (starting with
the Forward Base). A selected Territory then becomes
theirs. This continues until all Territories have been
claimed by players. These will be the starting positions
of all the players in the campaign.

Attrition Scores
Each army will also start with an Attrition score. This is
a measure of how much damage an army can take before
it is forced to withdraw from the fighting and surrender
to its enemies. All players start with the same number of
Attrition points, as determined by the Threat Level of the
campaign.
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Threat Level
Skirmish
Raid
Battle
War

Attrition Points
4,000
8,000
15,000
25,000

2.

Once this is complete, you are ready to begin fighting in
the campaign.

3.

Th e Cam paig n
Tu r n
Just like in individual scenarios, campaigns are split into
turns, where each player may attack with his forces, and
consolidate his gains. Each campaign turn is played in
the following sequence, until one player is left as the
victor.
1.

All players roll a D10. The highest roller will act
first in the turn, followed by the next highest, and

so on. Any ties should be re-rolled.
Each player, starting with the highest roller decided
above, will choose one Territory to attack that is
connected to one of his own. If the Territory is not
occupied, he simply claims it. If it is held by another
player, a battle must be fought! Each player will
have a chance to attack one Territory connected to
one his own before any scenarios are played.
At the end of the turn, each player calculates his
Attrition and Force Multiplier scores (see page
133), and the Campaign Map is updated to show
who owns which territory. Another turn then
begins.

F i gh t i ng Ba t t l e s
Once a player has decided to attack an opponent’s
Territory, battle is inevitable. Forces move to face one
another and prepare to fight. However, a general can
never be sure exactly what he will meet, what the terrain
will be and how the enemy will respond.
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Before fighting a battle, you must decide which scenario
will be played and to what points value.

Scenario
Which scenario is to be played is determined randomly,
depending on what kind of Territory is being fought over.
Roll a D6 and consult the table below to determine which
scenario is played.
The Attacker in a scenario is always the player who chose
to attack the Territory, except in Formation Ambush
scenarios, where he will be the Defender.

Points Value
The points value of the scenario is determined by rolling
2D6 and consulting the table below, taking into account
the Threat Level of the campaign. However, players
may try to alter this, perhaps hoping to deny an enemy a
powerful unit by deliberately trying to keep the battle low
key. Or they might want to do the complete opposite!
Each player may choose to modify the dice roll by either
–2 or +2, if they wish. This amount should be written
down in secret and revealed only after the dice have been
rolled.
2D6
2 or less
3-4
5-6
7
8-9
10-11
12 or more

Skirmish
250
300
400
500
700
800
1,000

Raid
500
700
800
1,000
1,300
1,600
2,000

Battle
1,000
1,300
1,600
2,000
2,500
3,000
4,000

War
2,000
2,500
3,000
4,000
6,000
8,000
10,000

Your force may be chosen from any units you have
available for your army but it must obey the Asset
restrictions given in the army lists.

The Aftermath
After all battles have been fought in the turn, it is time
for players to consider their gains and count their losses.
This is done primarily in two ways – Attrition and Force
Multiplier scores.
If the player who attacked the Territory wins the scenario,
then he gains control of it. If he lost or drew the scenario,
then the defending player retains control.

Attrition Points
You start the campaign with an amount of Attrition Points
based on the Threat Level of the campaign. Every time
you play a scenario, count up the total points value of
the units that were completely destroyed. This is then
deducted from your Attrition score.

Force Multipliers
There are many factors that you can take advantage
of during war to sway the odds in your favour. In the
campaign, this is represented by your Force Multiplier
score.
Every time you fulfil one of the circumstances listed
on the table below, apply the modifier to your Force
Multiplier. Your Force Multiplier can never be less than
–50% or more than +50%.

Circumstance
Every two consecutive battles lost
this turn and last
Every two consecutive battles
won this turn and last
Every time one of your Territories
was attacked last turn
Captured an enemy Forward Post
last turn

Force Multiplier
Modifier
-10%
+10%
-10%
+20%

Scenarios
Territory
Air Strip
Defensive Post
Difficult Terrain
Forward Base
Industrial Site
Natural Resources
Settlement

1-2
Rolling Thunder
Shatter Point
Formation Ambush
Hammer and Anvil
Urban Rumble
Sweep and Clear
Urban Rumble

3
Towering Inferno
Seize and Secure
Gauntlet
Hammer and Anvil
Seize and Secure
Towering Inferno
Urban Rumble

4
Sweep and Clear
Gauntlet
Sweep and Clear
Shatter Point
Rolling Thunder
Seize and Secure
Seize and Secure

5-6
Shatter Point
Hammer and Anvil
Shatter Point
Final Defence
Shatter Point
Shatter Point
Shatter Point
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Your Force Multiplier score is used to adjust the amount
of points you have to use in any given scenario. So, if
you are due to play a 1,000 point scenario and you have
a +20% Force Multiplier, you would instead have 1,200
points to use to build your army.
The Force Multiplier is applied after any factors that
affect points that come from the scenario itself taken
effect. For example, if you are the defender in a 2,000
point Final Defence scenario, you would usually have
1,000 points to spend on your force. If you have a –10%
Force Multiplier, you would instead have 900 points.
Note that some types of Territory can grant a bonus or
penalty to Force Multipliers.

Supplies
There is one final factor to consider while playing in a
campaign, and a clever player can cause a lot of damage
by carefully selecting which Territories he attacks.
If, at the end of a campaign turn, you have one or
more Territories that cannot be linked to your Forward
Base without going through enemy held Territory, you
automatically lose them. They become unaligned, and
may be automatically claimed by the first player who
chooses to ‘attack’ them in a future turn.
Note that Air Strip Territories can help you supply other
Territories that have been cut off from your Forward Base
in this way. You may also use enemy Forward Bases that
you have captured to supply Territories. Neither has to
be linked to your original Forward Base in order to be
supplied.

Final Victory
A player can be removed from the campaign in one of
two ways. Either his Attrition score is reduced to zero, or
all his Territories are captured by other players.
Final Victory will belong to the player who manages to
defeat all his opponents by removing all their Territories
on the Campaign Map.

Territories
Each type of Territory has the following effect in the
campaign,
Air Strip: Able to handle a continuous run of supplies,
a Territory that has been cut off from the Forward Base
but can still trace a line back to the Air Strip will not
automatically be lost.
Defensive Post: An old network of bunkers and other
fortifications still proves serviceable. The owner of this
Territory gains one structure of his choice for every 500
points in his force whenever he fights in this Territory.
Difficult Terrain: A general cannot always choose his
battlefields and some of the worst terrain in the world
has seen the heaviest fighting. A player attacking this
Territory suffers a temporary –10% penalty to his Force
Multiplier score.
Forward Base: The army’s home base. The Forward
Base acts as an important supply chain, as detailed under
Supplies.
Industrial Site: A complex of factories can be an
important conquest but it is no good without a rich source
of labour. If the owning player also owns at least one
Settlement Territory, then the Industrial Site will grant a
+20% bonus to his Force Multiplier score.
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Natural Resources: An army runs on resources as
much as its stomach. Ownership of a Natural Resources
Territory will increase a player’s Force Multiplier by
+10%.
Settlement: A Settlement is considered the property
of the player who first owns the Territory. If it is later
taken over by an opposing player, the Settlement will be
considered hostile. At the start of every campaign turn,
the player must roll one dice. On an even roll, he has
pacified the Settlement. Until a Settlement is pacified,
it remains hostile and will inflict a –10% penalty on the
player’s Force Multiplier as he is forced to divert troops
away from the front line to police an agitated population.
A Settlement cannot be used to gain the benefit of an
Industrial Site until it is pacified. The Settlement will
always be considered pacified when owned by the
original player.

Favoured Units
In every war, heroes rise. Few look for the honour but
when the fighting gets intense, they rise to the occasion,
performing acts of unbelievable bravery on the battlefield,
often saving many of their friends and allies in the
process.

Favoured Units are your heroes. While much of your
army may seem faceless, they are the units who have
potential to rise above the norm, to win battles for you,
perhaps single handed.
Once you have determined the Threat Level of the
campaign, you can select a number of units to become
Favoured Units. You can choose one unit at Threat Level
Skirmish, two at Raid, three at Battle and four at War.
You may choose to use your Favoured Units at any time,
so long as they conform to your army list restrictions.
However, you may not use each Favoured Unit more than
once every campaign turn.
They do not cost any more points than normal, but it is
traditional to give them a suitable terrifying name that
will scare your opponent’s witless!
Every time a Favoured Unit fights in a battle and at least
half of its models survive, you may roll on an appropriate
table below to represent its growing expertise and luck.
If for any reason the upgrade you roll cannot be applied
to your unit, roll again. A unit can only benefit from each
upgrade once.

Squad Asset
D6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Upgrade
Captured Technology: Your squad gains one weapon chosen from any Squad Asset belonging to the enemy
army you fought last
Fire Drills: Once per battle, this unit may re-roll any Damage Dice that miss during a Shooting attack
Grace Under Fire: This unit can ignore the effects of Suppression
Super Fit: Add +1” to the unit’s Move score
Sharpshooters: Enemy units only gain a +1 bonus to their Target and Kill scores when in Cover
Stealthy: If the unit is in Cover and did not make any Shooting attacks last turn, enemy units further than
15” away may not draw Line of Sight

Command Asset
D6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Upgrade
Superior Command: The unit may grant an additional action to one allied unit
Hidden Command: This unit gains a +1 bonus to Armour Saves when in Cover
Captured Technology: Your squad gains one weapon chosen from any Squad or Command Asset
belonging to the enemy army you fought last
Super Fit: Add +1” to the unit’s Move score
Grace Under Fire: This unit can ignore the effects of Suppression
True Hero: The leader of this unit gains a +1 bonus to its Target and Kill scores.
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Air Unit
D6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Upgrade
Break Turn: The unit’s Maximum Turn Angle becomes that of one flight speed slower
Expert Jink: The unit’s Dodge Save gains a +1 bonus
Countermeasures: If present, the unit’s Countermeasures special rule gains a +1 bonus to its rolls
Overloaded: If the unit an carry a limited number of one weapon, it may take half as many again of this
one weapon.
Advanced Bombsight: Whenever the unit makes a Shoot (Bomb) action, you may re-roll your dice or
that of your opponent’s to move its Impact Point
Situational Awareness: This unit gains a +1 bonus when rolling dice to return to the battlefield

Unit with Transport Special Rule
D6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Upgrade
Supercharged Engine: This unit gains a +2” bonus to its Move score
Makeshift Armour: This unit gains a +1 bonus to all Armour Saves
Overloaded: This unit can carry +50% Size points as it is normally able
Expert Driver: When moving over terrain, this unit only loses a quarter of its Move score
Careful Driver: Once per game, if Obscured, the unit can claim to have Blocked Line of Sight to an
enemy unit, instead of Obscured
My Responsibility: If the unit is transporting another and is about to be destroyed, roll a D6. On a 6 or
more, the driver twists the controls at the last moment and avoids the attack completely

Unit with Lumbering Trait
D6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Upgrade
Additional Armour: This unit gains a +1 bonus to all Armour Saves
Upgraded Targeting System: Choose one weapon carried by this unit. It gains a +20% bonus to its Range
Battlefield Command: Once per battle, this unit can grant an additional action to another allied unit with
the Lumbering trait
Advanced Ammunition: Choose one weapon carried by this unit. It gains a +1 bonus to its Damage Dice
Supercharged Engine: This unit gains a +1” bonus to its Move score, and to any special movement modes
Enhanced Structure: The unit gains a +1 bonus to its Kill score

Casualties
Any losses the Favoured Unit sustains are automatically
replaced after the scenario has finished. If the Favoured
Unit has the Hits trait, these will be ‘reset’ after each
battle, effectively repairing the unit.
If a Favoured Unit loses more than half its number of
models, it will also lose the last upgrade.
If a Favoured Unit is destroyed, you lose it for the rest of
the campaign – no additional units may be upgraded!
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Ongoing Close Combat 19
Pre-Measuring Distances 3
Push Back 19
Re-Rolls 3
reactions 21
Reactions Within Cover 22
Ready Actions 20
Ready and Alert Status 22
Remote Weapons 17
Reserves 34
Retreat 35
Scenarios
Shooting 14
Shooting at Large Models 16
Size 10
Special Movement Modes 11
Special Ranged Weapons 12
Splitting Fire Zones 16
structures 30
Structure Collapse 31
Supplies 134
Suppression 35
Tactical Advantages 118
Tactical Withdrawals 35
Tactics 116
Territories 134
The Aftermath 133
The Campaign Map 130
The Campaign Turn 132
Traits 23
Transport Vehicles 36
Turns 3
Unit Leaders 7
Vehicles 36
Very Large Structures 31
Victory Points 36
Walls 31
Weapons 12
Who Goes First? 118
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Campaigns
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S OC
CE
EA
A NS !
Victory at Sea allows you to take on the
role of an admiral from any of the world’s
major naval powers in the Second World
War and drive your opponent from the
seas!
With muliple scenarios and options this
game will provide many hours of seaborne
conflict.

Order of Battle is the first expansion for
the hugely successful Victory at Sea game.
It greatly expands the fleet lists provided
whilst adding the Soviet navy to the first
six fleets in the main rulebook. With many
projected, but never completed, ships
included in the game the variations are
endless.
This expansion also provides advanced
rules for aircraft operations, greatly
expanded upon from the initial game
allowing the great carrier battles of the
Pacific to be refought. With other additional
rules, scenarios and a new campaign Order
of Battle adds much more to the game.
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